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THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) took the Chair at 2.30 pm, and read prayers.

MOTION - URGENCY
Water Rates Increase, Ground Water and Swan River Improvement

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths): I have received the following letter -

Dear Mr President,
At today's sitting, it is my intention to move under S0 72 that die House, at its
rising adjourn until 9.00 am on December 25 1994 in order to discuss die need for
the Government to resist the call by dhe Water Authority of Western Australia to
increase water rates for Perth residents and to immediately implement a staged
programme to improve the quality of our underground water supplies and the
Swan River using current resources.
Yours sincerely
Sam Piantadosi MILC

The member will require the support of four members.
[At least four members rose in their places.]
HON SAM PIANTADOSI (North Metropolitan) [2.35 pm]: I move -

That the House at its rising adjourn until 9.00 am on 25 December 1994.
it was good to see so much support for this motion from members opposite!
Hon R.H. Lockyer interjected.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I wili refer to those comments later. The State Government
should not further increase die already high cost of water rates facing Perth residents
since it phased in the user pays scheme and dispensed with the fire allowance of 150 kL
a year. The reduction of that allowance has significandly increased the cost of water to
consumers. I refer to a statement made by Mr Werner, the financial and planning
manager of die Water Authority of Western Australia in the Sunday Times of Sunday,
26 March, where he says -

Government policy was twofold; to make it fairer for business which had
previously been paying high rates, but using little water and to encourage the
domestic user to be more conscientious with the precious resource.

He went on to say that the State Government had introduced a user pays scheme and had
allowed for 75 kL of free water, but was charging for the balance. He further said that
the annual bill of the average household for domestic consumption would be about $230
and that the avenage household use of water was 330 kL a year. The Minister for
Finance, with his background, may like to compare my figures with those of Mr Werner.
The cost of 75 kL of water at 190 a kL- I used 2WC to malcethe calculation easier - tallies
to $15. The difference between the fnrt l50 kL and the 330 kL to which Mr Werner
referred, leaves a balance of 180 kL; at 53.70/kL charged by the Water Authority the
balance totals $97 which, added to the $15, equals $112. If, as Mr Werner maintains, the
first 75 U. is free, $112.20 is all the domestic consumer should be paying for the avenage
330 kL of water consumed each year. Therefore, in Mr Werner's assessment of an
avenage household water bill of $230, based on a consumption of 330 kL of water, there
is a discrepancy of $118. Either the Government is charging a fee and collecting $118
per household on its water -
Hon Max Evans interjected.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSL: I will read for Mr Evans and repeat for the benefit of the
House what Mr Werner had to say. Mr Werner stated -



Government policy was twofold, to make it fare for business which had
previously been paying high rues , but using little water and to encourage the
domestic user to be more conscientious with the precious resource.

That is Government policy because the Minister in the past has made that statement. We
agreed on that.
Hon Max Evans: Yes, we agreed on that.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The balance is $118 - the 75 kL has been calculated at 200
and the 180 kL at 544, and the discrepancy exists from the 330 kL of 75 kL. If we take
the 75 kL and divide it into the $118 that is left, should the Government be imposing that
charge, the actual cost a kilolitre for the extra 75 kL is $1.57 a kilolitre. Mr Werner also
stated that die Government had not yet sec a price for the first 75 kL - I think it has and
the price is $1.57 on my calculations. If it is 190, as expected, the average household bill
would be increased by $14 more this year. That is not the case. The increase has been
$118 by the figures released by WAWA. I can repeat the figures so members opposite
can make their own calculations. There has been an impost of $18 and $14, some $100
per householder already by this Government, We were told only last week that the
Government had received a windfall of $120m. What will this latest impost, this
additional cost to domestic water consumers in Western Australia, raise for the
Government? With 180 kL at 541t, and 75 kL at 190, the Minister will find a discrepancy
of 75 kL from the 330 kL that Mr Werner alluded to as being avenage. It falls far short of
the $230 claimed to be the annual cost borne by householders. The figures do not match
up. There is a big windfall to WAWA and to the Government. There has been some talk
and some speculation by the Minister of a levy for sewerage and other matters.
The Government should come clean and state very clearly whether it wants to raise more
funds from domestic water consumers. It will be similar to the WA Inc levy on every
vehicle registration. We have another impost now, not $50 but $118. On cop of that
there is speculation by the Government and by the Minister - though he. is keeping his
options open - that in addition to the water charge a further charge on sewerage is being
considered. What are we getting for that? I accept that in the past many businesses have
paid more than they should have for the water they consumed. But when businesses are
being charged 62.80 for between 350 and 550 kL, and then 72.90 and 68.69 between 750
and 1150 kL and 62.9% above that, and we then consider the $1.57 that consumers are
paying for 75 kL, the domestic consumer has good reason to be very angry, because the
Government is charging domestic conswners two and a half times the average of what
businesses are paying a kilolitre for the saint service.
Hon Max Evans: That is if the member's facts are correct based on that information. I
do not believe they are. I will get a copy for my own assessment.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Lloyd Werner, WAWA's financial planning manager, made
the statement; not me. If the Minister calculated the figures I have given they would tally
with mine. Them is also a shortfall of between the $230 he quoted and the $112 that it
should be, especially if it is maintained thai the first 75 kL are free. If they are free,
WAWA is charging $118 extra a household than it should. My question is, at whose
directive would that charge be imposed on the domestic consumer?
Hon Max Evans: You are a very canny businessman. When your last water race
assessment was received, I am sure you calculated how we were overcharging you, yet
we did not hear a word. If that were the case, the member would have mentioned it at the
time.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: These are the figures.
Hon Max Evans: I amn talking about your assessment and my figures.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSE: These are the figures quoted by Mr Werner. Either
Mr Werner is misleading the public by giving the wrong figures or -
Hon Max Evans:- Hon Nick Griffiths didn't complain.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI:. Mr Werner has said that the avenage household bill to
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domesdic consumers would be about $230 a year. The average consumption is 330 kL a
year. I am using his figures.
Hon Max Evans: Come on.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Either die Minister's sums tally with mine or they do not.
Hon Max Evans interjected.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The first 75 kL are fire and there are set rates for charges
beyond that, then the figures are calculated, and the discrepancy is $118. Is thai $118
part of the accumulated $120m or on top of that? Can a sewerage levy be expected on
top of that?
Hon Max Evans: Please take some financial advice outside.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: This is nothing to do with a business ventur. I am quoting
from a statement made by the financial and planning manager of the Water Authority.
He made a statement and gave certain figures. Either he has been misleading the public
of Western Australia and should apologise, or it is clear that the Government, through
WAWA, is overcharging the domestic consumers in Western Australia to the tune of
$118 a household. It is an impost on the domestic consumer. Members opposite may
laugh and shake their heads, but these are the figures. The statement to which I amn
referring was made two weeks ago and I have not heard the Minister rebut it. From his
lack of response to the statement it is clear that he concurs with these figures.
Hon Kim Chance: He probably drew them up in the first place.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: He probably did. It will not be long before we read about
another windfall. For some rime there has been speculation about a sewerage impost and
that will be in addition to the impost I am referring to. If the Government receives $118
plus a sewerage levy from each household how much money will the Government have
at the end of the year?
Hon Max Evans: You tell me.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Hon Max Evans is the Minister for Finance and he is the
Treasurer's right-hand man. If he and the Treasurer know what that figure will be, the
Opposition would like to know because it will throw some light on how much money will
be raised from this deal. At present the figures do not add up.
Hon Max Evans interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon W.N. Stretch): Order! I am aware the Minister is
attempting to help Hon Sam Piantadosi and I am sure he appreciates that help. However,
the Minister will have the opportunity to rebut the argument shortly. Hon Sam
Piantadosi should address his comments to the Chair and the Minister should reserve his
ammunition for the appropriate time.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The press article states that the average household water bil
will increase by only $14 this year. that is a far cry from $118. It concerns the
Opposition that there appears to have been some skulduggery by WAWA in its
directives. I remind the House that Mr Werner said the policy was twofold. It is obvious
he was adhering to Government policy to impose a charge of $118 a year on each
household. If that were not the case and the first 75 kL were not free, consumers would
be charged the difference between $112 and $230. Therefore, the actual cost to
consumers for the first 75 kL consumed would be $1.57 a kilolitre. The point I am
making is that if the first 75 kL is free the Government is charging the domestic
consumer $118. If it is not free it means that the domestic consumer is paying $1.57 a
kilolitre while the business community is paying 66g a kilolitre. I have not made these
figures up; they are correc and they were provided by the financial and planning
manager of the Water Authority. The Government should come clean. The Minister is
keeping his options open about the possibility of a sewerage levy, but the Government is
raking in milions of dollars because of the charge imposed on domestic consumers. The
Minister is hedging his bets.
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In addition, there has been some discussion in the community about the possibility of a
charge on private bores.
Hon Max Evans: Water, not pigs!
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister makes light of this argument. He has been in
this place for several years and he has listened to my concerns about pround water levels
in this State. In the past few weeks The West Australian has published a couple of
articles about the fact that the dry spell is killing the trees in Jandakot and that is reason
for concern. I first raised my concerns about the level of pround waxer around the
Jandakor area 14 years ago when there was another Court in Government, Sir Charles
Court. Members may recall what happened when the Jandakot treatment plant was
opened and started drawing water from that area. Within two months the private bores in
the area dried up and the residents had to sink their bores deeper. At that time it occurred
to me that the vegetation in the area would suffer as a consequence of the treatment plant
and my concerns have been confirmed by the series of articles in The West Australian
about those trees dying. I repeatedly brought to the attention of this House my concern
that unless steps were taken to alleviate the problem the State would be confronted with
very severe problems. These problems have occurred sooner than I originally anticipated
because the lack of rain during the last two or'three summers has compounded the
problem. It is not a problem we could anticipate in 30 years' time; it is happening now
and it is imperative that we do something about it.
Last November Hon Jim Scott and I referred to the level of ground water dropping when
we alluded to what has happening in Taiwan. In that country the ground is subsiding and
the vegetation is dying because of the drop in the level of ground water. The people in
that country are unable to use the pround water now. We cannot rely completely on
ground water. On previous occasions I have referred to the Agaton water supply, but that
water is drawn from underground. At the present rate of con sumption of water I dare say
that the water being drawn ftrm the Goangara and Jandakor mounds would already be
drawing water from Agalnn. Throughout the metropolitan area - and I am sure country
members will be able to inform me about the situation in country areas - a lot of lakes
have dried up.
Hon Max Evans: Gnangara.
Hon SAM PLANTADOSI: Yes. Perry Lakes, Hyde Park and Lake Monger are good
examples. Lake Monger, which is one of the favourite spots for Asian tourists, is almost
completely covered with algae. One of the first proposals of the Government to try to
solve this problem is to impose a fee for bore water and sewerage. The reality is that we
have a shortage of water. In the past, many members have scoffed at Ernie Bridge's
proposal to pipe water hrorn the north of the State. However, that is not a ludicrous idea
when we consider the problem that has now presented itself. We should have a steady
water supply to complement our system rather than try to tap into our ground water. We
create pollution when we remove water from underground because we drag into the
watertable pollutants from road run-off and other sources.
In 1980 when I first raised the issue of the Onangara liquid waste dump, Ray Young, the
then Minister for Health, accused me of being a scaremonger. yet three months later three
bores that supplied the Mirrabooka treatment plant were closed down because the ground
water was being polluted by the liquid waste that was being dumped at the edge of the
Onangara pine plantation. The Government did not learn from that lesson. There is a
liquid waste dump near a housing subdivision at Canning Vale, which was approved by
the Gosneils City Council. I am glad to see that the Minister for Housing, Hon Richard
Lewis, is looking at this matter further, because that area was not cleaned up and was left
in that condition, and homes were built there. It is dangerous to build on a water source
because the water can become contaminated and make people very ill. I am sure Hon
Nick Griffiths and Hon Derrick Tomnlinson will touch upon the contamination that is
occurring in many areas of East Metropolitan Province. We have been given enough
examples over many years for us to learn from our mistakes, but what have we done
about it? The former Labor Government should have acted on many of these issues, and
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I took up those issues in Caucus on many occasions and tried to generate interest in this
matter, so I guess the former Labor Government is probably just as guilty as this
Government for not taking any action.
If the underground water level falls below the sea level, what will happen?
Hon Max Evens: Like Taiwan, the sea water will come in.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: That is right, and the whole area will be contaminated.
People will not have their nice gardens; they can draw as much underground water as
they like, but it will not do them any good. That is whew we are heading.
Hon Tom Helm: Do you mean that sea water will be drawn into the fresh water?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: If the pround water level falls below the sea level, of course
the sea water will come into the coastal plain. We are told time and time again, and I am
sure even members opposite would agree, that the Swan coastal plain is very fragile. The
six reports that formed the System. 6 study commissioned by Sfr Charles Court in the
1970s pointed out that the ecology of the coastal plain could be destroyed. Nothing has
been done since then. We are now faced with a precarious situation. 'he only proposal
put forward by the Government is to impose a fee as a mechanism to reduce water
consumption.
Hon Tom Helm: What about the Kimberley pipeline proposal?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: That is a necessity.
Hon Max Evans: What would it cost per kilolitre of water that would came out of the
pipeline? That is the important point.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I do not know, If we deplete our underground water
resources and continue to have dry summers, and if we do not change our desire to have
green gardens and adopt dry gardens, we will have real problems. That will require a
complete change of lifestyle. The only alternative is to replenish our water supplies from
alternative sources. We cannot keep drawing water without replenishing it. I am not
imagining this problem and I am not trying to be an alarmist, but there is evidence that
the pround water level will fall below the sea level. We need to protect our pround
water. Members opposite have argued that the Agaton aquifer is an alternative water
source. I know Hon Eric Chariton raised that matter an many occasions and even
organised a bush trip for members. I had agreed to go with him, but owing to a family
commitment I could not go. I firmly support that proposal because we must replenish our
supplies within the metropolitan area or we will have real problems. However, nothing
further has been said by the Government or the Minister about that matter. The
Government has this windfall of $120m from other sources, it has an impost of $118 on
water, and it is looking at imposts on sewerage and bores. Surely, a great deal of money
will be generated through the proposals to charge people for water and sewerage;
therefore, plenty of money will be available to pay for the pipeline from the Kimberley.
It becomes feasible. The Minister well knows the amount of water which flows on a
daily basis from the Ord into the sea; it is the equivalent of the water contained in Sydney
Harbour.
Hon W.N. Stretch: And more.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: It is a vast quantity of water. We could well do with that
water in other pants of Western Australia, especially Perth. If we do not act now, and if
we have three further dry summers -

Hon Max Evans: A dry winter is even worse.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: That is right. We have had a very hot summer. It could be
that we have another three dry summers following the past three. The long range forecast
is that we can expect more of the same. If that is the case, surely the Government and the
Minister for Water Resources must put a plan into effect to ensure that water resources
are protcted. That is not happening. For the information of the Minister for Finance, an
article in the Sunday Times indicated that the long termi forecasters arm predicting that
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next summer will be much the same as this year's. I am sure dhat if they were able to
forecast a little further ahead, die Minister would pursue diat information and find out the
likely situation during the next three to five years. We are heading towards the driest
summer on, record this year and that is cause for concern.
Hon Max Evans: 1 have found that my dam in die hills is fuller than in the past; the water
is running off the hills.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister is lucky. Gidgegannup in Hon Nick Griffith's
electorate has not had rain for five and a half months.
Hon Max Evans:, 1 have a darn.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson, It is time that you gave them some rain, Mr Griffiths!
Hon SAM PIANTADOSE: The realities can be seen when driving around the
metropolitan area. The Minister for Finance and I share the same electorate; I do not
have to tell him what is occurring in the North Metropolitan Region where the wetlands
are in bad shape. The lake at die corner of Alexander and Morley Drives is completely
dry, and has been for some time. Many lakes throughout the area have not had water for
many years. Further up Alexander Drive, at the corner of Beach Road, L.ake Gnangara
has been dry for four years.
Hon Max Evans: It went dry during your term in Government!
Hon SAM PIANTADOS[: Lake (Inangara is the driest of all die lakes which provide
water to the aquifers for the (Inangara mound. In years gone by one could take a boat on
that lake and water ski.
Hon Max Evans: The pine plantations, as David Bellamny pointed out, draw out a lot of
water.
Hon SAM PLANTADOSI: The lake had plenty of water 30 or 40 years ago when the
plantation was thate. I remember water skiing on Lake Gnangara in 1962.
Hon W.N. Stretch: In late March?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Yes; in late March, April to August and all year round.
Hon Max Evans: The trees were planted 35 years ago, but the roots did not hit water
until much later. Once they did, that made the difference.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The draw of water from the Wanneroo treatment plant, the
many bores in market gardens in the area, the farms, and the consumption of both
domestic and business water far outstrips the water consumed by the plantation. The
point is that a problem exists.
Hon Max Evans: No doubt.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The problem could be resolved with the run-off from the Ord
system, to which I have alluded. The only answer that the Government can produce is to
raise the cost of water as a mechanism by which to reduce consumption of water. It does
not consider alternative sources of supply to complement the current system. As the
problem gets worse, it will cost that much more to fix. The Minister will receive $118
from the domestic consumer, and he proposes a sewerage levy and a bore tax. That is a
lot of money. When considering the cost of the pipeline to bring water down to join the
system water, the Government will have plenty of money to implement the proposal
mooted by Hon Ernie Bridge to bring water, currently wasted, from the Kimberley to
supplement our supplies in Perth,
Hon Tomn Helm: Hear, hear! The sooner the better.
Hon SAM PIAJ'TADOSI: I draw members' attention to the Swan River and what has
occurred. I know the Minister for Finance agreed with some of the comments made by
members on this side of the House last November. The problem has compounded itself
in many areas. It was brought to a head with the latest spillage of raw sewage into the
Swan River, although that is nothing new. Sewage, especially at the East Perth holding
tanks, has spilled out on many occasions.
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The Water Authority has known for many years what is required to remedy this situation.
Over the last few days I have heard many excuses given for the latest spillage; for
example, it was said that WAWA was not told that the generators were not operating.
The Armagh Street pipeline in Victoria Park crosses under the Swan river. Many craft
have become unstuck or battered after hitting the manhole cover on the pipeline, which is
submerged only two feet below the surface at low tide. That pipeline spills over on many
occasions. The holding tanks were built some 35 years ago to cater for the then
population of Perth. The city's growth has now far exceeded the capacity of those
holdings tanks. What proved to be a crisis on the odd occasion in the past when the
holding tanks overflowed is now occurring on a regular basis. An investigation would
show that once a month some form of spillage occurs from the holding tanks at East
Perth;, die system cannot cope.
Hon W.N. Stretch: You were the local member for 10 years when you were in
Government.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I tried to get a former leader of the Liberal Party, the then
Premier, Sir Charles Court, to do something. I invited him to visit on 15 occasions and
he did not have the guts to front up to see the conditions under which people worked.
Hon Bill Stretch should not get sanctimonious and tell me who did nothing. A couple of
people died because the likes of people in Mr Stretch's Government -

The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: - who were in charge at the time -

The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: - did not take interest in, or care what happened to those
individuals who worked down the sewer.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I will ask Mrs Hendry to pay Hon Bill Strtch a visit and tell
him how her husband died and what she was subjected to when trying to get
compensation.
The PRES[DENT: Order! Hon Sam Piantadosi, I called order and you defied the Chair
persistently. I am warning you not to do it again.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: And stick to the subject.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Hon Ross Lightfoot should shut his mouth or get up and
make a speech.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Hon Sam Piantadosi will ignore the interjections - I will take
care of those - and concentrate on directing his comments to the Chair.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The condition of the Perth main sewer is quite obvious. The
spillage that occurred a couple of weeks ago was a problem. The sewer is in its present
condition because over a number of years all that has occurred to keep it going has been
patchwork repairs. I do not know whether many members have been down the sewer, but
its peak flow is 25 kink. The men working in it must be harnessed because there is no
second chance. Their workmates would not be able to get to the next manhole to pull
them out The only place to pull them out is at the treatment plant, and it would be too
late then. That system is breaking down. It has been patched up over many years.
Unless we look at that system realistically we Wil have more problems in that area. We
will have to worry not only about the small volume of sewage that spilled into the river
and which caused so much concern over the past week, but also about a greater volume
of sewage that will empty into the river as there is nowhere else to go. The system is 90
years old, and it has only been patched up. The holding tanks were built some 30-odd
years ago to cater for the population of the day. They are no longer adequate. Measures
need to be taken to ensure that we do not have spillage into the river as it already has
many other pollutants, and that would be a disaster. Look at what happened in East Perth
with the State Energy Commission dumping polychlorinated biphenyls into the river.
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Hon Nick Griffiths referred to what flowed into die river in his area. Other members of
the South Metropolitan Region, your own area Mr President, covered pollution leaching
into the Canning River from the drainage system of the liquid waste dump just off
Bannister Road. Mr President, you would be very familiar with what is occurring with
the Canning River. Members need only take a drive up the Canning River through the
Canning catchment areas. At Araluen the river used to flow quite vigorously in winter,
and in summer there was two or three feet of water, it is dry now.
Hon John Halden: Except the pools, which are full of contaminants and algae which is
moved down the river with the first rain.
Hon SAM PIAINTADOSI: The drains pick up other contaminants which are basically
destroying the Canning and Swan River systems. We cannot allow that. On a regular
basis there have been sewage spills into the Canning River. We are killing our own river
system. We all1 enjoy the river. Mr President, you use die river on many occasions, and 1
am sure you would like your grandchildren and others to use it in the future. It may be
that your gradchildren will point the finger at you and ask what you did about it.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: We will do more about it than your Government did in 10 years.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: We have talked on this issue on several occasions since
Hon Ross Lightfoot has been a member of this House. He always interjects, but I have
yet to hear him make a speech. He represents the same area as me, but he would not
know where Onangara Lake, Hyde Park or any other lakes were. If he feels a speech
coming on, let him get on his feet so I can inteiject on him. He likes to crow, but when
he gets the chance to talk he ducks out of the Chamber and scurries away to hide. Let
him get up on his feet and have his say.
It is important that we take steps to stop die destruction of our ecology. The evidence is
that our ivers are tying up. The coastal plain forms a sandy basin. The water moves
through that sand very quickly. If the water table falls below the sea water level, sea
water will move in very quickly. We are destroying that balance. We will not be able to
live here. That is die legacy we are leaving our grandchildren at the moment Trees are
dying in Jandakot because of lack of water. The water table level has dropped some
15 feet in one year from one summer to the next
Hon Max Evans: Do you mean in the past year?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Yes, the water level in the metropolitan area has dropped on
average by about 15 feet Many people have had to go down a lot deeper with their
bores. A search of most domestic bore users would find they have problems starting their
bores. Some would have to switch on four or five times because the water level has
dropped. That is a sign of what is occurring because those levels have dropped
significantly. The trees have started dying off in Jandakot; where will they die off next?
Hon Derrick Tonmlinson: They are dying off in Kalamunda.
Hon SAM PLANTADOSI: What is the Government going to do about it? The answer is
not to impose a charge to try to restrict water use, because there will not be any water to
use in the future. It is expensive to treat brackish water to get it to the level at which it
can be put into the system and consumned. When the Minister tallies up what he is
proposing to charge by way of die sewerage levy and a bore levy, he will discover that
the Kinmberley pipeline could be feasible.
[Resolved, that the motion be continued.]
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Opposition believes that the imposition of a new tax is
not the way to go. The Government needs to act to ensure that the river system is
protected Part of the problem is that somebody must take responsibility for the exercise.
At the moment, approximately nine departments supposedly are responsible for ensuring
that the condition of the river is maintained at a reasonable level, If 1 leave a matter to
John, John leaves it to Mark, and Mark leaves it to Tom, who will know what to do? The
heath inspector from the Perth City Council made the public aware of the dangers that
presented themselves through the latest sewage spill - not die Minister for the
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Environment or te Minister for Health. They completely abrogated their responsibility
in that exercise. If John George of the Perth City Council had not warned people about
the dangers, no action would have been taken by the Government. With whom does the
buck stop? Who is responsible?
Hon Max Evans: Maybe the health inspectors from the Perth City Council.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Are they responsible for the waterways? Is the Government
prepared to accept responsibility?
Hon Max Evans: It is not actually the health inspector there, but it is in the Perth City
Council boundary.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Members opposite have indicated that the Government does
not want to accept responsibility for the environment, for water resources or for health.
Hon Max Evans has said that it is the responsibility of the Perth City Council. Is he
referring to the committee of five on the Perth City Council, which will also be the
Executive Government of the State?
Hon Max Evans: The health inspector of the Perth City Council has the capacity to take
readings of the river.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Responsibility for the environment rests with the
Government. Responsibility for health also rests with the Government. Last week, the
Minister informed the House about the outbreak of anthrax down south. He said that it
was his responsibility. Why is he not responsible for the Swan River? He could have
made a statement about his concern for the Swan River. We have not heard from the
Minister for Water Resources or the Minister for the Environment. The Minister for
Health has been at a conference and cannot be bothered. Members opposite say that the
Perth City Council can fix it. Are we leaving the management of the rivers to the
committee of five on die Perth City Council? Thai will be the Executive Government.
We are about to turn the clock back 162 years. At that stage, we had a committee of five.
If the Minister has his way, the management of the affairs of this State will be left to the
committee of five on the Perth City Council.
HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [3.34 pm]: I
thank the Government for the opportunity to have some additional time on this matter. It
is an important matte which ought to occupy the time of the House. Some issues on
water management and river management need to be controlled by the Government. In
this broad issue of water conservation, we have seen continually the desire of the Water
Authority of Western Australia to go about collecting more and more revenue. Hon Sam
Piantadosi has gone through that exercise, but it is worth repeating. We have seen an
increase in the general water rate, a proposal to tax bores and a proposal for a special levy
for sewerage. And, in today's paper, WAWA is again proposing that the taxpayers
should have to pay more for the conservation of the river.
it seems that WAWA is doing well in trying to build up its cash flow, but I am not
convinced that it is doing particularly well at what it is supposed to be doing - managing
the State's water asset This is not an issue which is pertinent only to this Government; it
is pertinent to previous Governments, If we are serious about the Swan River, the
Canning River, the Peel-Murray estuary system, the Biackwood River and basically
every other river in the south west corner of this State and wish to maintain those riven
as living organisms, we must do better than we are doing. Nine Government authorities
are in charge of the Swan and Canning rivers. At the end of the day, this will become a
duckshoving exercise. People will pass the buck. Somebody has to be responsible.
The person who ultimately is responsible is the Minister for the Environment. An article
on Monday, 28 March stated -

The Minister, Mr Kevin Minson, described Thursday's sewage spill as more of a
health concern than an environmental problem of any consequence.

We do not argue that it is a health concern. However, the fate of the Swan River, be it
with this spillage or with algal bloom problems that exist in the Swan and Canning rivens,
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is the responsibility of the Minister for the Environment. It is time for somebody to say.
"This problem is my responsibility and I am going to do specific things about it." We are
all guilty of the events of the pasa. but it is now incumbent upon us to get over that and to
start to get down to die issue of preserving one of the most beautiful natural assets that
we have - the Swan River. Hon Sanm Piantadosi spoke about the minor spills that occur
in the river regularly, about the nutrient flow down from the agricultural areas of the
State, about how we need to manage that in an appropriate way. ensure that the river
system is flushed on a regular basis, and control the nutrient inflow to the river from new
residential developments, specifically golf courss If we do not want to make it into a
cesspool we must start to look at the issue seriously and soon. It has been suggested to
me that, if the matter is not addressed in a serious way by the turn of the century, we Will
have nothing more than a cesspool that is dead. I say to the economic rationalists of the
community that die community will not accept a cesspool The cheapest time to act to fix
the problems of the Swan and Canning rivers is now, not when they have become
cesspools or are totally dead. At that time, it will cost much more and there will be more
community concern about the mutter. Some matters which are of a political nature need
to be highlighted regarding the Government of the day. Evidence is clearly on the public
record that the Government was warned when it was in Opposition during the last State
election that funds were urgently needed for the Waterways Commission.
Hon Max Evans: Without warning us that you hadn't spent the money.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: As Hon Sam Piantadosi and I have said, this problem has gone
back over time. What must happen now is action - a single authority and Ministers
taking responsibility and getting on with the job. The answer to Hon Max Evans'
interjection is yes. However, I would not stop by saying 10 years back; we might go
20 or 30 years back. We must start to do something now.
Hon Barry Hodge at the time alerted the Parliament to the community's concern on this
matter. I remind the Government of its commitments which were quite specifically made
by the tn environmental spokesman, Hon Phillip Pendal, and the Liberal leader, now
the Premier. I do not think anything was wrong with those comments, but the tragedy is
that they have not been implemented. An article in The West Australian on 29 June 1992
states in part-

Legislation coveting the under-resourced Swan River Trust and Waterways
Commission would form the basis of new law representing Australia's first
comprehensive river protection plan. liberal leader Richard Court and
environmental spokesman Phillip Pendal said yesterday.
Mr Court said a Liberal government would legislate for a single agency to control
all river management and embrace key elements of the WA Conservation
Council's river protection strategy.

There is nothing wrong with that. I agree that it was a particularly reasonable proposal
put forward by the then Opposition. However, the great tragedy is that it has not been
acted upon. Another great tragedy is that in its first Budget this Government contracted
the Waterways Commission budget by 6.5 per cent, or at least that is what it says.
Hon Max Evans: That is wrong. I will give you the right figures later. Beth Schultz was
saying certain things. I was at the barber's at the time and couldn't respond!
Hon JOHN HALDEN: A number of other experts have suggested that it was cut;
however, I will be interested to hear the Minister's remarks on that matter. Last
Thursday's spillage added to the problem and focused on the need, as I said before, for a
single agency that is well resourced and which clearly has a mandate to oversee the
managemnent of the river system. However, this matter is not just about the management
of an incident tha occurred last Thursday when at least 600 wannes of sewage was put
into the riven; it is about the management of the river system from its hinterland where
there are small creeks, to its mouth at the Indian Ocean. If a holistic approach is not
taken that considers agricultural practices and mechanisms - natural and man-made - to
impede the nutrient flow into the rivers and to control those flows, and to use new
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chemicals or replace chemicals with natural products dhat will not have dhe same
devastating effects, problems will occur. We must review the dams policy.
At the moment the minimal amount of water that is flushed through the Canning and
Swan Rivers during summer is a prerequisite to having algal bloom problems, bearing in
mind the agricultural practices going back many years and currently. If die Government
does not want the Canning and Swan Rivers dead it should take the sort of action I have
suggested. Now is the time to act. It is also time for the coalition Government to review
the very policy that it announced in 1992. In essence it is a sound policy that I am sure
members on this side of the House are prepared to support. However, it is time that the
inaction that has seen the first 14 months of this Government and previous Governments
ceased, bearing in mind the sound policy position of the Government when it camne into
power. If inaction is not ended, not only will the Swan and Canning rivers die, but also
every river in the south west of this State. If that is the sort of legacy the Government
wants to leave for future generations in this State - I am sure it is not - it is time to resolve
this problem.
Hon Mark Nevill: If Phillip Pendal were in the Ministry it might have been different.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: That is a problem for members opposite, not us, to resolve.

Sitting suspended from 3.45 to 4.00 pm
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Before concluding my remarks, I remind the Minister that he said
there had been no cut in the funding of the Waterways Commission. That seems to be in
conflict with a report in the Press at the time of the last Budget as follows -

Commission executive director Bruce Hamilton said last night the Budget cut had
reduced his body's ability to manage the waterways.

It was further reported -
The reduction, effectively 6 per cent, will come off the under-resourced watchdog
body's operational budget.

That is my source for the comment, and a number of similar comments have been made
by other people with regard to die same cut in funds.
My concern is also about the Government's inaction. I refer to an article in The West
Ausstralian of 29 Match 1994, in which it is reported with regard to conservation of die
Swan River -

Perth scientists presented their plans to the State Government in January but are
still waiting for money.

It continues -

Swan River Trust executive director Bruce Hamilton said the options did not need
to be expensive ...

He further said that a number of things needed to be done, such as dredging, but a
specific problem was the ooze at the bottom of the Swan River. Apparently, the ooze is
nutrient rich and is also one of the problems that leads to the algal bloom. I understand
that because the ooze in certain parts of the river is at a depth of two metres, the only way
to remove this black, gooey, tarry mess is to dredge it out. I understand it may not be
cheap to do that.
Hon Max Evans: It is a very good material and there is a thought that if we could remove
that substance we could sell it for fertiliser and so on.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I have not heard that, but it is probably an issue we should
explore.
Hon Max Evans: I have the same problem with my fish pond.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is clear that die community, both political parties and the
Government have acknowledged the problem. The Government of the day had a plan in
a framework sense to do something about it and it should now take the opportunity to
work through that framework. There is no doubt about the need to get on with the job
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because otherwise the algal bloom - which is far worse in the Canning River than in the
Swan River - will deteriorate in the Swan River. The extent of the red bloom problem in
the Canning River - which is the most dangerous type of bloom - will extend further
along the river and will ultimately lead to the death of the river along considerable
stretches. I hope we have an understanding that something needs to be done. That has
been said for a considerable period and is on the public record. The Government must
now appoint a single authority and a Minister who will accept responsibility for the
conservation of the river, and develop the program plans and strategies. It is not a
unidimensional problem, but a multidimensional problem which must be addressed at the
Government and bureaucratic levels to ensure the survival of this diver.
I thank the Minister for the opportunity to speak in this debate and I hope it will
encourage the Government to move down the path that it has recognised but not acted
upon at this stage. I hope we can set some direction and a clear course for the future, so
the community understands that the Parliament and the Government acknowledge the
problem and will get on with the job.
HON P.R. LIGHTFOOT (North Metropolitan) [4.07 pm]: I do not disagree in a
significant way with the motion before the Chair. I would like to think I could resist the
call in some real way for the Water Authority to increase the level of water rates. I
would also like to think I could play a significant role in improving the quality of our
underground water supplies and the Swan River using resources currently available to us.
However, the legacy of the problem must be seen in perspective. This Government has
been in office for just over 12 months. We are looking at a problem that was endorsed in
1986 or earlier, when the Environmental Protection Authority sought permission and
Government concurrence to initiate programs that would look into, and suggest methods
of managing, the whole of the wetland system throughout the Perth basin. It should be
borne in mind that the problems associated with the waterways must be balanced with the
fact - as Hon Sam Piantadosi said - that this could be the driest summer on record. I do
not know whether last night's rain will bring the rainfall up to or just below the record
dry season in this State, but we are certainly close to the record. We must also bear in
mind that most of the areas submerged in winter, dry up during summer, even during
normal summers when there is some rainfall.
Hon Sanm Piantadosi: In the metropolitan area?
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Yes, on the Perth basin most dry up and are not permanent
waters, although there are some.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: That is not true.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Hon Sam Piantadosi says that is not true. In 1986 a two
volume works was produced by the Environmental Protection Authority. It is an update
of the EPA Bulletin 774, called "A Guide to Wetland Management in and near Perth,
Swan Coastal Plain Area". In the first volume of the report, towards the back - and I can
supply a copy for Hon Sam Piantadosi if he cannot find it - it is stated that as the
majority of Perth's wetlands dry out during the summer, wetlands which do not appear on
the list below probably do not contain water at this time of the year. The meaning there
is the summer, so I must rebut, with evidence, the statement by Hon Sam Piantadosi -

Hon Sam Piantadosi: Which evidence? That is simply not a true statement.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: We are talking about Perth's wetlands.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: I will take you for a tour of the wetlands. You wouldn't know
where they are.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: I cannot help what the member's Government put down. I
agree with that. I know from personal experience that most of the wetlands dry out. I do
not think we should be stampeded by fear - nor will we be. No-one will attach a great
deal of credibility to what Hon Sam Piantadosi says. While I am on the subject,
Hon Sam Piantadosi made a statement to the effect that if we keep on pumping water
from the mounds that we currently exploit, somehow the sea will rush in. That is not a
statement of fact
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H-on Sam Piantadosi: That is an untrue statement.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: It is impossible geologically for water to rush in.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: You weren't ifl the bloody Chamber!
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hion Derrick Tomlinson): Order! Hon Sam Piantadosi
needs to be reminded about improper language in this House.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Some of the aquifers are over 1 000 feet deep. One of them is
on my farm just near the Gnangara mound. I put down a hole to 750 feet. I think it went
to the second aquifer which made it a full artesian bore. That is, once the bore penetrated
the impervious clay layer, the water flowed freely to the surface. The Gnangara mound
was exploited in 1986. I do not agree with lowering the water table. If we destroy the
environment we destroy the flora and fauna that depend on a chain of events for
sustenance. But as to the sea rushing in, that is alarmist.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: That is not what I said. Get your facts right. Stop telling lies!

Point of Order
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Mr Deputy President, Hon Sam Piantadosi asked me to stop
telling lies -

Hon Sam Piantadosi: You should get your facts right. You are a nincompoop.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: My first point of order is that l am not "telling lies". Secondly.
I object most strongly to the term "nincompoop". I ask that both statements be
withdrawn.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Hon Sam Piantadosi has been asked to withdraw his
statements.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I withdraw.

Debate Resumed
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: I will explain and give a thumbnail sketch regarding why it is
impossible for the sea water to rush in and fill the "cavernious areas" with salt water.
Them are few places on the Perth coastal plain where the hiatus of protection between the
coastal dune areas is broken. It is a buffer not only to the wind but also the sea, and the
pressure of water coming down from the Darling Range escarpment is always higher.
We draw from areas such as the Jandakot and Gnangaza mounds, that lower the water
table in the vicinity, but the bores do not pull water from the coast where there is
pressure, or from the hills. It is drawn from a finite radius from around the bore itself, so
the sea cannot rush in! If the bores had been placed closer to the sea or dhe coast perhaps
there could be an argument in that respect.
I have already said that we do not disagree with what is proposed here. Regrettably, and
at the risk of inviting inteiJections, the previous 10 years of Government were not a good
time for Western Australia. As a Government, it lost hundreds of millions of dollars; in
fact it ran to well over Sib in lost income to the State. The problem is that when the
coffers amt empty, obviously there is little or no money for capital works of this nature. I
disagree with projects like the Gnangara mound which was initiated by the previous
Government; but we had no choice. The previous Government had no choice but to draw
water -

Hon Sam Piantadosi: It was not the previous Government. It was a Court Government.
You don't know what you are talking about.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: As I recall, it was initiated in 1986 - towards the end of the
Burke Government - and administered by the previous Labor Government. It Was not
initiated by a Court Government. It is an erroneous statement to suggest that. Hon Sam
Piantadosi wandered afl over the place and suggested that a pipeline from the Ord River
to Perth would solve the problem. If it were big enough it would solve the problem, but
it would be far more cost effective to put in a desalination plant at Fremantle and to
augment the fresh water supply in Perth from the plant at Fremantle. It is about five
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times more cost effective, or conversely about five times dearer, to amortise the billions
of dollars cost of a pipeline from the Ord River down to Perth. I do not think it would
work. There are alternatives, but we must give away die insecure thought that we can
somehow bring a pipeline, at a cost of several billion dollars, from die Ord River down to
Perth. Even if it came to Kalgoorlie and we reversed the flow of the Mundaring-Perth
pipeline and saved die 500-odd kilometres capital cost for the water pipes, it still would
not work. It is regrettable, but it would not work.
The initiative, which has been spoken about for some decades, was worth the expense
and trouble when the previous Government set up an inquiry into the feasibility of it. But
it would not be feasible even if it were to be a private enterprise pipeline. Even if the
Government subsidised the certain loss of water, and utilised the arable lard on either
side of the pipeline - much the same as the United States did when it ran railways out
west to open up the arable land - it still would not work. The alternative is to look closer
at a system that emulates die Ord River, or perhaps the Gascoyne River which is only
one-third of the distance from Perth. The Court Government in the 1970s committed a
very small amount of money to look at appropriate areas on the Gascoyne River. The
Gascoyne River - much the same as the Ord River - has millions of hectolitres flowing
trough its mouth in Carnarvon over a given period. Perhaps that is something we should
look at. I have some sympathy with and significantly endorse this proposal, because I do
not believe that we should continue to draw water from these underground supplies. The
danger is that they cannot be replenished, but that danger is not apparent yet. We have
not reached the threshold, even in this driest of summers, where there is the danger that
they will not be replenished by rain or outflow over the hundreds of thousands of square
ilometres that replenish these kinds of aquifers, some of which are several thousand feet

deep. We have yet to exploit the deepest. We do not exploit the top layer for one reason
or another. We hope that the impervious layer will not allow depletion to the point where
the flora and fauna are affected, but the levels do become lower. That is traditional. It is
not a good time to discuss this; it is an emotive subject because the lakes are dry, but
most of the wet areas dry up in summer anyway. The Swan River is more than a jewel:
It works; it is functional; it is the single most beautifying aspect of the city of Perth, and
it must be looked after.
Hon Mark Nevill: It was, before it became an open sewer.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Very little has been done. Projects like this need bipartisan
support, particularly Government support, if they are to succeed It does no good for
Hon Mark Nevill to interject, "Particularly as it has become an open sewer." The notices
and warnings around the Swan River, which were triggered by the health regulations,
have been removed, and the Swan River is now safe. With respect to the 600 tonnes of
sewage that flowed into the river, it should be remembered - this is where it becomes a
little alarmist - that 580 tonnes consisted of water, common H20. There is not a lot of
problem with water being absorbed into the Swan River.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: What about toxins?
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: The toxicity is another matter. It should never have happened.
It was a rare occasion, If there was to be any blame, it should be attached to the previous
Government. The previous Government, on the advice it had -

Hon Mark Nevill: If we were in Government, you would be saying that the sewage
contained the AIDS virus.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: The expert advice from the Western Australian Water
Authority was that the surplus of energy and storage tanks needed were sufficient to cope
with the very worst down time in electricity failure. The system failed because an
extraordinary amount of time was needed before the generators could become active
again to reconstitute the pumps.
Hon Bob Thomas: The power was cut off.
Hon P.R. UIGHTFOT: While I have some sympathy for the Water Authority in not
allowing for an overflow of this nature, had we been in Government we probably would
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have had the same advice from the Water Authority and not allowed for a situation where
there were abnormal down times in power failures. A few months after we came to
Government in 1993, a strategy was released that has several effects with respect to the
Perth coastal plain and beyond. In summary, using the EPA as a commendable group of
scientists and workers, we *have set out our long term interest in the wetlands and the
initiatives that we will take, based on some work that the previous Government did, to
protect and manage the wetland areas that include the Canning and Swan Rivers. The
initiatives that we propose to take are set out in the summary of the document entitled
"Strategy for the Protection of Lakes and Wetlands of the Swan Coastal Plain". It states -

Setting of broad principles for wetland protection through Bulletins 27 and 79;
Legal protection of lakes through the Environmental Protection (Swan Coastal
Plain Lakes) Policy;
Identification of wetlands of conservation significance which should become part
of the reserve system through the 'Red Books';
Formulation and application of Bulletin 686 (including its questionnaire) to assist
people in identifying management objectives for wetlands on the Swan Coastal
Plain ... Dissemination of wetlands' atlases to local authorities to assist in the
protection and management of these areas -

This may have been completed -

Contribution to wetlands research to improve our knowledge about how wetlands
work and the implications of this information for management (to be completed
by September 1993); and
Using environmental review to protect important wetlands where development is
proposed-

I do not substantially disagree with the motion before the Chair today. We have taken
steps to see that the environment that is hard pressed at times, in which over one million
people live, is protected. We do have long term and short term plans. I see no panic at
this stage. I see a necessity for having a damned good rain.
Hon Mark Nevill: You sound like a gypsy.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: Having spent most of my life on the land, I recognise how
people's outlook changes once there is a good main. That is the same here; the blue-green
algae will disappear in both the Canning and the Swan Rivers.
Hon T.G. Butler: That is far too simplistic for the problem.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: The aquifers will become replenished. The dams will become
full.
Hon Mark Nevill: We can get some rain.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: If we work in a bipartisan manner to protect this environment
that we have been so lucky to inherit, we can bring about all of those things. The
Goverrnent has taken steps to do this.
Hon Mark Nevill: We will have a prayer breakfast.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: I commend the policy set out in the document entitled "Strategy
for the Protection of Lakes and Wetlands of the Swan Coastal Plain" which was released
to the House in July 1993.
HON J.A. SCOTT' (South Metropolitan) [4.26 pm]: It has been very interesting to
listen to the debate thus far. Although a lot of good things have been said by various
speakers, particularly Hon Sam Piantadosi who drew attention to a number of very
important factors, I do niot think the level of the problem was fully understood by the
previous Government or is fully understood by this Government.
Hon Mark Nevill: It was overflowing.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: We must look at what is happening in the Swan River and our water
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systems as an end result, which has been caused not just by our practices of water
management but by a whole range of things. Otherwise none of those things will be
fixed. We are talking about spending a lot of money on sewerage, but we will do nothing
to maintain our city in a compact enough unit so that we will be able to afford the amount
of sewerage that will be needed in the next 20 or 30 years. We are allowing urban sprawl
to go ahead totally unmanaged. We are promoting it with the use of the private car over
proper public transport systems. There is no effort at all to look at integrated land use
management seriously except for the bit that is creeping into the country areas where it is
being pushed along by a lot of Landcare people who are doing a great job. T1hey are not
funded and are crying out for funds. Yet, a major amount of the nutrients is coming from
the fairming areas. We are not looking at broadacre or organic farming, or setting up
marketing mechanisms for those activities. We need to seek the real solutions of the
problem and not try to fix the end result when it appears in the water.
We must also look at the problem at different levels; for example, the supermarkets
where the products that are called environmentally friendly have ended up in our water
system. We allow manufacturers to call those products environmentally friendly, yet
they are full of phosphates. In fact, they add nutrients to our water systems. People buy
them in the belief that they will keep our water systems clean. There are products on our
markets -some of the best amt Australian made - which could be substituted for the
supposed environmentally friendly ones. We should not allow those products to be
called environmentally friendly when they are not. We are also stuck with a Minister
who does not understand what ecological sustainability is all about. While I am pointing
the finger at a particular Minister, I could point it also at some past Ministers. When the
balance of the ecology is considered, we always go for the development side and the
dollar side. A close examination would show that it will cost more if we continue to do
that. As Hon Sam Piantadosi pointed out, when water becomes unavailable, it will
become much more expensive. That is when market forces will come into play. But we
are not looking ahead that far.
We are also not looking at some of the cheaper things that we can do to manage our
water systems. We are not doing enough to educate the population. It is left to the
newspapers. I commend The West Australian for the job it is doing in this regard. The
Government is not doing enough to ensure that the population knows about not using too
much water, about mulching and about using slow release fertilisers. We leave that to
market forces and it is not happening quickly enough.
Hon Sam Piantadosi suggested that we should add more water to the system. That will
not prevent nutrient build-up. We must start looking at taking away some of the people.
Rather than moving water to the city, we should consider not having too many people in
the city and trying to decentralise.
Hon Max Evans: Take away all the Labor people.
Hon L.A. SCOTT: We can do much more to aid decentralisation in this State. There is a
huge rural drift to the city which is adding to the population spread. As well, there is a
greater reliance on chemicals in the areas from which those people came. Unfortunately,
that is also ending up in the river systems.
The most important thing the Government could do to ensure a clean water supply is to
look seriously at integrated land use management, initially throughout the south west
corner of the State and, eventually, throughout the whole State.
Hon Max Evans: What do you mean by integrated land use management?
Hon J.A. SCOTT: I mean that, when we have an area that is best suited for agriculture,
we should use it for agriculture. We should not spread the city out over it. At
Bedfordale, the Government is allowing a development without sewerage to go ahead in
a water catchment. That should not be allowed to occur. That area was zoned special
rural and has been changed so that a developer can make a few dollars. The Government
must stop looking after developers and start looking to real land use management that is
not driven by developers. Developments must be considered from the beginning by
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environmental planners as well as road planners and social planners. We cannot continue
to bring in environmental management further down the chain; it must occur right at the
top. Members would be aware of the issue of the Caltex ranks in Fremanule. There was a
battle about whether megatanks should be set up next to an area of population. The
Environmental Protection Authority had to decide whether it was safe for those tanks to
be there. In fact, the EPA should have been asked in the planning stages where the best
place in the metropolitan area would be for the petroleum tanks. It would not have
allowed them to go to Fremantle.
Hon Max Evans: Those tanks were for bunkering ships. It is the biggest bunkering port
for ships in the worldL
Hon J.A. SCOfl The bunkering fuel should be there, but there is a lot of fuel there that
is not bunkering fuel. People complain to me that the company vents the fuel tanks when
it changes over frorn diesel to petrol. The fumes are vented into the atmosphere and
children in the area are exhibiting high levels of lead in their bodies and developing all
sorts of respiratory complaints. That is a totally inappropriate use. Integrated land use
would never allow that sort of development to occur.
The Jarrahdale-Serpentine area is a good example of a shire which has gone down that
path. It should be done at the State level. The Government should be looking at how it
can use the land and catchment management as a proper way to conserve the water
supply. All the sewering in the world will nor solve the problem. If we are to get serious
about this matter, the first step should be a broad move into setting up integrated land use
planning.
Hon Ross Lightfoot made a number of comments about this being one of the driest
summers on record and that eventually everything will be all right. That is not correct.
We have a closed system. We do not suddenly get more water because there are more
people. If there air more people and they use the same amount of water, we will end up
with insufficient water to go around. The Government must look at limiting the
population at some stage. If members consider the worldwide figures, they will
understand the alarm that scientists have with the reduction of water resources. NATO
generals are claiming that the next world war will be over water supplies. That is already
evident in Israel and Palestine.
The other part of the equation is that we can look forward to having even dryer years if
we continue constructing plants such as the Collie coal fired power station. We have a
rising level of greenhouse gas in this State. That greenhouse growth will start making the
desert areas expand westwards and southwards and things will get drier and drier. The
Government cannot look only at water supplies; it must adopt a holistic approach, as
mentioned by Hon John Halden.
Hon Ross Lightfoot spoke of legal protection when he quoted from the Liberal Party
wetlands management plan. I have seen some of the legal protection that is supposed to
be in place. At present, people are talking to me about what is occurring at Lake Clifton,
where there are stromatolites. A developer in the Mt John area asked for a change in the
conditions applying to a development because the blocks were not selling quickly. One
of the changes allowed for him to put in bores and pump water. Previously, the
conditions did not allow hoofed animals in the area and the developer had a limit on the
size of land parcels that he could clear. The Mandurah council has agreed to those
changes in the conditions. At the same time, one of the world's foremost experts has said
that this will result in the destuction of those stromarolites, because the nutrient level
will increase. There has been insufficient study of the water movements in the area. We
stand to lose an incredibly precious resource in those stromatolites. They are the oldest
living fossils. David Attenborough's TV program 'The Uving Planet" began with the
stromarolite formation at Shark Bay because the formation of oxygen into the atmosphere
occurred through those stromatolire. formations and provided the necessary conditions for
life to occur. We are allowing these incredibly early fossils to be destroyed by putting
aside our wetland management so that we can develop the area and make a few bucks. It
is just not good enough. While we keep doing that sort of thing we will get nowhere with
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controlling our water supplies. We must get really serious about it When we run out of
water we are finished. It is our most precious resource on this planet; it is worth more
than gold, although one may not get more on the market for it. It is the most useful
resource on this planet and we cannot live without it.
Any proper solution must involve people at the grassroots level because it is no good
Governments making pronouncements from the top and expecting that all will be well.
People must be informed and involved. Country members here will appreciate the truth
of that in relation to die land care groups. Those groups ame increasing their knowledge
about what is happening to their land. They must be not only informed and dedicated to
the job hut also properly resourced. We must also consider ways in which we can
resource community groups to help with our river system.
Hon Doug Wenn: That might be the last drink you get.
Hon L.A. SCOTT: It might be the last clean drink! That is no reflection on the staff, but
more to do with the policies by which we live.
People think situations can be remedied by a technical fix such as a desalinator to fix
salinisation, or a pipeline to provide water. However, long before we had market
economies we were biological creatures. The system on which we are most reliant is not
the market, but the biological system. We can get away from the market economy but
there is no way we can get away from die biological system. We must come to grips
with that fact in order to solve the problems. In doing so we must realise that we must
live within the constraints of our ecological system. We are not doing that. As I said
before, we are continuing with the urbanisation of areas which are not suitable for that
purpose. We are making cities that are far too big to be able to continue providing
sewerage and other services. We are not meusing our water, we are pumping it into our
sewerage systemns and then out to sea. That is a crazy policy. We must take it one step
further and reintroduce that treated waste into our system. Until we get a closed system
we will keep reducing the amount of water in our aquifers.
Although to some degree I agree with this motion before the House, I urge the
Government to look very seriously at examining the deep rooted and fundamental
problems behind the degrading of our water system. They go much further than sewage
overflow and require much more of a solution than just throwing money at the problem.
They require a wide range of planning issues that must be examined more seriously than
they are now. Our planning has been driven by bureaucrats who want to build roads and
by people who want to make money out of developing housing estates. Until we start
building cities that are designed for sustainability and people - biological people rather
than market place people - we will run into trouble. I am not saying we must discard our
market place system, but we must make that system compatible with the biological
system in which we live.
Once again I urge the Gover -nment to look to integrated land use management as the real
solution to this problem and to involve all people in the fight to solve it, not just call in a
few experts or throw money at the problem but investigate issues such as why goods sold
in our supermarkets are sold as environmentally friendly when they are not.
HON DOUG WENN (South West) [4.46 pmn]: I thank Hon Sam Piantadosi for moving
this motion because it deals with a real problem in Western Australia. The words of Hon
Jim Green -

Hon N.D. Griffiths: It is Jim Brown - shades of grey!
Hon DOUG WENN: There must be something in the water, I usually do not drink it on
its own.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: That is a clean glass of water!
Hon DOUG WENN: Hon Jim Scott made some very good points about the problems
faced in Western Australia today. I agree with him that die urban sprawl is becoming a
huge problem. Major towns and cities in our State are spreading further. That is
understandable; and it will continue while the developers are dividing land and making
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money. I believe in Ernie Bridge's pipeline dream which has been mentioned by a
number of members here today. However, I will refer to that in a moment.
Hon Jim Scott made a very good point about the way in which we treat our sewage.
What happened to the Swan River as a result of the sewage treatment backup during the
recent power failure would never have happened under a Labor Government!
Several members interjected.
Hon DOUG WENN: Although the problems with the Swan River and die breakdown of
our sewerage depots throughout the metropolitan area have been highlighted in the
media, I wonder whether that problem hit any of the country area such as Mbany or
Bunbury. We have heard nothing about what happened in those areas. As you will be
aware, Mr Deputy President (H~on Barry House), if the Bunbwry sewerage system were to
break down causing the same sort of flow as occurred in Perth it would be disastrous for
our coastline. Our beaches, which are part of a huge tourism industry for Bunbury,
would be in a mess. When he was Minister for Water Resources, Ernie Bridge was
responsible for having the sewerage head shifted from Bunbury city to another part of the
south west. That is understandable because if one were down wind of them on the wrong
day it was not the nicest place in which to be. Ernie Bridge and the Bunbury City
Council should be given full credit for their efforts in getting that sewerage head shifted.
One cannot blame only the previous Government for the problem that occurred with the
Swan River because, as Hon Jim Scott said, other Governments before the last one did
not take measures to ensure that sort of accident did not happen. However, it has
happened and somehow we must now solve it. To date we really have not heard a lot
from the appropriate Ministers, the Minister for Water Resources and the Minister for the
Environment, about how it happened, and we have not heard much about what will be
done about it. We all look forward to a response. When we first came to this side of the
House I moved a motion on waste minimisation, storage and disposal and sought the
appointment of a select committee, but the item has never been higher than No 31 on the
Notice Paper. Once the guidelines had been set down the committee could have looked
into that. Research has been conducted into what is happening with waste disposal, not
only in Western Australia but also in the rest of the world. In some countries waste does
not go past the sewerage head; it is treated and recycled back into the water system.
There is no doubt, if I may use the pun, that a lot of water in this State goes down the
toilet. If it did not,, we would not have the problem that exists with the Swan River. Ihe
Government has not allowed that proposed committee to do its job in this State. I know
that my motion will not go any further and will fall off the bottom of the Notice Paper
when Parliament is prorogued. Whether it is reintroduced in the next Parliament is a
decision I will make with my colleagues. The Federal Government, through a similar
motion in the Commonwealth Parliament, did take the matter on and produced a paper on
waste management throughout Australia. I compliment it for that. I have not seen the
paper but look forward to doing so. That will decide whether the waste management Bill
is reintroduced.
The power blackout last week made me realise how reliant we are on electricity and other
utilities that have been built up over many years. Perhaps we need back-up generators
which come on instantly once electricity is cut off. They are used in many emergency
services in Western Australia. I have recently been involved in raising funds for the
St John Ambulance centre in Bunbury - incidentally, the $100 000 has not been received
and the builder wants his money. An 518 000 unit was installed and a demonstration was
provided, the power was cut off and immediately the unit came into action, so power was
available to operate the automatic gates and other electrical appliances. That happens in
prisons and similar utilities.
Many speakers today have commented on Ernie Bridge's pipe dream. I support his idea
and commend Ernie for it. I regret the fact that the Government did not let him continue
the research he was undertaking into that pipeline. An article in today's paper states that
the Government has pledged for a pipeline consortium to bring gas from the north west to
Kalgoorlie. It is a $400mn project and the Government has agreed to meet any
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compensation bills incurred by the builders of the pipeline as a consequence of the native
title legislation. I ask Hon Ross Lightfoot: Why is it not possible to build a water
pipeline alongside that gas pipeline? The people will be there clearing the land, going
through the native title section, all at once. If some future Government decides to do it, it
will not need to be done again. Water is being pumped from the south west of Western
Australia to Kalgoorlie. I believe it is possible that a water pipeline could run alongside
the gas pipeline -

Hon Torn Helm: From the Harding River Dam in Roebourne, not far from the gas
source. What an excellent idea!
Hon DOUG WENN: That is the member's area and he would be able to advise people.
The Perth to Kalgoorlie pipeline could be reversed and water could be brought down
through that system. That could mean huge savings for the people of Western Australia.
Hon Paul Ontodei, Minister for Water Resources, is listening, so he may like to get a
costing on that idea. I wonder if Hon Ross Lightfoot has considered that. As Hon Tom
Helm said, there are areas other than the Ord, and the point was made that water could
come from there. Hon Ross Lightfoot said a bore was sunk on his property to 750 feet,
which is a long way down. When Hon Tom Butler and I were on the salinity select
committee in 1987-88 we discussed what effect bores had on surface water area and how
much salinity was on a property. We were shown many times that the more fresh water
drawn, the higher the chance of a salinity problem on the surface.
Hon Jim Scott mentioned Lake Clifton, and he is right about what is happening to the
aquifers there. Market gardens in the Harvey district draw very heavily on ground water.
Complaints axe published in the Press from the district and the shire about the problems
which could occur. If the problem is not considered seriously very soon, it will manifest
itself to the degree that the market gardens will not function. One wonders where the
water will come from then. During my time on the salinity committee, that area was a
major problem. Travelling from Bunbury to Perth, I watched that area very closely, and
seeing the size of sprinlers running from that water basin, I believe there is not much
time left for those people. Hon Jim Scott is correct about the manner in which we use
water. People need to be educated. Lots of people, even in suburban areas of Bunbwry,
have rainwater tanks. They are not very large tanks but are a back-up for drinking water.
People need to be given incentives to install rainwater tanks.
Hon E.J. Charlton: It would put up the price of water.
Hon DOUG WENN: That is what Hon Sanm Piantadosi said: The rates will be increased.
The excess water allowance has been taken away from everyone; it is now a user pays
system and that has stunned pensioners. Perhaps the Minister and his colleagues need to
provide incentives to encourage people to use rainwater tanks.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: The Minister carts his water from Agaton.
Hon E.J Charlton: When you were in Government we had the greatest incentive of all
time.
Hon DOUG WENN: I do not know about that, but I do know that under a Labor
Government this would not have happened.

(Questions without notice taken.J
HON T.G. BUTLER (East Metropolitan) [5.32 pm]: I was inspired by Hon Doug
Wenn's contribution to the motion moved by Hlon Sam Piantadosi. My contribution was
prompted in part by the last part of the speech given by Hon Ross Lightfoot. I was
surprised at Hon Ross Lightfoot's contribution because it seemed that this was a motion
on which we would ail agree. I am sure the Government would agree to the Water
Authority increasing water races and for the authority to immediately implement a staged
program to improve the quality of our underground water supplies and the Swan River
using current resources.
I congratulate Hon Sam Piantadosi for bringing this motion to the House to give
members the opportunity to discuss really serious problems that are occurring in our
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water and river systems. I was particularly surprised at the attitude of the Minister for
Transport when Hon Doug Wenn was speakcing. Hon Eric Charlton had a smile on his
face as if this were an entirely humorous matter rather than the serious matter it is. The
Minister lives in the Shire of Tarnmin. As members of the salinity select committee,
Hon Doug Wenn and I were advised that Tammin's salinity level is 20 per cen. It has
real problems, so I thought the Minister would take this matter a shade more seriously.
The motion is broad enough to embrace all the problems affecting water and their effect
on die environment and our river systems, especially on the Swan River. Hon Jim Scott
spoke very knowingly and wisely on what causes the problems of our river systems at
present. It is worth taking notice of the problems. I agree also with Hon Jim Scott and
commend the attitude of The West Australian for running some exceptionally good
articles on problems in the Swan River system. It is something we all should be
cognisant of because without the Swan River the City of Perth becomes a nothing. Two
features set die City of Perth aside from all other cities in the world - the river and Kings
Park. Very few cities in the world can boast two such amenities within their city proper
boundaries.
It is of utmost concern that we take notice of what is being said about the Swan River.
We are constantly being reminded that it is dying, but we still seem to take the attitude
that because it is a tidal river it will correct itself. To a degree that is right, but every
time it does the level of pollution rises. A day will come when it will not be able to cure
itself and then we will have some real problems on our hands. With all the expert advice
we are getting, from my perspective there does not seem to be a lot being done. The
worrying thing about the comments that Hon Ross Lightfoot made towards the end of his
speech is that he believes that there is no real cause for concern because a good shower of
rain will fix it. He said that if one lives on the land one has appreciation for a good
shower of rain. I am sure that is true. I have less than a quarter acre block in the suburbs
and a nice shower of rain does that the world of good, but it does not solve the problems
of our river systems or wetlands. We will continue to run into problems with the system.
Applying water restrictions, increasing the cost of water and charging sewerage levies
will not stop the problem that confronts us with the Swan River, the river systems and the
environment generally. We must do the positive things that Hon Jim Scott spoke about;
that is, make sure that we are very careful in our approach to farming and to marketing,
and we must find preventive methods to overcome the cause of the problems rather than
try to fix them after they happen.
We have a real problem with water. Hon Sam Piantadosi mentioned that trees were
dying because of the drop in the water table. We axe seeing poor run-off into our danm
systems. We are also seeing, with the completion of the North Dandalup Damn, the last
darn built to service the metropolitan area.
Hon Tom Helm: Damn right!
Hon T.G. BUTLER: I also keep reading about the estimated figure of two million people
in dhe Perth metropolitan area early in the twenty-firs: century. That must be a concern.
If the North Dandalup Dam is the last dam to be built in the metropolitan areak - I am not
sure where another could be built, because we are running out of catcbment areas - and if
we follow the pattern we are following now, the underground water supply will be
depleted. We will not be able to service that type of population with sewerage and will
certainly not be able to service it with water. I doubt very much whether any of the other
services will be as effective as they are now because we axe not gearing ourselves to that
sort of increase in population. We are going to let it occur but do not appear to be doing
anything to try to come to grips with the matter before it takes hold of us and causes a
real problem. We must take a more imaginative look at the problem rather than, as
Hon Ross Lightfoot was prepared to suggest, wait for a shower of rain. This State will
need more than a shower of rain to solve the problem.
We must begin some deep planning and thinking if we are to be prepared for the increase
in population which I keep hearing about. The question of the Ernie Bridge pipeline -
which is often referred to as Ernie's pipe dream - must not be cast aside as a costly item.
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We should not concern ourselves with the fact that the people who will use the water will
be the people who will pay for it. We must plan for that sort of scheme, along with all
the other schemes that have been suggested, such as desalination or, for that matter,
towing in an iceberg! Hon Bob Thomas would not agree with towing in an iceberg; it is
too cold in Albany for him.
Hon Bob Thomas: I would not agree with that because you will want to bring it into
Princess Royal Harbour.
Hon T.C3. BUTLER: Exactly. Hon Bob Thomas would not have to cart it so far. We
should be looking seriously at whatever solutions can be identified. I constantly refer to
galloping technology. With the ever increasing improvements and developments in new
technology over the past few year it is highly possible that something will be developed
to make the pipeline from the Kimberley to Perth a viable proposition. It should not be
cast aside as complete and utter folly. Serving as a member on the Select Committee on
Salinity in Western Australia with Hon Doug Wcnn, Hon John Caldwell and Hon David
Wordsworth brought home to me the need for all members to get together in a bipartisan
manner. This is not a matter that we can solve in an adversarial way. We must combine
our efforts to come to grips with some serious problems.
Our wetlands are being depleted, there is a serious drop in the underground water supply;
and there is a real possibility of rivers such as the Canning. Swan and Blackwood dying
because of algal blooms and the constant running off of nutrients and sewage into places
such as the Swan River. I congratulate Hon Sam Piantadosi for bringing the motion to
the House to give us the opportunity to express our concerns about the problems with
water and the environment.
HON BOB THOMAS (South West) [5.44 pm]: I have had more than my fair share of
pain and suffering. My wife made me watch every episode of "Bridesbead Revisited" -
on black and white television; I have listened to every speech Hon Bob Pike has made
since he rn-entered this House; and I served on the Select Committee on Dieback in
National Parks and Conservation Reserves with Hon Bill Stretch and Hon Murray
Montgomery. However, none of that prepared me for the pain and suffering I endured
when I listened to Hon Ross Lightfoot discuss this motion. The motion was rather
loosely interpreted by speakers before me to encompass water issues throughout the
State. Hon Ross Lightfoot's contribution to this debate was that the Court Government's
policy has been to wait for a shower of rain and everything will be okay.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: I don't recall saying that, even if you downgraded it to the
semiliterate talk that is going on now.
Hon T.G. Butler: Hon Ross Lightfoot should read Hansard.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I thought I should have a look at the policy of the Liberal Party
before die last State election. Members would remember that Hon Ross Lightfoot spoke
in glowing terms about the Swan River. I think he called it the jewel in the crown, or
something equally descriptive. He said that it was a major factor that enhanced the
quality of life in Perth.
Hon George Cash: It does. Most thinking people would agree with that.
Hon BOB THOMAS: So important did the Liberal Party think the Swan River was
before die last State election that it devoted to it a part of its environment section of the
Project Perth policy document, in which it stated it would bring black swans back to the
river. It also stated -

Increased recreational use of the Swan River has placed considerable pressure on
the breeding habitat of Perth's famous black swans.

I looked right through that document, but that was the only reference to the Swan River.
My colleague Hon Tom Helm said that the Government has not brought black swans
back to the river, however, after the power failure last week a lot of black things have
been floating in the river, but they are not swans.
I thought I would also look at other policy documents put out by the Liberal Party before
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the last Stare election to ind out what issues it would address if it won that election. The
environmental policy contains little on this matter, however, the Fihtack WA
document is a little more encompassing. The Liberal Party before the last -state election
had an ambitious project to spend $600m over 20 years on the issue of salintity, land
degradation and on a wild and scenic rivers commission. That promise was broken up
into the establishment of a salinity and land degradation authority on which it would
spend $15m a year for 20 years. I point out that that is in addition to the current relevant
research funding of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation,
the tertiary institutions of Western Australia, the Western Australian Water Authority and
the Department of Agriculture, It was an all-encompassing policy to spend $I15m a year
for 20 years and was to address one of the most senious problems that exists in Western
Australia. The Li.beral Party felt this was such an inrrtant issue that it would, make the
mighty Blackwood River "a target and a symbol". This Government has been in
Government for 14 months and to date no legislation has been introduced into this House
and no announcements have been made about its honouring that promise and setting up
the soil and land degradation authority. In fact, some of the things it said the authority
would do included doubling annual grants to district land comnmites to $40 000 a year.
That has not happened. The Government said it would purchase five degraded farms in
the Blackwood area to use as whole of farm demonstrion projects. Not One farm has
been purchased.
Hon George Cash: How do you know?
Hon BOB THOMAS: Because I have inquired.
Hon George Cash: From whom did you inquire?
Hon BOB THOMAS: Has the Government purchased those farms?
Hon George Cash: I want to know from whom you inquired? Aren't you prepared to tell
us? You did not make an inquiry. You have misled the House.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I did make inquiries. I made inquiries of departmental officers
about two months ago.
Hon George Cash: Which department?
Hon BOB THOMAS: Are we going to witch-hunt or will the Minister listen to what I
have to say?
Hon George Cash: I want you to tell me with whom you made inquiries because I want
to check themn.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I will not tell the Minister.
Hon George Cash: Because you have not made any inquiries.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I made an inquiry about two months ago.
Hon George Cash: Bring yourself up to date then.
Hon BOB THO0MAS: Has the Government purchased one of those farms?
Hon George Cash: I will make inquiries and come back to you.
Hon BOB THOMAS: The Minister is telling ime that he does not know whether a farm
has been purchased, but he is still prepared not to believe me.
Hon George Cash: I have a very strong belief thai certain action was taken because of
some documentation that I signed the other day. However, I will confirm thaL
Hon BOB THOMAS: The Leader of the House can confirm it. Incidentally, if that has
been done I congratulate the Minister.
Hon George Cash: I want to know with whom you made your inquiry?
Hon BOB THOMAS: I am not prepared to tell the Minister who my coact was because
I know the sorts of witch-hunts this Government has engaged in and I am not prepared to
jeopardise the person's caneer.
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Hon George Cash: If you said "Noddy" I would believe you.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Perhaps one fann has been purchased, but we are not'suze because
the Minister is not prepared to tell us.
The coalition also indicated that it would commit $15m a year for 20 years to a wild and
scenic rivers commission. I have not seen anything to date to indicate that it has
honoured that promise.
Hon Mark Nevill: It sounds like a wild and scenic promise!
Hon BOB THOMAS: It could have been. I will tell members what the Government has
done in the 14 months it has been in office.
Hon Mark Nevifl: Tax the community to death.
Hon BOB THOMAS: That is right. It has increased State taxes by $150m in this
financial year. Page 41 of Budget paper No 5 clearly indicates that the Government has
increased its tax take from $2.Ol0b to $2.161b. This year the Government will not spend
any of that on waterways' management.
Hon B.K. Donaldson: Growth in WA's economy brought that about.
Hon BOB THOMAS: The member opposite is completely wrong.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order! The member opposite is out of
order and it is not Hon Bob Thomas' job to respond to his interjections.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I will further elaborate on the tax increases by this Government
this yea. The extra $150m has come from increased taxes. Budget paper No 5 on page
41 clearly shows that it will come from extra taxes. The growth in the economy which
has been reflected in increased State taxes has come about because most State taxes are
on economic activity - payroll tax, stamp duty and things like that. This Government has
had a further windfall increase in State taxes of $lZ20m. Therefore, it is $270m better off
this year.
Hon Max Evans: Thai is good management.
Hon BOB THOMAS: It is not good management. When my constituents come to me
and complain about having to pay more taxes, I will tell them about Mr Evans'
interjection that increasing their taxes by $1 50m a year is good management. I am sure
they will find that interesting.
Hon Peter Foss: How about your increasing the State's debt by $9b?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! I am trying to find some relevance in this to the
motion.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Mr Deputy President, I am sure that you heard me refer to the
promises that the Liberal Party made before the last State election. I said I wanted to talk
about what was promised and what this Government had delivered. I said I would have a
look at those agencies which are responsible for management of the Swan River. Two
agencies have responsibility.
Hon Mark Nevill: They have delivered blackouts and sewage.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I will come back to that later. I want to address the management
of the Swan. Two agencies have responsibility for management of the Swan River, the
Swan River Trust and the Waterways Commission. Both of those agencies suffered a
reduction in the money that is available for waterways' management issues on the Swan.
Funding for services and contracts available to the Waterways Commission fell by about
$80 000. It went from $l.23 1m. last financial year to $1.152m this year. Most of that
money is committed. The Waterways Commission must meet fixed costs. When those
fixed costs are taken out the Waterways Commission is left with $60 000 to respond to
issues that arise on the river. The Swan River Trust suffered a similar reduction in the
amount of money available to it. Its allocation fell from $431 000 to $284 000. Sonic
increase was allowed for wages although the number remained at 17 personnel.
However, the amount available for services and contracts fell by the amount to which I
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previously referred There is not much flexibility in a budget when the fixed costs are
taken out. This Government's record is a reduction in the amount that can be spent on
the Swan River management by the two agencies that have responsibility for it.
Hon Mark Nevill: If they are going to turn it into an open sewer, they might as well
cover it.
Hon BOB THOMAS: That is right.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Where are we going to get the $70m from to sewer sonic of the
suburbs you neglected?
Hon BOB THOMAS: The member does not understand history because the previous
State Government had a good record for insisting that new developments be sewered A
very high proportion of those new housing developments in Perth were sewered.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: There was not a high proportion at all; there was a low proportion.
Hon BOB THOMAS: In fact, it was the Whitlam Government which undertook to
ensure that metropolitan areas throughout Australia were sewered and it was the Whitlam
Government that embarked on many of the sewerage programs in Western Australia.
The legacy that the member talks about comes from previous Governments, both Labor
and Liberal, before 1972. Labor and Liberal Governments can take responsibility for the
backlog in sewerage. The responsibility cannot be sheeted home to one Government.
The spillage of the sewage into the Swan River happened because of the economic
rationalisation policies that have been pursued by this Government and the State
Government agencies.

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.30 pm
Hon BOB THOMAS: I note that I have spent more than 15 minutes speaking on this
subject and I had intended to speak for only live minutes. I will make sure my
concluding remarks are as brief as possible. To recap: In the lead-up to the 1993
election the Liberal Party made some very extravagant claims about what it would do to
deal with salinity and land degradation problems and the waterways. It said it would
establish a salinity and land degradation authority and spend $15m a year over 20 years.
That has not even started. It also said it would set up a wild and scenic rivers
commission, again spending $15m a year over 20 years. It has not yet implemented that
proposal. We all know that actions speak louder than words, and the action of this
Government has been to reduce the amount spent on waterways management in this
State, particularly the Swan River. Two authorities are responsibe for waterways
management on the Swan River that is, the Swan River Trust and the Waterways
Commission. In both cases the amount spent on services and contracts has been reduced.
The amount allocated to the Swan River Trust for services and contrcts has been
reduced from $413 000 in 1992-93 to $284 000 in 1993-94. If one deducts the fixed
costs, that leaves very little to be spent on variable costs. As a result, the authority has
very little opportunity to respond to the type of incidents that occurred in the Swan River
last Thursday. The Waterways Commission suffered a similar reduction in the allocation
of funds for services and contracts. Its budget of $l.2mn in 1992-93 was reduced to
$l.152m in 1993-94. When the fixed costs are deducted, the amount available for
variables is reduced significantly to the point where the commission has less than
$60 000 to spend on variables. This Government's record on waterways management is
deplorable.
Another aspect that we need to consider when dealing with this motion is the effect of the
blackout which occurred last Thursday. In my view it happened because of the economic
rationalist policies of this Government. Those policies are being implemented by
Government agencies such as the State Energy Commission of Western Australia. In the
past couple of years SECWA has been split into two branches - a supply branch and a
distribution branch. The supply branch is responsible for generating power, and the
distribution branch is responsible for maintaining the assets which distribute the power
throughout the community. In keeping with true economic rationalist philosophy, the
distribution branch has been reducing the amount it spends on the maintenance of its

15,52-
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assets. It has retrenched five maintenance units which were responsible for the
maintenance of powerlines. As a result SECWA maintenance staff have been washing
the dust from insulators on the high voltage power lines only, and not from the lower
voltage power lines in the suburbs. That has resulted in a build-up of dust on those lines
which, when it becomes moist, allows the power to conduct across the insulators. Last
Thursday a combination of factors led to very high humidity and fog in the atmosphere
which resulted in the dust on those powerlines becoming moist. It was so bad that
SECWA had to turn die power off because if it had not done so a wholesale disaster
would have occurred. It was put to me in confidence by a person from SECWA that had
the power not been turned off, this State would have been blacked out for a week and not
just the morning, because there would have been so many pole fires in Perth that the
SEC's assets would have been totally destroyed. Those events occurred because the
maintenance has not been carried out since the distribution branch has been trying to
reduce its unit costs to a ridiculous level.
A by-product of that was the disaster in the Swan River. A sewerage pumping station,
close to my home in Victoria Park near the Causeway, filled up with sewage and there
was no power to enable the pumps to remove it. The sewage overflowed into the Swan
River. That is a direct result of the economic rationalist approach that pervades this
Government.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: I call it irrationalist.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Yes, it is in my view. That came at a time when the Swan and
Canning rivens are suffering from algal blooms because of the eutrophication of those
waterways. Some of that comes from nutrient mun-off in the catchment areas, but it is
also a result of the use of septic tanks and normal urban activities, such as gardening.
Spills of the magnitude that occurred last Thursday are too much for the Swan River to
handle. We reached the stage where people were warned off using the Swan River.
Hon Cheryl Davenport was participating in a walk between the bridges in support of the
Mt Henry Hospital last Sunday, and camne across a Vietnamese family fishing below the
area where the spill occurred. She asked the people whether they were aware that the
niver was polluted. She said that people had been warned not to use the river for
recreational fishing. The people were not aware of that, because their English was so
poor that they were not able to read the signs. These people could have suffered
enormous health problems as a result. This situation has occurred as a result of the
economic rationalist ideals which this Government seems hell-bent on introducing across
a range of Government services including health and education, and even Government
agencies such as the State Energy Commission of Western Australia. Over the next three
years I will speak many times to indicate to the Government what its economic rationalist
policies are doing to the State and how that is having a detrimental effect on the quality
on life and the values we hold so dear. I support the motion.
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Finance) [7.41 pm]: I wish to
comment on some of the financial figures cited by Hon Samn Piantadosi and other
members Janet Wainwright of the Sunday Times was quoted; but I do not agree with her
financial figures anyway.
Hon Sam Pianuadosi: It was a statement by the Water Authority.
Hon MAX EVANS: To put the matter into perspective, the Water Authority's financial
planning manager, Lloyd Werner, said that this year's average water bill for domestic
users will be $230. He said that the average household uses 330 kL a year. I do not see
that the two points mie related. The figures do not work out that way. I turned to my
latest water assessment of 394 kL, less 75 kL -
Hon Sam Pianuadosi: I have mine too.
Hon MAX EVANS: And the member did not complain about it.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: I will do that later.
Hon MAX EVANS: My bill amounted to $149.30. 1 have another assessment here -
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Hon Sam Piantadosi: Is that your water charge?
Hon MAX EVANS: The last one was $600. I received that the other day.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: What period was that for?
Hon MAX EVANS: It is for die last six months. I do not know what amount of water I
used. The amount of $118S referred to by the member is a fixed water charge. There has
been no change to that. It is stated that the $118.45 is a fixed water charge. An
adjustment was made to the first 150 kL which were free; now the first 75 kL are free.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: When did I refer to a fixed charge?
Hon MAX EVANS: The member spoke about the difference of $118.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: That is a different matter.
Hon MAX EVANS: I thought it was strnge. More than one million water notices go
out in this State. If each notice is for $118 that would amount to $118~m. That could not
be the case because the article that was quoted states that the increase would work out at
about $14 for each domestic user. So, the $118S would bring in a large amount of exnr
revenue. I hope that the member can rationalist his argument because I cannot pick it up.
I still think the member was talking about the fixed charge, because my account did not
include an excess water charge. The prices applied long before we came to Governent.
That is, the rate charged is 190 for each kiloitre between 75 and 150 kL; from 150 to 350
kL the charge is 53.7g; from 350 to 550 kL it is 62g - and so the rate increases. We have
made no change to that charge.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: You have, and I will give the figures later.
Hon MAX EVANS: That will be interesting. I will get a copy of the member's speech
because I respect what he has to say. He has made some very good speeches. We should
not ignore the points that he made today.
The Western Austrlian Water Authority has had a very good cash flow in recent years.
Depreciation is running at about $150m. The authority has spent about $160m on capital
expenditure, which means only about $153m will be spent on sewerage. There was no
pressure by the previous Government to rectify the sewerage problem. We hope to
rectify the situation. We hope to put $50m or $G0nm this year towards sewerage without
applying a levy. I have been working on this proposal for months. I believe that we can
undertake that work at some time, but $16Em a year will hardly cover demands by the
expanding population in the northern suburbs.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: What about the headworks charges?
Hon MAX EVANS: That is a big cost
Hon Sam Piantadosi: What will that increase by?
Hon MAX EVANS: Some of the works by the Water Authority cost more dhan if the
work were undertaken outside using a day work force. I do not have the figures on that.
I am aware of the Building Management Authority figures.
The Water Authority has experienced a good cash flow in recent years. We intend that
some of the cash flow will be applied to sewerage. It is an expensive job but we cannot
put it off any longer. As members opposite stated, many problems have occurred through
neglect over the years. We must rectify that situation.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Successive Governments have said that.
Hon MAX EVANS: We hope to apply an amount of $40m to $50m as a result of the
$16mn gathered aver the last five years.
I turn now to the Swan River Trust and the Waterways Commission. The figures do not
tie in with the CRF figures last year. That confused me. The recurrent expenditure for
the Swan River Trust in 1992-93 was $1.023m. In 1993-94 it was $1.017m; that is about
a $6 000 difference. The current expenditure for the Waterways Commission has moved
from $3.312m to $2.333m. The difference occurs when money is carried forward from
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the previous year. It is very hard to get an accurate figure. An amount of $200 000 or
$300 000 has come to each area from levies from many local government areas, which
does not show up in the CRF figures. It is nothing like six per cent, but we are trying to
address dhe situation. Many different bodies look after our waterways in this State. Each
organisation has its figures. We all agree that something must be done.
We were working on the problem long before last week's episode. Hon Bob Thomas is
right. The problem happens once every 100 years. Members may recall that about two
or three years ago -

Hon Bob Thomas: The next day we had power blackouts.
Hon MAX EVANS: We will always have those. Members may recall the huge storm
about three years ago in February when we had about 10 inches of rain in the
metropolitan area. The tanks at the Kwinana refinery collapsed. Apparently they were
built to withstand such conditions, but they collapsed anyway. I understand that there are
about 380 sewerage pumping stations around the metropolitan area. Some are bigger
than others, but it would be a huge cost to have a reserve power generator at such
stations. It would be a huge cost just to cover an event that happens once every 100
years.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Places like the Armagh Street station which take the overflow need
another line for emergencies. Places like Armagh Street should definitely have one
because it has two systems in one.
Hon MAX EVANS: I am not aware of the cost of generators - it could be $lm - but the
key stations must be looked at if this problem can happen again. We know that the Fire
Brigade has direct feedback to SECWA if there is trouble with a building; that is, if they
need to cut the power, and to make sure the water pumps are treated properly. What
went wrong the other day. I do not know.
We are all an the same side. This is not a political matter. This problem has gone on for
years. We hope that the Budget being put together currently will address the problems
faced by the Swan River Trust and the Waterways Commission. These bodies have
different responsibilities. Other rivers in the State need to be looked at also. We can do
something about that. Hon Tom Butler was correct when he said that the two most
beautiful tourist attractions in Perth are the Swan River and Kings Park. They should not
be changed or decimated in any way. People come to Perth to see those things. and they
make their visit to Perth more enjoyable. We will see what we can do for those people.
Hon Mark Nevili: Tell us about the job you will do on the sewerage.
Hon MAX EVANS: Had the member been listening, he would know that I have already
told the House what the Government intends to do. I am trying to get increased funding
for the infill sewerage but not the headworks. The headworks are part of the cost of new
developments. The infill and the pollution that is coming from the sewage needs to be
addressed. For a number of years the Water Authority has had a very strong balance
sheet and cash flow, although it shows that it makes no profit or loss. The Water
Authority has $150m-worth of depreciation which represents funds available for repaying
debt during the past couple of years.
Comment was made about a charge on private bores. I have been reliably informed that
the previous Government was very close to levying such a charge.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: So was Andrew Mensaros.
Hon MAX EVANS: I am just saying that the previous Government backed away from
that charge. I have not heard that we will do anything about imposing such a charge.
There has been talk about it in the media mainly because the Opposition has a guilty
conscience. The Opposition believes, because it thought about raising that charge on
bores, the Governent might do the same thing. That is not fair. I know that that will
not happen at all. Nothing has been put up to the Government so far.
Onangara Lake was mentioned. Hon Sam Piantadosi said that the trces there were
planted 35 years ago. When he water sied there the trees were only about a metre high.
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Now that they are fully grown they use a lot of water, in the same way as the thousands
of acres of lucerne grown in the south west will drop the water table.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: At die same rime the horticulture industry built up in the Wanneroo
area, and that takes water out of the system. That was not there when the pine plantation
was put in. The nratment plants were not there either.
Hon MAX EVANS: The water table was dropping long before the horticultul
industries commenced in that area. The trees in the area are scraggly muans and banksias.
As everyone would know, they grow in the poorest soils and, therefore, would not be
drawing as much water as would pine trees. The pine plantations have changed the
whole ecology of the area. I hope that we can soon harvest the pine trees and restore the
laud to its original state. I have been told that if the land is returned to its original state,
the water table will rise again. I agree with Hon Sam Piantadosi about the results of what
can happen if too much water is taken out of the system, although I do not agree with his
comments about salt water coming in.
Hon Sun Piantadosi: It happened in Taiwan.
Hon MAX EVANS: It just depends on where die levels are.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: I can get the written evidence on which I base my comments.
Hon MAX EVANS: This is not Taiwan. Lake Monger has a problem with algal bloom;
however, this problem occurs in all lakes, and it is getting worse. I have a similar
problem in my big fish pond at home.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: There is a big difference between a tourist attraction and a fish
pond.
Hon MAX EVANS: I have the best water lilies in Perth. Twenty-five buses with tourists
on bowld go past my place every day just to look over my fence at the water lilies. The
tourists get that for nothing; they do not have to pay.
Hon Mark Nevill: Does Rose bathe in your little pond?
Hon MAX EVANS: No. She has her own pond next door. Mine is a lot better than
hers; she does not have water lilies in her pond. When I went to Hawkins in Texas in the
1950s I found that large horticultural industries had been set up which had sucked all the
water out of the ground and the local water table had diminished.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: You should tell Hon Ross Lightfoot that that can happen.
Hon MAX EVANS: It can happen. I will tell him when he returns later.
Hon Mark Nevill: He is on urgent parliamentary business.
Hon MAX EVANS: The problem with the liquid waste at Canning Vale is the result of
the decisions made by a different Government. A lot of these liquid waste repositories
must be watched. I know of the problems in Gosnells in that regard. I was out by night
with the Mayor of Gosnells who told me about the algal bloom in the river in the area. I
was told that when the weed that was on top of the water was taken away, the sun then
reached the bottom of the river and this enabled the bloom to grow. I think we could
probably rake out much of the sediment on the river bottom which we could remove and
sell in the same way as "zoo poo" is sold. We might even make some money out Of it.
Hon Sun Piancadosi: The nutrients in that sediment would feed back into the water
system.
Hon MAX EVANS: We would have to research how it could be used so that the
nutrients would not feed back into the system.
Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: You would have to see what heavy metals are in it.
Hon MAX EVANS: Decisions will have to be made if we want to solve that problem.
We have talked about the Kalgoorlie pipeline and the cost per kilolitre of water.
Hon Sam Piantadosi talked about replenishing water. To mne that means putting that
water back into the ground. I think he meant that we should put the water into the
pipeline so we could use it in our houses; he did not mean that we should replenish it.
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Hon Mark Nevifl: I wish I consumed more water.
Hon MAX EVANS: I do not know the size of the pipe that we would need to cope with
the sheer volume of water that would come down. We might be able to compress gas.
but not water. I wonder how much water we could pump down a large pipeline. It is one
thing to take water from here to Kalgoorlie but it is another to bring it to a city like Perth
which is growing.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: That is to supplement the existing catchmnent area so that the
ground water resources would remain basically untouched, except for emergencies.
Hon MAX EVANS: People complain about what we can and cannot afford. The
economic rationalists in the east say that we have to watch all of these things. There has
been a lot of talk about the $120m surplus. That surplus does not even pay for the
Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd deal. There is still a debt of $175m plus interest to pay
off. The $120m surplus does not even cover that. Some members talked about taxes.
Very few people in Western Australia pay direct taxes, such as the financial institutions
duty and the bank accounts debits tax which were brought in by previous Governments.
Most people do not pay stamp duty. Water rates are not a tax and, like SECWA bills,
they are a fee for service. All of the taxes that people pay, such as income tax, go to the
Federal Government. We complain that we do not get any of that back. The $9b that is
raised in petrol taxes goes into Federal consolidated revenue. Little of that comes back to
the States. The Federal Government is getting large revenues from excise and taxes. We
have a growing economy which places a huge demand on water, housing and roads.
Revenue is not generated for us by those things. They consume expenditure. We have to
finance those facilities. Our success depends upon that. A small amount of payroll tax
might be received which would increase in a boom.
Hon Bob Thomas: It is the recovery of the Australian economy.
Hon MAX EVANS: This State's economy has recovered even more than the Australian
economy. We do not get the direct benefit of the excise on fuel. Hon Bob Thomas's
mawe in Canberra does not give us back any revenue. He keeps it all to himself. He will
do a deal before the next election to drop taxes to buy more votes. That is the Labor
Party's problem, not mine.
Hon Bob Thomas: New South Wales and Victoria are taking advantage of the
representatives you send to the Premiers' Conference. I suggest that you should go.
Hon MAX EVANS: I was there the other day and last year. I know all about these
things.
Hon Bob Thomas: New South Wales got five per cent, Victoria got three per cent, and
what did we get? We got 0.3 per cent.
Hon MAX EVANS: That is not so. Those allocations are decided before the Premiers
get to the conference. I can tell the member what happened. We lost $54m because of
the change in population up to 1991 on the basis of the ratio of whites against
Aboriginals; that is, there were fewer Aboriginals in Western Australia. Our ratio of non-
English speaking people dropped and the ratio of people in the country areas dropped.
Many people camne from Sydney and Melbourne to live in the city of Perth. That cost us
about $35m based on the figures provided to the Grants Commission.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon MAX EVANS: Mr President, I know that we are not discussing that today.
Hon Mark Nevill: You should stop them at the border like we do with Victorian milk.
Hon MAX EVANS: I agree with most of the comments that have been made. We are
looking at what can be done for the Swan River Trust. All these bodies have to be
brought together and coordinated. It was great recently to see the underwater divers
taking rubbish out of the river. It is good to see volunteer groups doing that because we
could not afford to pay professionals to do it.
Hon Mark Nevill: It is a bit dangerous doing that in the Swan these days.
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Hon MAX EVANS: The water is clean now. The member's urgency motion calls on the
Government to resist the call by the Water Authority of Western Australia to increase
water rates for Perth residents. We are trying to avoid sewerage rate rises. Last year. we
adjusted them to try to help the business community. Hon Sam Piantadosi recognised
that small businesses had been paying a lot for water.
Hon Sam Piantadosi: Now you are charging the domestic consumer more.
Hon MAX EVANS: That is right. Businesses have to balance their books. We were
told that they were not doing too well, so we sorted that out
The motion calls on the Government to immediately implement a staged program to
improve the quality of underground water supply and the Swan River using current
resources. That is what we are trying to do. We have thrashed to death what happened
last Thursday and Friday. The Government will do all that it can to make improvements.
I will examine Hon Sam Piantadosi's speech to ascertain if it contains other matter that
we can deal with.
HON SAM PIANTADOSI (North Metropolitan) [8.02 pm]: Hon Max Evans
mentioned that in the past some businesses paid a lot more for their water. He should
bear in mind that many businesses such as hairdressers use a lot of water. The Water
Authority has changed the rate to make it fairer for businesses, but the imbalance has
swung the other way completely. The Water Authority is charging the domestic
consumer more for water than it is charging businesses. Mr Werner gave examples of
charges incurred at different levels, those being 190 for 75 kL, 53.70 for 200 kL to
350 kL -
Hon Max Evans: They haven't changed. They are the same rates as before.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I assure the Minister that they have changed. They have risen
considerably. In 1991-92, consumers received a bonus of 150 kL, but the charges for the
next 200 kL were at 51.40. the following 200 kL were at 60. 10, then 65.60., the next
400 kL were at 69.80, and the next 800 kL were at 620, 77.8g and 960 per kilolitre.
Hon Max Evans: You look at the paper.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I am quoting what is printed on the back of the notice that I
received at home.
Hon Max Evans: You said 1991-92, which is the same as here.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: In 1993-94, consumers get only 75 kL free, the next 75 Id. at
190, the next 200 kL at 53.70, a further 200 kL after that at 62.80 and the next 200 kL at
68.60.
Hon Max Evans: There is not much difference.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Mr Werner is quoted in the paper as saying that the first
600 kL are charged at 55.10 to the business community and the next 600 kL at 61.50. If
we were to divide the three figures of 200 kd. that I have given, it would come to 61.70
that the domestic consumer pays in comparison with the 550 and 61.50 that business is
paying.
Hon Max Evans: You should have the 1992-93 rates. You have jumped two years.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The Minister talked about making it fairer for business, but
consumers have gone from a position where they had sonic bonus water -
Hon Max Evans: I agree on 75g.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I am trying to follow this so that I know much I am paying
for my water.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I will go over it later in fine detail with you, Mr President.
The domestic consumer pays 6; more for the first 600 kL than the business community
pays. There is a significant increase in the domestic rate.
Hon 2.1. Chariton: Who don't use much water.
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Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Who?
Hon E.J. Charlton: The business people.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I will ignore that interjection. The Minister is making a
clown of himself. He has made a sham of his portfolio and should not want to venture
into water supply. He should stick to farming. The Premier should look at a portfolio
reshuffle in the near future to cater for Hon Eric Charlton. - He should not make any
mistakes like his colleague behind him made.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I guess that -

The PRESIDENT: Order! When I call "Order!" the member should cease talking. I
wish that he would not become diverted from the path he is on. He is going through the
figures in a very professional manner and everyone is following him clearly. When he
gets sidetracked by other people, some of us have difficulty in understanding what he is
talkdig about.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Mr President, I gathered some minutes ago that you were
having difficulty. I was trying to clarify the matter further. As the member who
interjected rudely does not have your intelligence, I need to clarify a few things for him
and ensure that a place is found for hinm on the Government benches so that he can cope
with his job, which should certainly not be in transport or water supply.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Sewerage?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: There would certainly be a place for him there. When the
Perth main sewer collapses around him, he will know all about iL
I was talking about the rates that are charged for business. The next 400 kL is charged at
72.9wt for business, which is the same as, the domestic, and then it evens out. The rare for
the next 800 kL is significantly different again. When it goes over the 800 kL, the
domestic charge is at $1 a kilolitre compared with 6l.170 for business. The more water
that business consumes, the more the figures drop. However, the charges for domestic
consumers increase in the order of 200l a kilolitre. The business charge drops by
approximately 220 as more is consumed. They are significant differences. The action
which was taken to try to even the imbalance that existed between businesses and the
private consumer in the past has shifted the imbalance the other way. Hon Ross
Lightfoot mentioned earlier the Gnangara mound, and that the Wanneroo treatment plant
was commissioned in 1986.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Not the Wanneroo treatment plant - the Gnangara mound of which
it was probably part.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: From where does he think the Wanneroo treatment draws its
water?
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: I just said that -

Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: It was not commissioned by Brian Burke in 1986 - the date
given by Hon Ross Lightfoot. It was commissioned in 1981-82 by the Court
Government. Hon Ross Lightfoot alluded to the fact that all that occurred during Brian
Burke's time.
Hon Mark Nevill: I thought he said the Gnangara mound was commissioned in 1986.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I guess, having lived in the north for most of his life, the
member is not too familiar with parts of his electorate, If he wants a guided tour I would
be only too happy to show him the whole Gnangara mound.
Hon Peter Foss: And the cockroaches.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I will show Hon Ross Lightfoot the whole of the Gnangara
mound, including the cockroaches and I will take Hon Peter Foss with me. The facts are
that the Wanneroo treatment plant was commissioned in 1981-82 not 1986. In addition,
problems relating to the mound and the polluting of the Onangara mound were raised in
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1980. If the member had mentioned that Brian Burke was involved in the debate at the
time he would have been correc. In 1980, Brian Burke, the then Opposition spokesman
on water supplies, and I drew attention to the liquid waste dump that was polluting that
mound.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: I still say 1986.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I will take Mr Lightfoot there and show him the plaque on
which the Minister of the day of the then Court Government has his name inscribed. He
was certainly not a member of a Labor Government; he was a member of the
Court-O'Connor Government. If Hon Ross Lightfoot wants to be embarrassed I will
embarrass him; it will not be a problem. Nothing would give me greater pleasure.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order!
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I suggest Hon Ross Lightfoot get his facts right. If he spent
some rime in his electorate he would know the facts.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon SAM PIANTADOSL: The same member said that I was trying to be alarmist about
salt water rushing into the mound. Again, he is the person who was not listening arid,
consequently, did not get his facts right. I said that if the levels drop below that of the
sea water the obvious will happen. In November both Hon Jim Scott and I provided the
reports of what occurred in Taiwan in a number of areas. They pointed out some of the
difficulties in the area of water conservation, including subsidence of land areas, among
which were cemeteries. If the member would like a copy of that journal produced by the
Taiwanese Government I would be happy to provide him with it.
Another point made by Hon Ross Uightfoot was that wetlands are dry in summer anyway.
If he were to drive through the north metropolitan area, along Wanneroo Road, he would
observe that the wetlands towards Greenwood and others further north have plenty of
water in them. They may be a little low, but they have never been dry. However, for the
first time, places such as Perry Lakes and a number of lakes in the inner metropolitan
area are dry because the water is being pumped out and is not being replaced. It would
be the same as if I were to drink this glass of water in one go; it will flat fill itself unless
somebody else replaces the water. It will cake more than one season of good solid rain to
replenish those water stocks. Hon Jim Scott mentioned ways that can be done. I referred
to the pipeline proposal by Ernie Bridge which would involve a massive cost. Similarly,
the gas pipeline that has been mooted to run from the far north to Kalgoorlie will involve
massive costs. A water pipeline would not necessarily have to run from the Kimberley.
term may be other sources in the north which are more substantial than those in the
Kimberley.
Hon B.K. Donaldson: What about Agaton?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I supported that; Hon Eric Chariton knows my views about
that. I believe it should be exploited. Again, that is an airea in which consumption will
always be very high. What happens after Agaton when we have drawn too much from
that system? [ do not think we can necessarily rely on only the ground water for backup
supplies. I think Hon Tom Butler touched on the fact that North Dandalup was the last
darn to be built.
What has caused part of the problems with the Swan and Canning basins and the Peel
Inlet is the fact that the flushing effect relied on in the past to rid the waterways of the
build up of nutrients is no longer there. Thbe rivers which used to flush out the system are
all damnmed. The Helena River within Hon Peter Foss' electorate has two dams -
Mundaring and the ByfoMd dams. Further south is the Victoria danm, another outlet dam.
Then there is Canning dam. In the upper reaches of the Canning River around Araluen
the flow of water is a trickle; it is dry. That used to flush the Canning River.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
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Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: It is; wround tat area. The damming has stopped the water
front flowing. The new gaff course established in Roleystone by the Japanese draws an
excessive amount of water. Hon Peter Foss might remember that about two or three
years ago many growers in that area voiced concern about what was happening in the
Stoneybrook catchment area. The massive drawing of water for the golf course and other
areas has further -
Hon Peter Foss: Does it not go down and back into the aquifer?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: If Hon Peter Foss were to take a drive up theme he would se
the position. Certain pants of the river newr Araluen where maybe two or three feet of
water used to flow, even in a dry spell in summer, would be lucky to see six inches now.
He need only speak to the constituents in the area and they will tell him about the stench
caused by rotten vegetation. It is causing massive problems. Tlhe flushing effect has
been prevented in tributaries such as Serpentine, the South Dandalup and the North
Dandalup Rivers, which flowed into the Peel Inlet. That has been well documented.
Even people on the other side, such as Colin Bell when he was in here, recognised what
caused the problem. We had to build the Dawesville Cut to try to create that flushing
effect, and clean the system. These problems have been created by successive
governments. The dams ame probably each running at about 15 per cent capacity. A
great deal of water is needed. It will not happen in a short period and we must look at
alternative sources of supply. One of the alternatives touched on by Hon Jim Scott was
to recycle what we pump out to sea as treated effluent.
In many of the southern states of the United States, such as Arizona, Utah and New
Mexico, water is treated Water goes through to the fourth stage of treatment where they
use it to fill swimming pools and even drink it. If one considers the volume of water that
is pumped out into the ocean via Point Peron, via Beenyup, via Woodman's Point,
through those systems, one realises that if that were to be trated and channelled back
into our wetlands, we would be rid of the heavy metals. Once it is treated-
Hon Peter Foss: The fourth stage of treatment -

Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Yes. It would go the fourth stage of treatment. It could be
put back into the wedlands. Large volumes of water can be reused. That is another
option which should be considered When one compares the southern parts of the United
States to Australia, especially Western Australia, it makes very good sense to look at
such a proposal as an alternative. I believe the cost was $8m. What would the cost be to
establish a processing plant that would take waste water to the fourth stage where it could
be re-utilised?
Hon Peter Foss: Is that an expensive procedure?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I ant not sure of the cost. Because of the lack of water in the
arma of the United States, that is what is being done;- As to figures, I ant not aware of
any, but it can be done. At present, in places such as Beenyup and Woodman's Point,
through to Point Peron, the water is a slight green colour, but is clear. A lot of the solids
have been removed but the heavy metal content has not been removed and there is a
build-up. The problem could not be solved and a fourth stage would need to be
implemented. The network of wetlands off Thomas Road, Fonresulale and in the
northern suburbs, including Lake Goangara -

Hon Peter Foss interjected.
'Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: There is a lot of variant there.
Hon Peter Foss: Six hundred tonnes of water - out of that 600 tonnes that went in the
river, most of it was water.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Places like Jandakot where the trees ame dying -
Hon Peter Foss: Yes. It seemed like an awful lot of water.
Hon SAM PIANTAIDOSI: The water levels have dropped significantly over the years.
From last sumer to this summer there is an estimated 15 foot drop in the water table.
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Twelve years ago when the Jandakot treatment plant was first stanned, a lot of the bores
tapped into the shallow mound and dried up completely. A lot of them were sucking up
mud and there was an outcry at the time. Options are available. The catchment area of
the city centre, the run off which goes into the river, and the pollution - all the oils and
toxins - could be gathered into a holding facility similar to Claisebrook in East Perth and
treated and run through a pipeline along the freeway which goes right to the wetlands.
Hon Peter Foss: When it rains, it rains. It is usually a very large quantity.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Looking at what has occurred over the past 12 years, I think
there has been one good winter which has been above avenage. There have not been too
many, and the long term forecast is that we can expect more of the same. It may correct
itself in the future. If the fourth stage is implemented it will provide an alternative. All
that is happening now is that waste water is being pumped out into the sea and it is not
being used. If the southern states of America have the technology and are able to use it,
there is no reason we cannot do the same. But the toxins need to be removed. Regarding
Armagh Street, theme are two or three pumping stations which have significant volumes
of sewage requirng generators to ensure that the pumps can function. No-one is
requesting that every small pumping station needs one. The situation with regard to the
pipeline that joins Armagh Street from Claisebrook, to take it off the Perth main sewer -

Hon Peter Foss: It is a million dollars.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Yes. If the Perth main sewer goes it will cost significantly
more. Last year the Government's own Minister - and at a later stage it can be provided -
referred to the condition of the Perth main sewer and what work needed to be done. That
sewer is 70 years old and the volume flowing through has increased; it flows through at a
peak of about 25 kmnh and creates a lot of damage. If the Minister wants a tour I would
be happy to provide it. Invitations have been extended in the past. In 1980 my
invitations were declined and the Government is declining my invitation now.
Hon T.G. Butler If the invitation was offered to me I would be with them. Having done
it in the past, it is one experience I have endured and will not endure again.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The longer the problem is left, the more cost factor will
increase. In respect of the holding tanks at Claisebrook, it is not the first time they have
overflowed, by way of questions without notice over the next few sittings information
will be sought about the number and amounts of spillages that have taken place. It is not
a once only thing. There is a history of damage that has occurred, and the Minister
should be concerned about the condition of the Perth main sewer. If the pipeline under
the Swan River that flows from Claisebrook through to Armnagh Street should go, more
damage would occur to the Swan River and other areas than has occurred on this
occasion. Some of the problems can be fixed. In response to the answers which the
Minister gave me - we asked about Armagh Street; that is the main one - I assure the
Minister that from my experience in the Water Authority, that pumping station would
probably carry 40 per cent of the total of the sewerage system. That would be the main
pumping station that the Water Authority would want to provide backup support for. The
others could cope with it over a period of time, but because both those places connect
into the Swan River, that is where the damage will] occur, and that is what needs to be
attended to immediately. The cost might be a million dollars, but the damage which
could done by placing pressure through the system is at cost to the environment.
Hon Max Evans interjected.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Part of the problem when the holding tanks were built is that
they were not built to cater for the capacity and volume going through the system now.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The catchment area is able to be seen without going
underneath. One can stand on top, so the Minister may want to come and have a look.
Hon Peter Foss: I will take your word for it.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: if members visit the area they will see that it is not very large.
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The holding tanks were built over 30 years ago and they were designed to cater for a
certain volume of sewage. However, there have been massive changes since then and the
volume of sewage which goes through dhe system now far outstrips the capacity of the
Perth main sewer and the holding tanks. The capacity of the holding tanks should be
increased and this could be done because there is plenty of available open space in the
vicinity of die existing tanks. A lot of pressure has been put on the manholes when the
sewerage mains go under the river. Should they break we will be confronted with huge
problems. The Minister for Water Resources has referred to the work required to be done
on the Perth main sewer. It was built 70 years ago and the only work carried out on it by
successive Governments has been patch up work.
Hon Peter Foss: What is the diameter of that sewer?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: In sonic areas it is 16 fee: and as it reaches Shenton Park it
narrows down to three feet I have actually crawled along the area which is three fee: in
diameter. I should take members opposite to the sewer main and get them to stop the
sewage flow by caulking it T1hey would quickly learn how some workers have to dive
into the effluent and caulk the sewage flow so they can work at the other end of the sewer
main. This sort of work is done between the bowrs of 1.00 and 4.00 am when there is a
low flow.
I hope the Minister will relay my concerns to the Government because this is a serious
matter. I have been on this bandwagon for a number of years. It is a matter which has
attracted media attention in the last month and between the Sunday Times and The West
Australian there have been approximately 19 stories on problems associated with water
and dhe sewerage system. I hope that these stories will lead to a greater interes: by the
public and I hope that they share my concern.
Motion, by leave, withdrawn.

REPRINTS AMENDMENT BILL

Committee
Resumed from 29 March. The Chairman of Committees (Hon Barry House) in the Chair;
Hon Peter Foss (Minister for Health) in charge of the Bill.
Progress was reported after clause 4, as amended, had been agreed to.
Clause 5: Section 5 amended -
Hon PETER FOSS: I move-

Page 4, lines 4 and 5 - To delete the lines and substitute the following lines -

(c) by deleting "give such a certificate" and substituting "sign such a
statement".

This amendment is consequential on the fact that there is reference in clause 4 to the
signing of the statement as opposed to giving the certificate and it allows the
cross-reference to take place.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: The Opposition has alrady indicated that it is happy with
this amendment and its position has not changed.
Amendment put and pa sd.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 6: Section 7 amended -
Hon PETER FOSS: I move -

Page 4, line 10 - To delete the word "person" and substitute the word "officer'.
The intent of this amendment is to ensure consistency with the remainder of the Bill.
Amendment put and passd.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I move -
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Page 6. line 23 - To insert after the word "certificate" the following words -
,countersigned by the President of the Legislative Council and the

Speaker of die Legislative Assembly,
This provision relates to the extensions of the Clerk's amendments. Members will recall
from the second reading debate that while the Opposition understands the measons that the
Government wants to give a statutory base to the Clerk's amendments in order chat they
can now apply not only to Bills that pass through both Houses, but also to Acts of
Parliament that have been assented to. This involves qualitative change, although the
processes are very similar. We are dealing with what could be said to amount to a
delegation of the power of the Parliament, because the Clerk, in making such an
amendment, effectively has the power to substantially change the legislation. The
Opposition understands the comment made by the Minister that the power relates only to
a limited class of amendments and they are amendments to references. Thke Opposition
also understands that they are amendments which, of necessity, can change the meaning
of the legislation. The Minister indicated during the debate that die reason that the
amendments were go to the Attorney General was to provide some protection. He may
have changed his mind about that at some later stage. During the course of the debate,
the Minister suggested that perhaps the technique with which we might be satisfied was
that a proposed amendment could be certified by the President of the Legislative Council
and the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly. We are now seeking to insert words to that
effect, so that the certificate which the Clerk issues to the Attorney General must be
countersigned by the President of the Legislative Council and the Speaker of the
Legislative Assembly. We accept that it would be inappropriate and cumbersome in
most instances to bring back to the House alterations to legislation that has received the
Royal assent. The reason for this amendment is to ensure that there is no error or
impropriety in the Clerk's amendments.
Hon PETER FOSS: I understand the purport of what Hon Alannab MacTiernan is
saying, but we have a difference of opinion here. The member is saying that this is a
reasonable measure. I believe it goes beyond that. It is not abundant caution. It is
excessive caution. We trust the Clerk, without any supervision, to prepare our Bills for
submission to the Governor. We trust the Clerk to certify the correctness of a Bill. No-
one asks the Speaker or the President to certify that. However, for some reason when die
Clerk goes through exactly the same process at a later stage when a problem has been
found with a Bill, we seem to think we should refer that matter to the Speaker and the
President. Every now and again we have to be a bit realistic in our legislation. We could
put a backstop behind everything, and I know there is a temptation to do that at times. I
went through the temptation myself at an early stage of my time in the Parliament, and I
think members opposite could vouch for that
Hon Kim Chance: We thought you were still doing it!
Hon Mark Nevill: We have noticed the change in your attitude since you got into
Government.
Hon PETER FOSS: It was before then that I became more receptive to the fact that we
cannot dot every "i" and cross every "t", because in the end we may stop things from ever
happening. Having come to that view, we have to accept that the Clerk of the Legislative
Council is a responsible person at all times, regardless of whether he is doing things
before a Bill has been sent to the Governor or after a Bill has been sent to the Governor.
To add another degree of background signing is probably an excessive caution.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I regret having heard what the Minister has just said. We are not
dealing with a Clerk's amendment under standing orders. We are dealing with what will
be a Clerk's amendment to a Statute which has gone through all of its stages and has
received the Royal assent. Hon Alannah MacTiernan has framed this amendment most
appropriately because of the respect that she and members on this side of the Chamber
hold for the institution of Parliament. In having that respect for the institution of
Parliament and a disdain for the current Executive, we in no way criticise the office of
the Cleric, who performs his job most appropriately as Clerk of the Legislative Council
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and Clerk of die Parliament However, when a Bill receives the Royal assent, that is the
end of it If the Parliament has messed up, the Bill must come back here to be amended
by die Parliament
Hon PETER FOSS: The unusual reverence from a member on the opposite side of the
Chamber to the position of the Crown is quite rewarding to mue. I am pleased to hear a
member of the Labor Party -

Point of Order
Hon N.D. GRJFFITHS: I am concerned chat the Minister is bringing the Sovereign into
the debate. I thought that was against standing orders.
The CHAIRMAN: There is no point of order because I do not think he was mashing any
particular reference to the Sovereign.

Committee Resumed
Hon PETER FOSS: It is refreshing to hear that a member opposite sees that particular
involvement of the Crown as the critical point.
Hon Mark Nevill: We have no problem with the Queen; it is her heirs and successors
that worry us!
Hon. PETER FOSS: Even that is a welcome and refreshing attitude because I have heard,
for example, Hon Torn Helm speak at extraordinary length about the way in which he felt
embarrassed at having to swear allegiance to Her Majesty the Queen when be became an
Australian citizen.

Point of Order

Hon N.D. GRIFFTHS: I have just heard the Minister refer to a question of
embarrassment, and I am somewhat embarrassed listening to this rather irrelevant speech.
The CHAIRMAN: There is no point of order.

Committee Resumned
Hon PETER FOSS: That is the only thing that has happened from the time that a Bill has
passed through this Parliament and become an Act
Hon Kim Chance: It is a critical point, whether it is Royal assent or presidential assent.
Hon PETER FOSS: 1 accept that it is a critical point, but all we are doing is taking a
process - and this is well known in the law - and extending it a little further.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: That is why we are worried, because give you an inch and you will
take a mile! We do not mrust you.
Hon PETER FOSS: That would be a perfectly logical interjection if one could judge this
Government on the actions of the former Govemnment; and if a change of Government
would make a difference in this respect, 1 might be more inclined to agree. However, we
are dealing with this Chamber and an officer of this Chamber, and as far as IJam
concerned it is an extension to a later point in time of something that is done currently. I
do not agree with members opposite and I do not support the amnendment
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: This is not an excessive caution. There is a fundamental
difference between the power of the Clerk to effect amendments under the standing
orders before a legislative item becomes an Act and the grant of a statutory power after
the Royal assent One of our concerns is that a substantial difference exists. By
providing a statutory power, we are delegating die authority of the Parliament That
might be justifiable provided we have particular protections. The Minister may be able
to enlighten us in this regard, but we do not believe tha the Clerk's amendment to a Bill
is a matter of a delegation of parliamentary authority. Perhaps the Minister will enlighten
us on what would happen where an error was found in a Clerk's amendment made wider
standing orders? Would that amendment have legislative authority or would the
legislation, as assented to, be subject to challenge? The Clerk's amendment made
pursuant to the statutory power would not be subject to challenge because the Clerk was
exercising the right of Parliament
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Hon PETER FOSS: I do not agree with the member's last remark. I will be dealing with
section 7(5)(a), in the context of which the member's last comment was incon'ect.
Section 7(2) reads -

The exercise of power conferred by this section shall not have effect to alter or
otherwise affect the substance or operation of any written law.

If an amendment were made pursuant to section 7, it would still be open to a person to
challenge that the amendment altered the written law and, therefore, was not correct. If
the intent of the Parliament has not been cardied out by an amendment made pursuant to
section 7, it may be challenged in court. However, my understanding is that mistakes
made by the Clerk - such as that in the Nurses Act which went to assent - cannot be
challenged in a court of law. This is because it is the signed copy. Therefore, the
difference between an amendment made by the Clerk pursuant to section 7 and the
amendment made prior, is that the prior amendment cannot be challenged, an amendment
made afterwards can be challenged. It could be said to the cowlt that the Clerk has no
power to do that as he is exercising the statutory power. However, when he is working in
the Parliament, he is acting on behalf of the Parliament, the proceedings of which cannot
be challenged. Judicial restraints apply to the exercise of the Clerk's power in relation to
section 7, but not in die exercise of his power under the standing orders of the House.
That makes even more strongly the suggestion that the Opposition is being excessively
cautious. Members opposite should keep in mind that an authorised officer is making
changes, again of an unsubstantial kind, which give effect to Parliament's intent, not
detract from it. It would be stranige to allow an authorised officer, who is external to the
Parliament, to make changes without needing to refer to the President arid the Speaker.
yet the officer of the Parliament must refer such changes back. Therefore, the
Opposition's purpose and attack is incorrect.
Hon A.JO. MacTIERNAN: I am pleased that the Minister's view is recorded in
Hansard. He states that if the Clerk makes an amendment under the statutor power, it
could be subject to revision by the court and will not be seen as a delegation of legislative
power. That makes the Opposition a little happier. However, a fundamental difference
exists between, on the one hand, the amendments that can be made by parliamentary
counsel, which are expressly only amendments which cannot alter the intention of the
Bill, and, on the other hand, the Clerk's amendments, which apply where it is necessary
to enable an Act to have operation and meaning as Parliament intended. The Opposition
endeavoured to indicate in the second reading debate that parliamentary intent is not
something which is easily determined. Indeed, many commentators believe it is an
ilusory concept. However, I see no point in prolonging this debate. We arr, pleased that
the Minister's notion is recorded in Hansard. The Minister's view is that it is not a
delegation of legislative power.

Division
Amendment put and a division called for.
Bells rng and the Committee divided.
The CHAIRMAN: Before the tellers tell, I cast my vote with the Noes.
Division resulted as follows.-

Ayes (11)
Hon T.G. Ruder Hon NJ). Griffiths Hon Bob Thomas
Hon Kimn Chance Hon AJ.G. MacThernan Hon Doug Wean
Hon J.A. Cowdeli Hon Mark Nevill Han Tom Helm (Teller)
Hon Cheryl Davenport Hon Samn Piantadosi

Noes (15)
Hon George Cashr Hon Peter Foss Hon NJF. Moore

Ro J haron Hon Barry House Hon NED. Nixon
Hon MJ. Cuiddle Hon P.R. Lightfoot Hon 1LG. Pike
Hon DX. Donaldson Hon P.14 Lockyer Hon B.M. Scott
Han Man Evans Hon Murrmy Montgomery Han Muriel Pateron (feller)
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Hon Grahamn Edwards Hon Derrick Tomlinson
Hon Torm Stephens Hon W.N. Stretch

Amendment thus negatived.
Hon PETER FOSS: During the second tending debate I undertook to explain to the
Chamber the reason for proposed subsection (5a). Section 7(5)(a) of the original Act
states that an authorised officer may make any amendment to give effect to a provision in
a written law, and subsection (5)(b) states that an authorised officer may correct any error
in speling, grammar or punctuation or in the manner in which a provision has been
designated, and for that purpose may make amendments not affecting the meaning of the
written law. Subsection (5)(b) was specifically qualified. This amendment initially
proposed to delete section 7(5)(b) and a different style of drafting was followed.
Proposed subsection (5)(b) says "corret any error in", and instead of the continuous
method of just writing the words down with commas in between, this amendment puts
in -

(i) spelling;
(ii) grammar
(iii) punctuation;
(iv) the use of upper or lower case; or
(v) the typing or printing,
in or of a written law;

Then, proposed subsection (c) begins "correct any error or anomaly" and continues with
the rest of what was subsection (b) - that is, the way in which a written law is referred to
or the way in which a provision is designated. A small amendment will be made without
any significant changes.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Is the work of proposed subsection (5a) covered by section
7(2), which says that the exercise of power conferred in this section refers to all
subsections, including that which has been amended? The exercise of power conferred
by this section shall not have the effect to alter or otherwise effect the substance or
operation of any written law. Does the Minister see that as amounting to something
different f-rm not making amendments which affect the meaning of written law? if there
is, perhaps we need to consider whether there should be an expansion of section 7(2) to
incorporate meaning, because surely that should apply to all those other classes of
editorial amendment that are permitted.
Hon PETER FOSS: I dealt with this earlier when I was dealing with the question of why
amendments made under section 7 do not effect the legislative change. It is because of
section 7(2), which is a declaration to the effect that the exercise of a power conferred by
this section shall not have effect to alter or otherwise affect the substance or operation. It
is a statement that it is purely a power under an Act being exercised, it is not a legislative
power. Proposed section (5a) is stating what the power is, but the net effect of it is set in
section 7(2). We may say that (5a) can be done without, although I do not think it hurts
to have it there, but section 7(2) is a substantive provision declaring the effect of
whatever the person may have done. Whatever he might write in there, it does not have
the effect to ale or otherwise affect it.
Hon A.G. MacTIERNAN: It is a principle of drafing that where provisions are treated
differently it is presumed there is meant to be some difference. What concerns me is that
there will he the possibility now of arguing that because we have (5a) which applies only
to that very small range of editorial changes - spelling, grammar punctuation, typing, etc;
- by implication the Parliamentary Counsel is not so constrained in relation to all those
other classes of editorial amendment I take the Minister's point that section 7(2) is a
declaration and it quite properly applied to the whole. We ame asking, why should we
separate out that last class of items to have this additional provision that the editoria
amendment is not to be made in such a way to affect the meaning of written law? I
would have thought that should apply to all those editorial amendments which the
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parliamentary Counsel undertakes. If ic does not, how then does that sic properly with
section 7(2)? It seems to imply that Parliamentary Counsel can make amendments that
affect the meaning of written law, but then we have a declaration saying chat it will not
operate as a change of meaning of the written law. I think there is a lack of consistency.
Hon PETER FOSS: The early parts of section 7 contain a direct instruction as to what
the officer is to do. He can substitute a number, designate a day of the month, insert an
"am" or "pm" for times of the day. Section 7(2) is necessary because if he follows that
but puts the wrong one in, we need to know where we stand. To that extent it is important
to have. The difference with (5a) is that, whereas in all the ocher cases it is virtually
almost like a computer for this to do that proposed subsection (5a) is a much wider type
of reference because it talks about making any amendment necessary to give effect to
provision in the written law to correct any error in spelling, grammar, punctuation or in
the manner provision has been designated. Because it was getting much broader, it was
not just a matter of taking a computer, running this program and seeing the answer come
out, which is what we are saying to the authorised officer in the other ones. In this
instance a wider role is being given to the person. That is why it was necessary in new
subsection (5b) to make that statement, notwithstanding the supposedly broader nature of
what was being allowed under section 5. It is still not intended that any person should
make any amendment that affects the meaning of the law. I do not have any problem if
members opposite are unduly concerned with removing it; however, I can understand
why it was included in the first place. Perhaps the fact that it is there suggests that it is
advisable to leave it in place.
Hon A.J.G. MacT[ERNAN: My concern is nor so much to delete the clause, but to
ensure that it applies to all those editorial amendments. The Minister's point is that there
seems to be a far larger discretion.
Hon Peter Foss: It is a less mechanical task; it will not necessarily provide a larger
discretion.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Section 7(4) indicates a need to exercise judgment in much
the same way as in section 7(5). Section 7(4) refers to an officer omitting any referential
expression; words of enactment; a provision as to the commencement of written law; a
provision that consists only of a statement showing the manner in which the written law
is arranged into parts or other divisions; a provision that has expired or becomes spent; &r
any repealing provision. There is some sc ope for interpretation on the part of the officer.
My concern arises from die fact that this limitation on power should apply to all the
editorial amendments. If this provision applies only to a certain class of editorial
amendment it may be inferred by the normal processes of statutory interpretation that it is
not meant to apply to those other editorial amendments.
The Minister is not telling us chat it is not meant to apply, but that it does not need to be
specifically said because the amendments are of a more mechanical nature. New
subsection (5a) could apply just for the purposes of this section.
Hon PETER FOSS: I suppose chat if there were an error in the way this was framed, it
occurred in 1984. 1 do not particularly, want to cause any greater significance to be
attributed to what we ame doing by making a further amendment in 1994. Honk Alannah
MacTiernan can move to delete new subsection (5a). 1 am happy for her to do that.
However, if we start extending it elsewhere we are doubting the effectiveness of section
7(2). The merit the subsection has at the moment is chat it is not malking a change. I amn
happy to cooperate with the Opposition and have proposed subsection (5a) deleted,
however, I think it would be unwise to do so. It would be better to let this dog snort and
not change it. I certainly would not agree to extending the subsection because it would
then assume a significance beyond its merit.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIIERNAN: I will then move for the removal of the new subsection.
The CHAIRMAN: I point out that if Hon Alannah MacTiernan is going to do that, we
will have to recommit the Bill because we have already progressed past that section.
Hon AJt). MacTIERWAN: May I seek leave to recommit the Bill?
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The CHIMAN: We must proceed through the Committee stage and then recommit
the Bill if that is what Hon Alannab MacTiernan wishes to do.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I move -

Page 7, after line 3 - To insert -
(5d) An alteration made to a written law under the preceding provisions
of this section shall be identified within the relevant text and a notation or
reference made to the appropriate subsection authorising die alteration.

The aim of this provision is to make more transparent the fact that either of these types of
changes may have been made; the editorial amendments made by Parliamentary Counsel,
or the Clerk's amendments made under the Statute after Royal Assent has been granted.
We heard earlier from the Minister thaif anerrhad been made by the Clerk in a
statutory amendment it would be reviewable by the courts. It is important that those
practitioners dealing with such legislation, in order to be in a position to know that these
changes have been made and to provide the scrutiny that would be required, would need
to be alerted to or have some way of tracing the fact that these amendments have been
made. I presume that the Minister was being bona fide when he said that there was a
protection in that the errors would be justiciable and that he would therefore understand
the need to ensure that those people dealing with these items of legislation would be in a
position to track down such changes.
The same applies - and probably would apply with more frequency - to the range of
changes that are made by editorial amendment by Parliamentary Counsel. These changes
are not to affect or otherwise alter the substance of any written law. If these changes
have the effect of doing so, the changes on the face of the reprint legislation as it stands
and as amended would be challengeable as being ultra vires. Again, the problem is how
does a practitioner dealing with such legislation come to be aware that such changes have
taken place? It is necessary that on compilation of a Bill or in any reprinting of the Bill
any such changes be noted. The Minister said during the second reading speech that he
thought it was a good idea that there be such transparency. However, he though it would
be better to do it by way of policy rather than by legislation. Hie did not explain that. He
also referred to some items of legislation; indeed, where notations have been made
recording some of the more substantial changes. The Opposition is not seeking to have a
complex addition to the compilation of Bills. It would not markedly increase the
workload in preparing the Bills or the size of the Bills. The Opposition is simply seeking
a notation for every change that is made. As it is now, not every change goes to the
Attorney General for certification or is recorded on the notes to the compiled Statute.
Therefore, those other changes are effectively nontransferable by practitioners dealing
with the legislation. There is no practical way for the deeming provision to be put into
effect because there is no way that an average practitioner would be able to determine
that there has been a change. As I said, there is nothing particularly complex here. We
are suggesting that where changes have been made to a spelling or a reference, a footnote
be applied perhaps by way of a numbering system and at the back there be an index
indicating pursuant to what power such a clause had been noted. If it were an
amendment to a reference to another written law, that would get a reference number '4"
and in the compilation of the Statute that would be notedt.
The Minister said in his second reading speech that he believed it is important that these
changes be transparent. He said, however, that he wanted to rely on policy. We believe
that this can be effectively dealt with in a very non-cumbersome way by the amendment
that the Opposition has put forward.
Hon PETER FOSS: The member's speech indicated precisely why it should be a matter
of policy and not a matter of compulsion. This applies to both the reprints of Acts and
the reprints of regulations. The legislation is intended to make things easy to read and
less bulky. WAith this amendment, not only would we have a note in the text, but also the
whole text would be reproduced on the back and we would have a reference to the
Reprints Act If we follow the amendment moved by the member, the notes at the end of
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the Act would be even longer than the Act itself. We have to have a certain amount of
materiality and sense in this measure. I think them ame definitely times when a note is
called for. [ understand them is a form book in the Parliamentary Counsel's office which
tells him how to do that. Prom time to time as things change that is updated and kept
relevant to what has to happen. It seems to me that by putting this in we will end up
defeating the objective of a reprint; that is, to try to make it easier to read and more
simple and generally mome useful to the public and the legal profession than something
that had more notes to it than the substantive provisions.
I do not believe the member's amendment achieves what it seeks to achieve. I may have
misread it but it seems that the member wants the identification within the relevant text
and the notation of reference made to the appropriate subsection authorisation also within
the text.
Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: No. you would have it within the relevant text and at the end of
the sentence if that were the case.
Hon PETER FOSS: I know, but I do not think it will make it a very readable Act if all
the notations are there. The way it is done at the moment is with hanging text and the
notes at the end of the Act. Again, I think it is a matter of style and from time to time we
change the style of our Acts and the way they are represented. It changes with time
because of what people find easy to read, legible or whatever, flat again is a matter that
should not be prescribed by legislation but should be left to the Parliamentary Counsel
who has, from time to time, made what he sees as improvements to the presentation of
Acts so that they are more legible.
I adhere to that which I said originally; that is, I believe it is a matter of policy. We have
a competent Parliamentary Counsel's office which has a rigorous method of doing these
things. I am happy with the way they have been done to date and I believe it is
appropriate that we leave this to its policy.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: If it were simply a question of style in which the
transparencies were to be effected, I would be happy for it to be a question of policy.
The Opposition believes that theme is a deficiency in the legislation. Its belief has
increased somewhat now because an expanded class of amendments can be made, either
under the editorial powers or under the clerk's amendment. If it were a question of how
precisely this was to be effected, but there was a principle in the legislation that each and
every change had to in some way be traceable, we would be satisfied. 'The Minister has
misunderstood profoundly how we see the amendment operating. It would not
necessarily be the cumbersome scheme that he has outlined.
Hon Peter Foss: I am glad that you accept that what I outlined was cumbersome.
Hon A.JG. MacTIERNAN: Absolutely, but that was not what was intended here. For
example, any alteration that fell within section 7(3)(d) would be designated with the
number "2". At the back there would be a legend containing a reference to the changes
made in accordance with section 7(3)(d). It would not be necessary to deal with specific
changes, and many of the changes in the legislation would have the same reference
number. Unless legislation were so entirely confused or outdated that every provision
within every section of editorial change were dealt with, it would not be a cumbersome
matter. It would not be a question of detailing every change made but just of making a
numerical notation next to the word, phrase or section altered. The legend at the back
would then indicate to which paragraph or subsection the amendment was made
pursuant. It is a simple procedure. Practitioners would be able to determine where
changes had been made and would be in a position to go through earlier printings of the
legislation to find out exactly what had been changed. It would be comprehensive in the
sense that every change would be indicated, but it would not spell out chapter and verse
of every change. It would give an overview. The allegation of its being cumbersome by
the Minister is not sustained, and the Minister has not replied to my earlier query or
indicated how the discipline can be imposed in section 7(2) if one cannot readily
determine the changes that have been made.
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Hon PETER FOSS: I refer to the paragraphs listed under the definition of referential
expression. Frankly, the last thing I want to bnow is that someone has taken these
phrases out of an Act I am reading. The whole point of removing these words is to make
the Acts more easy to read. There is no benefit to Parliamentary Counsel in going
through the Acts, but it provides legislation that is more legible and easy to construe. If
notes pop up all over the Act and Parliamentary Counsel must cross-reference them all,
the Act could come back as a compilation without any of these phrases being removed.
It is not obligatory on Parliamentary Counsel to make these amendments but is done as a
favour to make the legislation more legible. Certain Acts prior to 1984 had a lot of these
phrases, and the notations would be like confetti all over the pages. There would be
numbers and notations all through the Act. Let us have a trde-off between what is
useful and what would be an absolute nuisance. For anything other than those which it is
currently the policy of Parliamentary Counsel to include by way of notation, it would be
a total and complete waste of the time of Parliamentary Counsel. It would also be a
disincentive for Parliamentary Counsel to do it, and every lawyer who came across all
those fiddly notes throughout the Act would eventually start to ignore them. In doing so,
they might miss a notation that is important. Those that matter and are picked up by
Parliamentary Counsel at the moment could be missed because practitioners would not
see the wood for the trees. The Government is decidedly and completely against the
suggestion made.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERIIAN: Perhaps the Minister will enlighten us on the policies that
exist in the Parliamentary Counsel's office. I understand it is the policy in relation to the
inclusion of notations. We are not aware of that policy or what it consists of.
Hon PETER FOSS: It includes all those within subsection (4) other than paragraphs (a)
and (1b), and subsection (5)(a).
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Is this policy written down?
Hon PETER FOSS: No, it is not.
Hon 4.0. MacTIERNAN: Will the Minister explain the extent to which it has been a
policy?
Hon PETER FOSS: It is a policy because it is what they always do.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: It could change at any time with compilations being made
that have no notations at all. The policy could simply change for the convenience of
Parliamentary Counsel. It is not good enough. To some extent there may be ways of
improving the amendment, but it is not as cumbersome as the Minister made out. To rely
on a notion of a policy which is not written down and which exists only in someone's
head, is not an adequate way to deal with alterations to legislation. The Minister can
improve this. We need a situation that gives a greater degree of certainty, and gives us
some more reliable way of ensuring that those amendments are open to public scrutiny.
The current situation is somewhat unsatisfactory, and although our amendment is not the
be-all and end-all, some amendment should be made to this provision. If the Minister
thinks the limited policy is the way to go, perhaps it should be enshrined in writing or,
preferably, incorporated into the legislation.

Division
Amendment put and a division called for.
Dells rung and the Committee divided.
The CHAIRMAN: Before the tellers tell, I cast my vote with the Noes.
Division resulted as follows -

Ayes (12)
Hon T.O. Bule Hon ND. Griffiths Han Sam Piantados
Hon Kim Chance Hon John Haldem Honi Bob nunms
Hon JL Cowdeli Hon AJ.O. MacTiamaan Hnm Doug Wen
Hon Chinyl Davenport Hon Mark Nevill Han Ton Helm (Teller)
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Noes (15)

HnGogCahHon Peter Foss Han NF Moore
Hon EJ hrtn Hon Barry House Hon M..ixon
Hon MI. Criddle HoLPR.UgtfootHo Pk
Hon DX. Donaldson Hon R.H. Lockyes o .M ct
Hon Max Evans Hon Murray Montgomery Hon Muriel Patterson (Teller)

Pairs
Hon Graham Edwards Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon Torn Stephens Hon Derrick Toenlinson

Amendment thus negatived.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Tidle put and passed.
Bill reported, with amnendmnents.

As to Recommittal
HON AJ.G. MacflERNAN (East Metropolitan) [944 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be recommitted to reconsider clause 6.
Question put and negatived.

Report
Report of Committee adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Peter Foss (Minister for Health), and returned to
the Assembly with amendments.

PETROLEUM ROYALTIES LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 23 March.
HON MARK NEVILL (Mining and Pastoral) [9.45 pm]: The Opposition opposes this
Bill. It is bad legislation and demonstrates the hypocrisy of this Government. 'Me Bill is
objectionable in that it is retrospective and there has been a distinct lack of consultation
in its formulation. The Bill is also inconsistent with the offshore constitutional settlement
put together in 1967 and again in 19179. 'The Bill also sets up a royalty regime which is
inconsistent with regimes in ocher States anid results in two different schemes being
administered by the State. This measure also increases the sovereign risk of explorers
and producers in the petroleum industry in Western Australia. It clearly damages
investors' confidence and will result in less oil production and revenue for the Stat of
Western Australia.
The Bill is to come into effect from I March. As with the majority of Bills the
Government has introduced into this House since the election in March last year, this is
the retrospective operation of legislation. This measure reverses the decision of the

prvosLabor Government to allow the crude oil excise to be deducted in the
cluain of State royalties on petroleum production. In our view, and in the view of

the petroleum industry, that reversal will damage the confidence of explorers to invest in
the petroleum industry because it represents a change in rules applying to investment
which increases sovereign risk. Last year I attended the Australian Mining Industry
Council dinner in Canberra, which was also attended by very senior people in both the
petroleum and minerals industries. Premier Court addressed the conference, and one of
the main themes of that address was the question of sovereign risk and the need to give
explorers and producers certainty. He talked about the threat to sovereign risk of the
High Court decision on Mabo. He waxed quite lyrical on that issue.
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[Quorum farmed.]
Han MARK NEVILL: Before the need for a quorum was raised I was discussing the
Premier's speech to the Australian Mining Industry Council about sovereign risk for
explorers and producers in the mining and petroleum industries in Australia, the threat to
sovereign risk of the decision of the High Court of Australia in Mabo, and the threat to
sovereign risk from the actions of the Government In the Legislative Assembly on 21
August 1991 the member for Nedlands, the now Premier, moved a motion on mining and
exploration which addressed this question. Pant of the motion called on the Government
of the day to stop the confusion in the State so that substantial new investment activity
could be attracted to the State. He suggested that the confusion caused by Government's
action was causing problems to new investment activity. At that time the Premier said -
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: When you say the Premier at that time, do you mean the member for
Nedlands?
Hon MARK NEVILL: 'The member knows whom I mean. I am talking about the speech
in 1991. He was the member for Nedlands; he is now the Premier.
Hon P.R. Ligbtfoot: You were unclear.
Hon MARK NEVILL: If I am unclear, I would hate to compare my comments with
some of the comments that Hon Ross Lightfoot has made in recent days.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: You are the only one with the opinion that you ame superior to me.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Let us get on with the debate.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I have a fairly humble view of my abilities. I certainly would not
say that about any member on that side of the House. In his speech on the motion in
1991 the member for Nedlands said -

If the Government adopts that course of action, it will create the serious problem
of sovereign risk in the development of this State; that is, companies will no
longer be able to trust the agreements they make with Government and they will
be forced to build into those agreements a cost factor to allow for the possibility
that the Government may change the rules during the life of the project.

in his speech on the same motion the member for Nedlands said -
I raise the question of sovereign risk, because this is the first year I have heard
this comment mentioned. I was in the east a couple of weeks ago, and all the
mining companies there all use this term "sovereign risk". I asked, "What do you
mean by sovereign risk? Why do you have to build in a cost factor associated
with that?" They explained that this is something which has never been a
problem in this State before, but it is now. When one has an agreement or
arrangement with the Government, it might be an Act of Parliament or regulation
on which a company is making its investment decisions, and the Government
goes back on its word, the cost involved is known as a sovereign risk. I asked for
two examples, and I was given Coronation Hill as one, where a lot of money was
invested, and then the Government changed the rules. Hill River is another,
where the company spent $30 million to work up a proposal for a power station,
and the rules were changed. I was asked, "What do you do with the accounts?
You have spent the money; you have to write it off. It has now become a cost
factor."

The Premier clearly understands the concept of sovereign risk and has used that to create
fear in addressing the mining and petroleum industries. Yet, at the first opportunity, he
completely reverses a decision of Government which these developers had factored into
their decision making process. This Bill increases sovereign risk and it shows the utter
hypocrisy of this Governiment and the Premier when we compare it with his previous
remarks. Thiis decision of the Government raises concerns in the petroleum industry for
future investment as investors cannot be confident that the rules will not be changed
adversely after large amounts of capital have been committed.
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I also point out that these changes have been made at a time of record low oil prices. The
Government is adding to the pain of an industry that really is at rock bottom. Recently
the Government saw fit to give selective assistance to some companies in the minera
sands industry. From my recollection, part of that assistance was royalty relief.
Hon George Cash: Subject to future repayment.
Hon MARK NEVI.L: I amn not sure whether all of it must be repaid.
Hon George Cash: Yes; it does.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Is an interest rate being paid on it?
Hon George Cash: I have heard that it is a deferred situation. They have been given a
period of relief but in due course they are required to make good the royalties.
Hon MARK NEVILL: If the companies are not to get it interest free, they may as well
have borrowed the money from a bank, so there is no relief.
Hon George Cash: I am not suggesting that it is interest free, and I am not sure of the
details.
Hon MARK NEVILL: The Government has been selective of companies in the mineral
sands industry. This decision selectively affects certain oil producers.
Hon George Cash: Would you have preferred the company to close down and put
everyone out of wait?
Hon MARK NEVILL: I do not think that is the question. The Government is not
applying these rules consistently across the board.
Hon George Cash: Yes it is.
Hon MARK NEVILL: The Government is selectively applying these rules to certain
companies within the mineral sands industry. They are being selectively applied to
people in the petroleum industry at a time of record low oil prices; yet We have a
booming gold industry which the Government sees fit to leave as it is.
Hon George Cash: Are you suggesting that there should be a royalty on gold? Is that
what you are aiming at?
Hon MARK NEVILL: No, I am not. That was a pretty predictable comment from the
Minister for Mines. I am suggesting that the oil industry is on its knees and the
Government sees fit to put the boots in.
Hon George Cash: Not at all. You fail to understand the history of the situation.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: What does the member for Helena say about it? He was the fanner
Minister for Mines.
Hon MARK NEVILL: It is a selective penalty on the petroleum industry.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: You are wrong again, as usual.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon MARK NEVILL: I will be very interested to hear the comments of Hon Ross
Lightfaot because the Government has absolutely lost credibility with the oil industry.
This week we saw the passage through this House of the Acts Amendment- (Petroleum)
Bill which contained incentives to encourage petroleum exploration in this State. Those
incentives were not of much use to the major oil companies; they were only of interest to
small petroleum explorers, of which there are precious few around. We hope them Will
be more around to take advantage of those exploration incentives. At the same time, we
have a Bill before Parliament which is working against the incentives that are
encouraging exploration in the industry.
Hon George Cash: This Bill is all about restoring the status quo.
Hon MARK NEVILL: The Minister has to realise that many of the oil deposits on the
North West Shelf are very small, If the Government is to make these sorts of ad hoc
decisions, the bigger companies will walk away from that area. As they are very small
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oil deposits, if the Government fools the bigger companies around too much, those
companies will rapidly lose interest in exploring in the Carnarvon basin. The result of
this Bill is that projects in Western Australian waters will be treated more harshly than
those under the same royalty and excise regime in Commonwealth waters.
Hon George Cash: What sort of royalties does the State enjoy from Commonwealth
waters?
Hon MARK NEVILL: The Minister should tell me. Does he not know?
Hon George Cash: I know vety well. The answer is niil.

Hon MARK NEVILL: Why is he asking me?
Hon George Cash: Because you; clearly don't know.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Could the Minister enlighten me on where the Cossack and
Wanaea fields are?
Hon George Cash: You know what the situation is.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Are the Cossack and Wanaca fields in State waters or
Commonwealth waters? They are in Commonwealth waters and we get a royalty from
them. The Minister is clearly wrong.
Hon George Cash: That is the subject of a special agreement, and you know that.
Hon MARK NEVILL: It is a special agreement. The reason they have been grouped
into State waters is that they were included in the 1979 agreement. It is quite clear that
the State does get royalties from oil fields in Commonwealth waters.
Hon George Cash: No, not so; only if they are the subject of a special agreement.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Now the Minister is qualifying it. He made a categorical
statement that we do not get royalties from anything in Commonwealth waters.
Hon George Cash: I said we get royalties because of the North West Shelf agreement.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I am not sure whether Cossack and Wanaea were incorporated in
the earlier North West Shelf agreement. They may have been incorporated later. But we
certainly get State royalties from those two fields, both of which are in Commonwealth
waters. Anyway, I will move on from that point of difference.
This Bill means that the Cossack and Wanaea fields, which are in Commonwealth waters
but come under that 1979 agreement, will still get a royalty which is calculated after
Commonwealth excise is deducted, whereas in the State waters the royalty will be
calculated on the well head value or the royalty value, as this Bill now renames it. Those
fields within Western Australian waters will be paying extra royalties. They will be
penalised compared with those fields in Commonwealth waters. This State, by its action,
has created two different administrative streams. The State administers the Wanaea and
Cossack fields which are in Commonwealth waters. This is at a time when Governments
around Australia talk about microeconomic reform, bringing uniformity to business
regulations and all those different aspects of Government intrusion into commerce to
make it easier for companies to operate throughout Australia. This Bill will mean that we
will have a crude oil excise and State royalty scheme which is inconsistent with that in
every other State.
I quote an article from The Australian Financial Review written in June 1993 about the
fears of some of the petroleum companies that the Government would reverse its
decision.
Hon George Cash: Who wrote the article?
Hon MARK NEVILL: Nigel Wilson. The article states -

Woodside Petroleum has queried the policy as it moves to a final decision on
developing the Wanaea and Cossack discoveries, arguing that there is uncertainty
in what the Government is doing ... WAPET. ... was particularly concerned at
the impact of the Government's probable policy reversal on the development
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programme for Skate and Roller fields due to come into production next June.
"The whole approach appears to be at odds with the Government's stated
intention of encouraging investment"'.

The article points out that the dispute arose because the Saladin field, which is in State
waters - a WAPET-Western Mining Corporation joint venture - started producing in
1988, and in December 1991 had produced 30 million barrels, which uiggers the
Commonwealth crude oil excise. That comes in on fields when they produce over
30 million barrels. That is when the problem arose. The previous State Government
opted for a royalty system that was consistent with that in other States.
Hon George Cash: That is not true either. I will read out a later letter from the former
Minister, Gordon Hill. You know that wasn't true.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I anm well aware that the Mines Department wants to do what the
Minister is suggesting.
Hon George Cash: No. We are talking about correspondence that your colleague, the
former Minister for Mines, had with the company in 1991 about the royalty regime which
was to apply to the WAPET situation - the Saladin field.
Hon MARK NEVILL: When those companies explained the problem to the
Government, it had not made a decision to make the regime consistent with those in other
States.
Hon George Cash: And who was t adviser to the Giovernment?
Hon MARK NEVILL: The Mines Department, I presume.
Hon George Cash: No. It was Nigel Wilson. He was the one who wrote the speech for
the Premier. He was the one who decided it was a good thing at the time.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I do not believe that.
Hon George Cash: The Mines Department and Treasury were never consulted on that
decision. They were told after the event
Hon MARK NEVILL: Is the Minister talking about the previous Government's decision
to reverse it?
Hon George Cash: Exactly.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I am talking about earlier than that. The Mines Department
supported the current system.
Hon George Cash: Absolutely, and so did Gordon HEil as the former Minister.
Hon MARK NEViLL: That was when the proposal originated.
Hon George Cash: It was the original agreement entered into between the Government
and the company.
Hon MARK NEVILL: That was early in the piece.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I will not allow this to continue. The member should make
his speech and anyone who wants to respond can do so in due course. Otherwise we just
have a discussion, which this is not meant to be.
Hon MARK NEVILL.: It is quite clear that the problem arose when the Commonwealth
royalty was triggered when the production from the Saladin field exceeded 30 million
barrels. The Mines Department supported the present Government position. That
decision was discussed and Cabinet chose, I think, in mid-1992 - approximately six
mouths after the trigger point - to mnake the royalty regime consistent with those of other
States. The rest of the Minister's interjection was basically a red herring and a difference
of opinion. The decision of the Government is there for all to see. This Bill and the
decision by the Government breaches the offshore constitutional settlement which was
negotiated by the Premier's father, Sir Charles Court in 1979. Professor Paul Bradley
made a comprehensive study of royalties in this State in the "Mineral Revenues Inquiry",
published in 1986. I quote from page 201 of volume 2 under the heading 19.1.2.
"Commonwealth participation in petroleum royalties" -
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In the 1960s the states and the Commonwealth faced the need to devise
legislation to deal with offshore mineral recovery, petroleum being the focal
issue. The result was the 1967 Offshore Petroleum Agreement, whereby each
state and the Commonwealth undertook to avoid issues concerning respective
constitutional powers and to enact a common petroleum mining code. The
Commonwealth produced die Petroleum (Submerged Lads) Act 1967, and
Western Australia passed its Petroleum Act in the same year. IT latter pertained
to onshore areas, but was modelled after the Submerged Lands Act. Both were to
be administered by the State.
At the Premier's Conference on 29 June 1979 the Commonwealth and the states
concluded the "Offshore Constitutional Settlement" in an attempt to resolve
contentious offshore issues. The states were vested with the ri ght to pass
legislation on matters relating to their territorial sma. Inherent in the Settlement
was the understanding that each government would prepare legislation applying
to its offshore area and that the legislation would contain a common mining
code. Each government would refrain from amending its offshore legisiation in
any way that would breach the common mining code unless there was prior
unanimous agrement. It must be noted that the Settlement is a political
agreement rather that a legal compact. Western Australia's Petroleum
(Submerged Lands) Act 1982 was passed in response to the Settlement.

For the benefit of the House!I will read one sentence on which the House should focus:
"Mach government would refrain from amending its offshore legislation in any way that
would breach the common mining code unless there was prior unanimous agreement." It
is quite clear that in this case there is no prior unanimous agreement. The State has
unilaterally, without the agreement of the Commonwealth or any other States, changed
the rules with respect to petroleum. It has breached that constitutional offshore
settlement which was entered into by Sir Charles Court, as the Premier of the Western
Australian Government, and the Federal Liberal Government of the time. The preamble
to the Commonwealth Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act of 1967 sets out some of the
understandings made during that constitutional settlement. It is a political settlement, not
a legal settlement. I will develop that point a little later. Paragraph (d) of the preamble
reads -

AND WHIEREAS it has been agreed between the Commonwealth, the States and
the Northern Territory that, in lieu of the scheme provided for by an agreement
between the Commonwealth and the States dated 16 October, 1967: -

(d) .the Commonwealth, the States and the Northern Territory should
endeavour to maintain, as far as practicable, common principles, rules and
practices in the regulation and control of the exploration for and the
exploitation of the petroleum resources of all the submerged lands referred
to above that are on -the seaward side of the inner limits of the territorial
sea of Australia:

lion George Cash: Whose jurisdiction prevails if no agreement can be reached?
Hon MARK NEVILL: As part of this agreement, the State bas agreed not to vary or
wmend the agreement without the unanimous agreement of the other States. That has not
been done; it has been done unilaterally.
Hon George Cash: I amn glad you at least recognise that some of it is founded on a
political statement rather than the legal position.
Hon MLARK NEVILL: Very much so. I expect this Government to honour agreements it
entered into with other Governments, It brings the Parliament and dhe Government into
disrespect if it does not. A political agreement is just as binding as a legal agreement in
moral tenms. As it is not a legal agreemnent,. it would be quite open for the
Commonwealth to amend its Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act, change the outer
Western Australian territorial waters boundary which is not the three mile limit - it cuts
across fronm Exmouth - and include all the sea in the Danmpier Archipelago-Barrow Island
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anea It is in place by this political agreement. Nothing is in place if the Government is
to vary the agreement unilaterally. Why could not the Commonwealth amend its
Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act and re-establish that boundary and incorporate some
of the current fields in the State territorial waters, which are under the jurisdiction of the
joint authority, into Commonwealth waters?
Hon George Cash: You an obviously not aware of the discussions which have occurred
between the Stare and the Commonwealth.
Hon MARK NEVJL.L: I amn not aware of many things. However, as a member of the
Opposition, I am certainly doing my best -
Hon George Cash: I offered you a briefing at which these things would have been
pointed out. On any Bill you are more than welcome to a briefing; you know that.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I appreciate the offer.
Hon George Cash: It stands without question.
Hon MARK NEVILL: The Minister can point out where I ant wrong: if I am wrong I
will accept it. However, I anm going on the information I have and I believe it stands
scrutiny. We will see that when the Minister replies. As I pointed out, in our view, the
Bill breaches the offshore constitutional settlement and invites retaliatory action from the
Commonwealth.
I turn now to the lack of consultation with the industry on this Bill. Late this evening the
Opposition was given a page of amendments to the Bill. It was fairly obvious from my
reading of the Bill that amendments would be needed because the Bill referred 1o a clause
which was not included in the Bill. It was quite clear - and a Minister has said this to
me - that the last page of the Bill was missing. That is not difficult to see because on the
back of all our Bills is a bar code; but this one is blank. I accept the Minister's reason is
that it was left off in the printing process. I raise that matter because that has been
corrected.
When I contacted the Australian Petroleum Exploration Association about its views on
this Bill on Friday, I was asked, "What Bill?" It has not seen or heard of the Bill. I
telephoned the companies affected by this Bill and none had seen it. 1 faxed a copy to
them because they wanted to have a look at it. A number of deficiencies exist within the
Bill, especially the part missing at the end. A deficiency relates to clause 6(3), proposed
section 144A, where it states -

"federal duty" means excise duty, or any other tax, duty, fee, levy or charge
(except fringe benefits tax) imposed by or under a law of the Commonwealth.

It is clear that the royalty would include everything except the fringe benefits tax when
the Government was considering what was not deductible. Thai meant that items such as
sales tax, customs duty, the training guaranft levy, and all those other taxes that could
normally be deductible were not allowed to be- deductible by those companies in the
calculation of State royalty. The Government can be thankful that the Opposition had the
good sense to circulate this Bill, because the companies drew the attention of the
Government to deficiencies in the legislation caused by lack of consultation.
Another problem the Government will have with the Commonwealth is that last month
the Minister released a discussion paper called "Petroleum Royalties in Western
Australia"'. There are a number of options as to how revenue can be raised in the
petroleum industry. The Government is looking at resource rental royalties or resource
rental taxes. It is good that the Government is canvassing its options. The Government's
problem with these royalty schemes is that it will need the concurrence or compliance of
the Commonwealth Government to implement what is suggested here. It will be very
difficult to get the compliance or concurrence of the Commonwealth Government in the
new royalty schemes, if one acts unilaterally on matters such as this. The Government is
not thinking ahead in its strategy in dealing with the petoleum industry. The
Government's handling of this matter has been inept and the only saving grace is that the
Government is desperate for revenue for the new Budget in June because t whole
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prcss has been rushed. It has not been thought our and the Minister has been lumbered
wihthis job of getting more revenue for the Government reserves. The Opposition

knows that taxes increased by 13 per cent last year, five times the inflation rate. Western
Australia is the only Government, Commonwealth or Stare in Australia, that has a public
sector work forc that is growing. In other Stares ir is decreasing. Last year the
Government had meord amounts of revenue and expendizure. and obviously it did not get
a handle on the Budget process and it appears that is the reason for that royalty -

Hon N.F. Moore: Would you like to make some suggestions about where the curs should
have been made?
Hon MARX NEVILL: The Minister is in Government and is in the hot seat.
Hon N.E. Moor: You had 10 years of it and now you trot out that line.
Hon MARK NEVTLL: ADltheimember has todo is look atthe McCarrey report.
According to the Premier's press statement of a month ago $400mn worth of savings have
been identified, and $75m of those will be in this Budget So there is still another
$325m. These are verny large sums of money and the Government should have the
political will to act on those things.
Hon NYF. Moore: You love having it both ways.
Hon MARK NEVILL: It is very difficult being in GovemrnenL
Hon NYE. Moore: It is very easy to stand over there one minute and say spend more
money and in die next breath say spend less.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I think this Government is wasting a lot of money and in other
areas it can save money.
Hon N.Y. Moore: Where?
Hon MARX NEVILL I will give the Minister an outline in the Budget speech.
Hon N.E. Moore: I look forward to it.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon MARK NEVILL: Finally, this is bad legislation and the Opposition opposes the
Bill. As stated, it is objectionable in that it is another retrospective Bill to be brought
before the House. There has clearly been a lack of consultation with the petroleum
industry and the companies concerned. Ir is the good offices of the Opposition which
have got the Government our of deep water. It is inconsistent with offshore
constitutional settlement and in those terms breaches that settlement which was entered
into by the'father of t present Premier. I would expect him to respect the agreements
that his father entered into. It sets up royalty agreements which are inconsistent with
royalty agreements in other Stares. It results in the States now administering two
different royalty schemes - one in Commonwealth waters and one in State waters. It
makes a mockery of the Government's claim to be concerned about the sovereign risk of
petroleum and mineral explorers. It increases the sovereign risk of mineral explorers.
The people who have developed dhe Cossack and Wanaca fields and the Roller and the
Skate fields have had the rules changed after making their investments. That is the
essence of the whole concept of sovereign risk - knowing where one stands. It will
damage investor confidence, particularly with the bigger oil companies. Because the
Government is increasing the royalty on oil in State waters it will result in less oil being
produced our of the Salaclin field. That field has already dropped from 55 000 to 33 000
barres. That field's production and revenue will be less unless the Minister takes some
action in this area. The Opposition finds this Bill objectionable and is opposed to it.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Minister for Mines) [10.30 pin]: It is
clear from Hon Mark Nevill's comments that he has a remarkable lack of understanding
of the State royalty system and agreements.
Hon Mark Nevill: You didn't know them was a royalty in the Commonwealth waters.

Hon GEORGE CASH: It appears he was not listening mo what I said yesterday or that he
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simply does not understand the situation. I went through the exercise of explaining thiat
althoughi the Woodside joint venture is in Commonwealth waters it is subject to an
agreement whereby the State enjoys royalties. There happen to be different royalties
applying to offshore and onshore ventures.
Hon Mark Nevill: We are talking about offshore.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I will give an example of onshore and the territorial sea from
which the State enjoys a royalty. Unless there is a special agreement the State does not
enjoy a royalty from Commonwealth areas. The Woodside joint venture on the North
West Shelf is the subject of special agreements and I am sure Hon Mark Nevill
acknowledges that.
There is no doubt that the Commonwealth, in Commonwealth waters, allows excise as a
deduction. The State has taken die view - and Hon Gordon Hill as Minister for Mines
certainly shared chat view - chat Commonwealth excise should not be a deduction in the
calculation of what is known as wellhead value. It is quite misleading for Hon Mark
Nevill to say anything to the contrary. Later I will read out a letter signed by
Hon Gordon Hill and atdrssed to a major company on this issue. Before I do that, I will
refer to some of the mactens Hon Mark Nevill raised. He said that the legislation is
retrospective and in that regard he is right. The Bill is deemed to commence on 1 March
this year. One of the reasons the Bill is framed in this way is that Cabinet made a
decision in mid February that it would amend the legislation to give prester clarification
to the definition of "wellhead value". The company had some doubt about which
deductions could or could not be taken into account when dete nniin weiead value.
As this decision was going to affect one company to the tune of $60 000a month - that
is, the contribution that company was making to State royalties - it was believed by
Cabinet that it would be appropriate for me to immediately advise the company of the
decision and that the royalty system would revert to the original system which the
company had acknowledged some years ago on I March this year. I explained to the
company that legislation would be introduced into the Parliament to clarify the situation
hut as the Parliament was not sitting in mid February it could no' he done at that stage. If
it is the member's view that the State should not enjoy royalties from the territorial sea -
Hon Mark Nevill: I didn't say that. Don't put words into my mouth.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Does the member think that the State should enjoy royalties?
Hon Mark Nevill: Yes.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Does the member believe that Commonwealth excise should be a
deduction in determining the wellhead value?
Hon Mark Nevil: Yes. It would make it consistent with royalty schemes in other States.
What you are doing is in breach of the offshore constitutional settlement
Hon GEORGE CASH: The member is very wrong and there is good legal advice to
show he is wrong.
Hon Mark Nevill: Table it.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is not a matter of tabling the advice.
Hon Mark Nevill: I would like to see it.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is not common practice for the Government to table advice. If
the member thinks he can beat some of the best lawyers in this State I wish him luct
The member's assertion is wrong.
Hon Mark Nevill: I could tell you that I have good legal advice to say I am right I don't
have it, but if I did, how would you know what it said?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Ihe member is wrong and the legal advice the Government has
confirms that view.
Hon AJ.G. Macriernan: If you cannot show us the text of that advice could you set out
the terms of it. Are you asking us to accept it on faith?
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Hon GEORGE CASH: I am not asking members opposite to accept anything on faith; I
am asking them to accept that there was a regime in place which was agreed to by the
previous Government and the company in 1991. That regime was upset by a swupid
statement by die former Premier who did not realise the potential cost to the State
Government of a decision made at an Australian Petroleum Exploration Association
conference.
Hon Mark Nevinl: The Premier knew what the cost was to State revenue.
Hon GEORGE CASH: She did not. Nigel Wilson, her press officer, thought it was a
good idea and that it would impress people at die APEA conference. However, he forgot
to seek advice from the Department of Minerals and Energy and the Treasury on what it
would cost the State if a new regime were put in place. Why does the member think that
Nigel Wilson writes stories trying to justify the decision of the former Government?
Hon Mark Nevill: You have it in for him.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I do not- The member should ask Gordon Hill what he thinks
about it.
Hon Mark Nevill: I have discussed it with him and it is the Opposition's policy to
oppose this Bill.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That does not answer the question about what Gordon Hill said
in the paper the other day.
Hon Mark Nevill: I read it and he was supporting the Department of Minerals and
Energy's view.
Hon GEORGE CASH: He was supporting die view which he stated to the company
when he negotiated the agreement in 1991. 1 will read the letter he wrote to the company
on 20 December 1991 so that there is no misapprehension about what the company knew
when it entered into the agreement.
Hon Mark Nevinl: It is clewr that the previous Government changed that original process.
You are reversing it now.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I will read out the letter so as to refute Hon Mark Nevinl's
argument that the company which pays the most in royalties in the territorial sea and also
pays the Commonwealth excise because it breached the 30 million barrel level is West
Australian Petroleum Pty Limited. The letter reads as follows -

Managing Director
West Australian Petroleum Pry Ltd
11Ith Floor, Eastpoint Plaza
233 Adelaide Terrace
PERTH WA 6000
Dear Sir
THEVENARD ISLAND ROYALTY SCHEDULE
Following extensive negotiations between WAPET and the Department of Mines,
a royalty schedule has been developed which defines the location of the well-head
and the method by which the well-head value is to be calculated for royalty
purposes in respect of the SaladinfYammaderry/Cowle odifelds (Thevenard
Island).
I understand that the treatment of excise has not yet been resolved. The State
government is firmly of the view that excise payments are not a deduction for
royalty purposes.

I will repeat that -
T1he State Government is finnly of the view that excise payments are not a
deduction for royalty purposes.

It continues -
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However, the Commonwealth has, in the past, allowed it as a deduction for area
under their jurisdiction.
I am currently discussing with the Commonwealth Minister for Resources ways in
which we may resolve these differing views. While options nat under
examination, I acknowledge that it is preferable to defer a final decision.
However, you should be aware that the Commonwealth recognise. your project as
falling under State jurisdiction and hence the final decision wil be made by the
State.
I propose that from 1 March 1992, royalty be calculated in accordance with the
enclosed royalty schedule. This will require your company to prepare a royalty
return for die period from the commencement of operations to 29 February 1992
with the necessary adjustments to the interim royalty paid.
Under the schedule, excise is not a deduction but should it be agreed or
determined that excise is properly deductible, royalty payments by or on behalf of
the project participants will be adjusted in respect of the current projects or future
projects to fully reflect any over-payment made as a consequence of excluding
excise. This will also apply in respect of over-payments made prior £o 1 March
1992. Until 29 February 1992, the interim formula should continue to apply.

That is signed Gordon Hill, Minister for Mines, and dated 20. December 199 1.
Hon Mark Nevill said that there is a difference between the calculation of wellhead value
in Commonwealth waters and the calculation of welbead value in State waters or the
territorial sea. The member is quite right. There is a difference.
Hon Mark Nevill: I thought you were going to say I was wrong.
Hon GEORGE CASH: No. The member is right. A different system applies. However,
the question is whether the State is entitled within its jurisdiction to determine welihead
value. The answer is that it is.
Hon Mark Nevill: Do you have legal advice to say that it is?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Apart from the legal advice, I will quote from a letter from the
Federal Minister for Resources, Hon Alan Griffiths, to whom Gordon Hill had written
seeking some advice about the treatmnent of excise for royalty purposes. Hon Alan
Griffiths replied on 16 January 1992 in the following terms -

Dear Minister
TREATMENT OF EXCISE FOR ROYALTY PURPOSES
Thank you for your letter of 17 December 1991 in which you have outlined your
views on the treatment of Commonwealth crude oil excise for royalty purposes. I
note that your Government does not regard excise as a legitimate deduction in the
calculation of royalty from petroleum recovered from both onshore and offshore
projects.
As discussed at our meeting of 17 December 1991, and subsequently in my
correspondence of 2 January 1992 regarding Cossack royalty negotiations, the
Commonwealth will continue to regard excise as a valid deduction for royalty
purposes. 'The Commonwealth believes that this position is supported on both
legal and royalty principle prounds, and as such, I consider that there is no basis
for any compromise with respect to this issue.
On the subject of royalty amrngemients for the Saladin project, I acknowledge that
any final decision made with regard to this matter will ultimately rest with your
Government. The Commonwealth's view on this matter, which would support
the deductability of excise for royalty purposes, was made clear during our recent
discussions.
Any decision. I believe, made with respect to excise deductability for both
offshore and offshore areas should rest solely on the merit of the what are
appropriate deductions, and should not be influenced by revenue outcomes.
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The Federal Minister for Resources said that the Commonwealth was prepared to
recognise excise as a deduction in respect of Commonwealth waters but that in respect of
State waters or the territorial sea it recognised that the decision fell within the jurisdiction
of the Stare.
Hon Mark Nevill: What about the obligations under the offshore, constitutional
agreement, to which the States have agreed not to make variations'without the unanimous
approval of die Stares?
Hon GEORGE CASH: That does not apply in this case because the State has absolute
jurisdiction within the teruitorial sea, and the Commonwealth acknowledges that. The
delegated authority, which just happens to be the State -

Hon Mark Nevill: The State administers it. It is a joint authority.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The State is able to make a decision in that regard. I am sure the
member is aware of thaz.
Hon Mark Nevill: In regard to the common mining code, it should have the unanimous
support of the other States and the Commonwealth. That is the whole reason for having a
common mining code.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am interested in dealing with the WAPET situation in the
territorial sea, and also with the Hatison situation with the Harriet field, because we have
had to refund money to them because of the bungle made by the former Government.
Hon Mark Nevill: It was not a bungle. It was making the royalty system consistent with
that in the other States, and people made investment decisions on that basis.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The former Premier was trying to ingratiate herself with the oil
companies, one of which has reached the 30 million barrel trigger point for
Conimonwealdi excise. Harrier is now paying Stare royalties. The member is saying that
the people of Western Australia do not deserve any recompense at all for what is a State
asset. We do not accept that.
Hon Mark Nevill: I am not saying that. I think the Commonwealth receives too large a
share of the excise royalty take.
Hon GEORGE CASH: What Hon Mark Nevill has not said is that the bungle made by
the previous Labor Party has cost this State niultirnillions of dollars.
Hon Mark Nevill: This is a tax grab by a profligate Government.
Hon GEORGE CASH: A tax grab! I can tell the member that when I had my meeting
with the managing director of WAPET a few weeks ago to advise him of the
Government's position, I also advised him that because of the agreements that had been
struck between the former Premier and the company, whether they be legal or not, we
were faced with a moral problem because of the decisions and announcements that had
been made. I advised him that he would receive a refund from the State in the order of
$3.5m for the period for which the bungle was outstanding; namely, from May 1992,
when the former Premier made the statement, until 1 March 1994. In the last week or so,
a cheque for $3.5m has been sent to that company. That represents State revenue, which
we have now had to give back to that company.
Hon Mark Nevill: Can you assure those companies that you will not change the ground
rules again after they have made their investment decisions?
Hon GEORGE CASH: The ground rules were changed by the former Government. The
former Minister for Mines agreed to a royalty regime. When the member talks about
uncertainty, the former Premier jumped up to ingratiate herself with the oil producers at
the Australian Petroleum Exploration Association conference -

Hon Mark Nevill: That facilitated the development of the oil industry.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is absolute rubbish! WAPET is in fact an oil producer. It
was paying royalties to the State. However, as a result of that announcement. we have
had to give back $3.5m.
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Hon Mark Nevinl: I amn talking about the decision of Woodside to go ahead with the
Wanaea-Cossack project, which was helped by that decision. You have done the
opposite.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is absolute rubbish.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: What about the $5 000 she knocked off from the imprest account?

Withdrawal of Remark
Hon MARK NEVILL: I ask that Hon Ross Ligbtfoot withdraw that remark.
The PRESIDENT: What was it?
Hon MARK NEVILL: It was about the former Premier knocking off $5 000 from the
imprest account.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: She did.
Hon MARK NEVILL: It is unnecessary and unparliamentary.
The PRESIDENT: If the member made chat comment, he should withdraw it.
Hon P.R. LIGHTFOOT: If you request. Mr President, that I withdraw it, I withdraw.
The PRESIDENT: If the Minister stops his discussions with Hon Mark Nevinl these
unfortunate requests for people to withdraw statements, that should not be made, would
not occur. If members want to hold a discussion, a corridor is available outside for that.
This is a Chamber in which members debate the merits of questions before the Chair.
The best way to conduct this debate is to direct comments to the Chair.

Debate Resumed
Hon GEORGE CASH: I was explaining to the House that only a few days ago the State
was required to pay back to WAPET about $3.5m in revenue that WALPET had paid in
royalties to the State over approximately the previous 18 months. Also, the State has
agreed to repay approximately $60 000 to another oil producer because of what is now
claimed to be an overpayment as a result of the unfortunate statement made by the former
Premier in 1992.
Hon Mark Nevill talked about the need for certainty in the industry. I agree with him;
there should be certainty in any industry in which people are required to invest huge
sums of money. However, it must be noted that certainty existed between the State
Labor Government and WAPET in December 1991. The then Mines Minister wrote to
WAPET and explained the royalty schedule to which the Government expected the
company to adhere. Interestingly, the company adhered to that schedule and paid
royalties in accordance with the State formula. These royalties were paid until the
Australian Petroleum Exploration Association Ltd conference, at which the former
Premier made comments which created uncertainty. WAPET immediately stopped
paying the royalties, and this has cost the State many millions of dollars since.
During the past few weeks statements have appeared in one newspaper claiming that the
decision had cost the State Government well in excess of $10m over that time. As we
enter the Budget period, every dollar, and every million dollars in particular, counts. It
will be interesting to hear Hon Mark Nevill's Budget address in this House to see
whether he has taken into account the huge amounts of money which he believes the
State should write off by returning them to the oil producers as a result of uncertainty
created by the previous Government.
The notion of this Bill is to return some certainty to royalty payments in Western
Australia, particularly regarding wellhead values and royalty payments. Mr Nevinl
mentioned The Australian Financial Review. This morning's edition contained an article
by Nigel Wilson. I repeat that he was the speechwriter for former Premier Lawrence
when she made this bungle. I can understand why Nigel Wilson writes stories as he does;
clearly, he does not want anyone to work out his involvement with the statement chat was
made. In this article he does not explain why no advice was sought fronm the Department
of Minerals and Energy or Treasury. He does not explain why the former Premier was
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not advised of the economic impact of such a statement. The article is headed "WA
royalty grab may breach deal".
I respond with the following comments: In 1990 the Commonwealth Government
unilaterally amended its revenue sharing agreement with the Stares covering
Commonwealth offshore waters. This denied the States any direct share in revenue as
negotiated under the 1979 agreement. Despite objections from the State, the
Commonwealth was not prepared to comply with the spirit of the 1979 offshore
constitutional settlement Despite this unilateral action by the Commonwealth, the State
Government has continued to consult with the Commonwealth Government over
petroleum royalty arrangements. Both in November last year and February this year, 1,
as the Minister for Mines, wrote to my Commonwealth counterpart setting out the State's
concern with the excise deduction arrangements. An invitation was extended to discuss
alternative arrangements with the Commonwealth Minister, and he was advised that in
the absence of any satisfactory arrangement the State would have no alternative but to
amend its legislation. To date I have nor received a response. Clearly the Stare is
required to act to protect the revenue flow to which it is entitled. I am disappointed in
some of Hon Mark Nevill's comments which indicate a lack of understanding on his part
of the State's royalty agreements. More than that, the opportunity existed for Mr Nevill
to be briefed to negotiate a better understanding of what this proposal is all about.
Hon Mark Nevill: I have not learnt anything new from the debate.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is perhaps even more reason that the member would have
done well to attend a meeting with officers of the department who could have been made
available to him. It is most regrettable that we are having this argument in Parliament, as
the royalty companies will read the Hansard.
Hon Mark Nevill: Clearly there is a philosophical difference.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is not a philosophical difference.
Hon Mark Nevill: Our view is that there should be consistency in royalty agreements
from State to State.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Why did the previous Government change the arrangement
entered into with WAPET?
Hon Mark Nevill: Shortly after the situation arose, we decided on a policy that didn't
disadvantage any oil explorer or producer. That policy was factored into developments
which occurred after that dare. You're now changing the rules.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I am getting fed up to the back teeth with these private
conversations. Members must cut it out.
Hon GEORGE CASH: In December 1991 a former Minister for Mines in a Labor
Government entered into an agreement with the oil company, and an agreed royalty
regime was put in place. 1Te company started paying that royalty. In May 1992 the then
Premier of this State decided that she would change the rules. The company then decided
to stop paying State royalties. The former Minister for Mines did not agree with that
decision, and it was shown that the Premier had acted without the advice of the State
Department of Minerals and Energy and Treasury. The Premier did not understand the
financial impact that her statement would have on the Western Australian community.
We have sat down with the company, explained to it in the clearest possible terms what
the original agreement was, and to avoid any misinterpretation of the existing definition
of wellhead value, this Bill is brought into the House so that at least there will be
certainty in respect of the future payment of State royalties. I ask the House to support
the Bill not only because it will give certainty to the industry but also because it happens
to be a Bill that if not supported will cost this State tens of millions of dollars in the
future.

Division
Question put and a division taken with the following result-
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Hon GC3
Hon Mi. Criddle
Host Re1 Davies

Hon Max Evans

Hon T.G. Butler
Hon Kim Chance
Hon LA. Cowdeli
Hon Cheryl Davenport

Ayes (16)
Hoo Peter Foss
Hon Barry House
Hon P.R. Lightfoot
Hon P.a. Lcckyer
ton Murray Montgomery
ton N.R. Moore

Noes (12)
Hon N.D. Griffiths
Hon John Haldmn
Hon A.I.G. Macfliiman
Hon Mark Nevill

Han M.D. Nixon
Hon R.G. Pike
Hon B.M. Scott
Hon Murie Patteson (Teller)

Hon Samn Piantadosi
Hon Bob linnas
Han Doug Warn
Hon Tom Helm (Teller)

par
Hon Derrick Tornlinson
Hon W.N. Stretch

Question thus passed
Hill read a second time.

Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Hon Barry House)
(Minister for Mines) in charge of the Bill.

Han Grahamn Edwards
Hon Tan Stephens

in the Chair; Hon George Cash

Clause I to 5 put and posed.
Clause 6: Section 144A inserted -

Hon MARK NEVILL: The Opposition supports the proposed amendment. 'Te Bill as it
was presented included only the fringe benefits tax, and the definition in the amendment
will ensure that all Federal duties, fees, taxes and levies of the sort 1 mentioned during the
second reading debate will be deductible from the royalty value calculation, which is the
new name for the wellhead value.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I move -

Page 4, line 24 - To delete the words "fringe benefits tax" and insert the
following -

a tax, duty, fee, levy or charge of a kcind excluded from this definition by
the regulations

Amendment put and passedt.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 7 to 9 put and passed.
Newdcause 10 -
Hon GEORGE CASH: I move -

Page 5, after line 19 - To insert the following -

Section 14SA inserted
10. After section 145 of the principal

inserted -
Act the following section is

Royalty value
145A. (1) For the purposes of this Act (but subject to subsection
(2)) the royalty value of any petroleum is its value at the well-head
as agreed or determined under section 147.

(2) If, in relation to petroleum recovered on or after 1 March
1994, the value at the well-head of that petroleum as agreed or
determined under section 147 is calculated in a way that provides
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for a reduction, discount, deduction or allowance to be made for
federal duty that has been paid, is payable or may become payable,
the royalty value of that petroleum is the sum of -

(a) its value at the well-head as so calculated, and
(b the amount of that reduction, discount, deduction or

allowance.
(3) In subsection (2) "federal duty" means excise duty, or any

other tax, duty, fee, levy or charge (except a tax, duty. fee. levy or
charge of a kind excluded from this definition by the regulations)
imposed by or under a law of the Commonwealth.

Hon MARK NEVILL: The Opposition supports this new clause. Obviously it was
omitted with the last page of the Bill in the printing process. It puts virtually the same
clause into the Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act as has already been inserted in the
State Petroleum Act. It also corrects the matter of the definition of Federal duty by
exempting other taxes and dudies, which I mentioned during the second reading debate.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I thank Hon Mark Nevill for the Opposition's support.
New dame put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, with amendments, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon George Cash (Minister for Mines), and
transmitted to the Assembly.

COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 23 March.
HON J.A. COWDELL (South West) [11.13 pm]: The Opposition supports this Bill. It
does so out of a commitment to the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of
Government and Other Matters and its findings. Opposition members adhere to the
recommendations of the royal commission. We have not delayed, blocked or sabotaged
the recommendations of the royal commission, nor have we frustrated its intent.
Opposition members have not betrayed the royal commission's charge to effect structural
reform. However, I fear for the Commission on Government Bill. I fear for the fate of
the wpole reform process. The odds are stacked against it.
The Court Government - the Executive that dominates this Parliament - has already
established a pattern redolent of the 1980s. The evidence is everywhere apparent. Thert
is no loosening of the Executive stranglehold on this place - the Parliament - nor indeed
on this Chamber. In recent times I have taken the opportunity to remind myself of a few
examples of the events of the past 12 months - the first 12 months of this Government.
Headlines have proclaimed "Coalition's use of gags is no laughing matter". The West
Australian on 21 August 1993 reminded us that -

The Court Government has made a short-sighted, provocative and divisive
decision to its industrial relations legislation through the Lower House.
It has won the battle - in that the legislation was forced through the Assembly last
night ...

Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Who wrote that?
Hon L.A. COWDELL: It is a Loxley article.
Hon E.J. Chariton: Independent!
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Indeed!
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The PRESID)ENT: Order! Let us listen to what the member is saying.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: The article continues -

- but it might find that it stands to lose much more in the political war.
The guillotine on major, if not revolutionary, legilation at such an early stage of
the proceedings flies in the face of the sentiments of the WA Inc royal
commission's second report.

It is unfortunate that this report of occurrences last year was not unique. On
30 November an article entitled "Guillotine poised again" referred to debate on the
workers' compensation legislation before the Parliament. Then there is the famous
example "Court gags Parliament to extinguish WA native title" when the guillotine was
used again. The evidence is everywhere apparent of the Executive stranglehold on
Parliament The headlines continued "Government propaganda machine has expanded".
Rather than being smashed into a thousand pieces -

Hon P.R. Lightfoot: It wasn't propaganda when you had it.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Of course not!
Hon George Cash: What did you call it then?
Hon J.A. COWDELL: It was an office of enlightenment and information.
Hon George Cash: At least you'have a sense of humour.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Nevertheless, we had the assurance that there would be a change
of heart in the light of the royal commission's recommendations and chat we would not
have a Government media office with a large staff. However, soon after the new
Government came to office an article appeared headed "Court expands publicity office".
It stated -

After repeatedly attacking the office for being "a huge and sleazy propaganda
machine that operates when it wants to", Mr Court is increasing its size from 16
press secretaries under the Lawrence Government to 19.
Mr Court has defended the move by pointing to big cuts in ministerial staff
which, he says, justify employing more press secretaries.

The headlines continued: "More jobs in Gov media unit"; but die Government was not
satisfied. We then move on to the headline "State to run opinion polls". Not only was
the Government media office to be expanded, of course in line with the recommendations
of the royal commission - how silly of me not to follow that - but the Suite was getting
into the field of professional polling, merely to find the will of the. people. This seemed
to impinge upon the sort of rhetoric we heard prior to die election. Where was the
Government's intention of turning over a new leaf?
Hon George Cash: What do you call political polling?
Hon LA. COWDELL:- We call it political polling and the party paid for political polling.
Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: Are you saying there has been no change?
Hon George Cash: I[am saying that the things Hon John Cowdell claims still occur were
refined by the Burke, Dowding and Lawrence Governments.
Hon AJOG. MacTiemnan: But you said you were going to be different.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Let us be different and allow the member on his feet to speak

Hon LA. COWDELL: The evidence of change is everywhere apparent! The new high
standards of ministerial propriety were of course immediately in evidence! We saw
examples such as the Southern Processor' loan. I took the liberty of photocopying a
section of the newspaper to remind all of the blind Freddys opposite of the article under
the heading "Shades of WA Inc mark loan".
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Who paid for that?
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Certainly not the Goverment The article states -
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With "commercial confidentiality" preventing the State Government disclosing
details of a $500,000 loan to Southern Processors, it's time to lea through
Hansard.
The 1988 and 1989 volumes show former premier Peter Dowding spluttering the
same two words to Opposition questions ranging from the Rothwells rescue to
SGIC land deals.

That is change indeed under the new order after the royal commission's second report!
The high standards of ministerial propriety in the new order continued as exemplified by
the headline "Edwaides act illegal: claim" which was the wonderful example of the
McGinty evidence to the Crown Law Department being used in the Legislative Assembly
and by the headline "Edwardes all at sea in wash-up over Wanneroo".
Hon N.F. Moore: Who keeps writing this stuff? Give me his name. It is all written by
the same person.
Hon A.J.CI. Macriernan: Are you suggesting it is the Labor Parry? Talk about Reds
under the bed. It was The Australian Financial Review and now it is The West
Australian.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: The TLC has infiltrated every paper.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Indeed, that organ of the TLC, The West Australian!
The PRESIDENT: Order! The TLC did not write our standing orders. I am about to
implement some of them if members do not stop their inteijectians and allow the member
to get on with what he is saying.
Hon J.A. COWDEILL: As I said, the example of ministerial propriety was everywhere in
evidence as again exemplified by the headline "Edwardes sits on a conflicts time bomb"
and the recent wonderful headline "Kierath faces legal action" which includes another
gem as follows -

A Government long-service leave board is considering taking legal action against
Labour Relations Minister Graham Kierath after he allegedly misused a
confidential list of namnes.

It continues -

In a letter sent to the board in February, Mr Kierath said he wanted the list of
names to conduct a 'once-off mailout to employees that would contain an
informative newsletter on the code of practice",
The board rejected his approach, saying it was an offence to use the list for
anything other than board duties.
Mr Kierath sent a second letter that said he had the power to demand the list and
thaz he needed it to tell employees he would be conducting a review of the Act
controlling the Long-Service Leave Board.

Needless to say the mail that arrived in everybody's letterbox on that list was remarkably
similar to the mail-out that was proposed in the first letter by the Minister. The next
headline, 'Minister carpeted over printing job", related to the Premier carpeting Minister
Omodei for maintaining high Government standards yet again! So we have the new
order unfortunately redolent of the pattern of Government established in the 1980s, not a
pattern of Government we should expect in the 1990s.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: But no Western Women, no PICL, no WA Inc and no $5 000 travel
rot.
Hon JLA. COWDEILL: I have a few other items to refer to, It appears that the lower the
level of ethics shown by a backbencher, the more likely he or she is to make the Ministry.
We have that wonderful example in the heading "Compo-row MP: I'd do the same
again" which related to Mr Prince advantaging his own clients through his knowledge of
the changes to the workers' compensation legislation. The next headline referring to Mr
Prince appeared in the Sunday Timnes on 11I July and stated "On the public purse but
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serving clients" and the reward for this wonderful. exemplary conduct was carried in The
West Australian of 25 January this year with the headline "Court crowns a rebuked
Prince". Of course, the reward was elevation to a vacancy in the Ministry. No doubt,
that also had something to do with comning up with a nice piece of legislation that denied
native title to Aborigines in Western Australia. Given these rewards, Mr Smith must be a
hot favourite for the next ministerial vacancy with headlines like "Kyle report found
Smith untruthful". It contained a description of the Smith affair and a further headline
stared "Smith affair snowball picks up more victims". The West, that bastion of left
wing -
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: A cesspool of socialism.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Indeed, that cesspool of socialism, The West Australian, managed
to come up with an editorial under the heading "Integrity takes a back seat" which
describes less than favourably what was going on in the Government. Of course. the new
Government was doing deals with its mates in business. Cronyism was once again in the
ascendant with the wonderful headline "Concrete firm refused industry site" which
related to a concrete firm that declined a lot in an industrial area being given a prime lot
in a park reserve which had previously been denied it. That firm, Len Buckeridge's
General Bulldozing Company -

Hon John Halden: Len Buckeridge, a primary donor to the Liberal Party.
Hon H.F. Moore: And a creator of jobs for the people whom you claim to represent.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon J.A. COWADELL: He happened to make a $30 000 donation to the Liberal Party. Of
course, there was no association at all with the "Liberal spread of Southern shares"
headline, and so it goes on. Then there was the wonderful new era of open and
accountable government. This was immediately apparent to the general public with
headlines such as "Gag condition on Carbon deal" and "Court keeps it Secret". There was
a whole range of them. The following interesting conclusion was reached by The West
Australian -

Richard Court has undergone a remarkable transformation since his days on the
Opposition benches, when he frequently branded as scandalous attempts by Labor
Governments to keep information from the public eye.
After eight months in office, he too has slipped easily into the practice of keeping
die wraps on details that West Australians are entitled to know.

Some other examples include the McCarrey details, Southern Processor and so on. The
editorial also stated -

Mr Court leaves himself open to allegations that he is protecting the McCanrey
consultants - many of them Liberal supporters - by his refusal to disclose the
details.
He must change his ways or risk being lumped with his Labor predecessors.. .

Not wishing to overlook the Leader of the Government in this House, there was that
wonderful example reported under the headline "House bid for inquiry on editor", and
then "Crushing blow to free speech", which described the less than sensitive actions of
the Leader of the House in that regard.
Hon E.J. Charlton: They used to support the Government and now they support the
Opposition.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: The member may, in fact, find that, rather than supporting the
Opposition, The West Australian is going into battle to support the recommendations of
the royal commission, which is probably why the Government finds itself at odds with
The West Australian on so many occasions of late. There has been a wonderful change
with respect to freedom and openness under the new Government. In the deate in
another place Dr Constable, who is not known for being a rabid Labor supporter, made a
few very worthwhile observations. She quoted from the royal commission's report -
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To be a reality, open Government must be a habit, a cast of mind. It is an attitude
which must be encouraged at all times.

Dr Constable said -
That is what the people of this State are looking for. It is a great disappointment
that since February occasions have arisen when open Government was not in
favour with this Government. The City of Perth Restructuring Bill is a good
example of that as we had no consultation on that proposal until the concept and
Bill were introduced.

Dr Constable also said -

We had an important debate earlier in the session regarding the composition of
committees such as the Public Accounts and Expenditure Review Committee. I
was particularly disappointed that the new Government picked up the previous
Government's script; that is, when in Opposition, Government members argued
for a majority of Opposition members on that committee, but upon coming to
Government they picked up the Government's script and the earlier view was left
behind.

The rot has well and truly set in. We have a Government that, far from being
committed -

The PRESIDENT: Order! Is the member quoting from Hansard?
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Yes. Part is a quote from the royal commission and part is
Dr Constable's referral to that.
The PRESIDENT: If it is a quote from Hansard, the member should identify the page
number.
Hon L.A. COWDELL: I can identify that although not at the moment. It is in the
relevant notes. There must be a great deal of confidence that this Government is on
course to implement the recommendations of the royal commission. It has made an
excellent start in all those areas the royal commission considered should be addressed.
such as the Government propaganda machine, ministerial propriety, the Government
doing deals with business, open Government, anid the procedures of Parliament. I sat
heme the other night and listened to the second reading speech by H-on George Cash on
the Commission on Government Bill. The speech covers no more than two pages of
Mansard. We probably were given more lengthy explanations of the Dog Act than of this
supposedly important piece of legislation. What a load of sanctimonious claptrap the
second reading speech was. I have never heard such an assembly of half truths and
downright lies. It does not portend well for the reform process envisaged by this
Commission on Government Bill. I refer to a few highlights from the Minister's speech -

The coalition parties consequently felt that considerable work needed to be done
on the previous Bill because it missed that central point by a long way.

The first Commission on Government Bill was based exactly on the royal commission's
specifications. If the previous Bill missed the central point, so did the royal commission.
Let us be serious; the royal commission did not miss the point. The Minister continued -

The fact is there is little inherently wrong with the system of government in
Western Australia- If we bad honesty and integrity in Government during the past
10 years we would be contemplating only a few changes to the system.

It then goes on to contemplate only a few changes to the system. The royal commission
clearly said that this view was a load of rubbish and that major structural faults existed in
the checks and balances, which should be addressed. This is directly contradicted by the
Minister and in many respects by the Bill before the House. The Minister continued -

There can be no guarantee that Western Australians will never again unwittingly
elect another such Government,...

Of course, there was no unwitting element involved. I do not know whether the
Government is proposing a guarantee of dictatorship for life. The Minister continued -
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The Government wants useful results from the commission which can be quickly
adopted into the administrative framework of the Government sector.

What an absolute joke! It is merely the rhetoric of urgency, to which I will refer in a
moment. It continues -

For this reason, in proposed section 5 the commission will be given adde
authority to control its deliberations. In addition to the topics specified for
inquiry, the commission may consider any matters it believes am relevant ...

This of course is the opt-in section. It is questionable whether it enhances the Bill in any
way at all. The Minister ploughs on -

The Government disagree.d with the previous Bill in terms of the very restrictive
provision that the chairperson had to have "a sound knowledge of, and
background in, ethics and constitutional and administrative law".

Hon John Halden: Bring in Len Buckridge.
Hon LA. COWDELL: It was a hindrance to the Government's plan to have the sort of
stipulation contained in the previous Bill. The only problem was with the description in
the previous Bill. That particular description was changed to include ethics. That part
was put in by amendment by the current Premier, Richard Court. The previous
Government accepted an amendment by Richard Court to put in an ethics requirement
and now the Minister in this Government denounces that qualification. We cannot win.
Hon T.G. Butler: What do you think about that, Mr Lightfoot?
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Nevertheless, the Government is no doubt sound in removing the
ethical requirement now it is in Government and out of Opposition.
Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan: They do not have an unethical Government, sofit is okay.
Hon J.A. COWDELJL: The Minister continues -

The Bill now before the House widens that definition to provide that the Minister,
in appointing the chairperson and other commissioners, must be satisfied that they
have knowledge and experience relative to the specified matters or a majority of
those matters.

In other words, the current Bill waters down the previous qualification. The Minister
went on -

in proposed section 6 the commission may after due consideration decide that a
specified matter listed in schedule 1, or any other matter put to it for
consideration, is not relevant to preventing corrupt, illegal or improper behaviour.
In such cases the commission can cease its consideration of the matter or matters
concerned -

A cop out clause. I do not know whether that is an improvement on the first Commission
on Government Bill in any way either. According to the Minister -

The Government also considered the original Bill to be too restrictive in terms of
the number of areas to be investigated by the com mission.

Ah! The expansion! He continues -

Consequently, specified matters listed in schedule 1 have been expanded to
include some of the other recommendations of the royal commission. The
original Bill listed 15 matters; the Bill now before the House lists 24.

So it is an expansion of eight'The only problem is where the expansion of eight comes
from. It comes from simply taking all those recommendations on the action list of the
royal commission, which the previous Lawrence Government had agreed to act on
fbrthwith, and transferring them over for further consideration and investigation, flat is,
it downgrades them from their status as action recommendations by the royal commission
and passes them over as merely matters for further investigation, with no endorsement in
any way.
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Hon E.J. Chariton. Make sure you get it right.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: This is a wonderful beefing up of the first Commission on
Government Bill by taking the royal commission's action recommendations and
downgrading them. The Minister goes on -

In this respect the Government will not wait for the Commission on Government
to report before taking whatever action is considered appropriate to dea with
shortcomings we identify in the public administration of the State, including
legislative action.

Even though the Government has downgraded the action recommendations we may
expect action, even though there is a further investigation. The only problem is the
record to date.
Hon T.G. Ruder: This will be interesting.
Hon LA. COWDELL: There were 40 recommendations from the royal commission
requiring attention. Three of those recommendations were substantially implemented by
the Lawrence Government before it was voted out of office. We have 37 to go. if we
draw the line today the Government score is zero out of 37. It has not implemented any
of the recommendations at all yet. Of course it has only been 12 months in office.
Hon Doug Wenn: Thirteen!
Hon J.A. COWDELL: And the Lawrence Government had the generous period of three
months.
Hon Doug Wena: And one blackout.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: We spent three long years trying to force your Government to
appoint a royal commission.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: That is not to say of course that some activities are not in the
pipeline - as, for example, the Bill we are debating tonight - but none has been taken to
the stage of completing the requirements of any of the full recommendations out of the
37.
Hon T.G. Butler: We cannot expect too much.
Hon EJ. Chariton: What was your job when this was going on in the Lawrence
Government?
Hon JLA. COWDELL: I was not a member of the Lawrence Government.
The PRESIDENT: Order! It does not matter what he was.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: He was the puppet master.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: We are appreciative of the Minister commending the strong
points of the legislation. The Minister says that the Government will be moving quickly
to establish a joint committee with, I trust, the cooperation of the Opposition. The
Opposition will be cooperating in this respect. The threat does not come from the
Opposition in respect of the constitution of the parliamentary cornmiittee to oversee the
provisions of this legislation.
Hon George Cash: Do you have your numbers ready and your names?
Hon LA. COWIDELL: How many positions will we get?
Hon George Cash: You are regarded as a good numbers man.
Hon LA. COWDELL: The Minister concludes by commending the Bill to the House.
So do I, but with the observation that the now erstwhile supporters of the Bill appear to
be its greatest enemies.
I will refer to the situation at the moment in respect of some other aspects of the Bill
before us. The rot is evident in the form of this Bill; even as far as the Government
purports to act, it is a charade.
Hon P.R Lightfoot: It is only a carry over of the stench from your previous Government.
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Hon J.A. COWDELL: We have had delay after delay. 'The fact is that the Government
merely practices the rhetoric of urgency, but the opposite is true. We have had calculated
delays, and it is not at an end yet. We have had manipulation of the terms of reference of
the Commission on Government. The Commission on Government has been
systematically sabotaged by the Government by means not only of delay, but also
restriction of the terms of reference; the new cop out clause, the new cop in clause,
personnel fiddling and a rubber stamping parliamentary supervisory committee.
I illustrate some of those points with respect to delay. We hear a great deal of
doublespeak being used to project a certain image, a rhetoric of urgency. This is quite
apparent in the second reading speech, which states -

The Government wants to get useful results from the commission which can be
quickly adopted into the administrative framework of the Government sector.

It did not even sound genuine when the Premier said it on 8 July 1993. How much more
hollow was the ring when Hon George Cash repeated those very same waits on
23 March this year - nine months later, 16 months after the coalition and Hon Reg Davies
had defeated the first Commission on Government Bill? But who are we to doubt the
urgent rhetoric of the Government? The West Australian of 5 April 1993 stated -

Mr Court said priority would be given to legislation to set up of the Commission
on Government.

On 6 April 1993. The West Australian stated -

Mr Court said the first step would be the establishment of a commission on
government.

On 28 April 1993, The West Australian stated that.-
The Government has set a heavy legislative program with Bills to implement
royal commission recommendations at the top of the agenda.

We have witnessed, apart from the rhetoric, calculated delay. The Government delay has
been calculated. The motivation is simple: To limit reform. The West Australian got it
right on 15 April 1993 when, in an editorial, it stated -

As WA Inc recedes into the past, Governments will be attempting to avoid
reforms which place meaningful limits on their capacity to bypass checks and
balances in the system.

How right it was. The first Commission on Government Bill was introduced in
November 1992 by the Lawrence Government, just a short period after the second royal
commission report was released. If it had become law, the Commission on Government
would already have been in operation for nearly 18 months. T'he royal commissioners
urged legislation without delay to get their new commission under way, but the coalition
Government has deliberately ignored the injunction of the royal commissioners. The
Court Government introduced its Commission on Government legislation in July 1993.
It languished at the bottom of the Notice Paper for a very long time. It was only when
the Opposition foreshadowed its own legislation in the Legislative Assembly and the
media took up the issue that the Government discovered once again an interest in the
Commission on Goverrnment Bill. Clearly the Governent has delayed to such an extent
that many of the changes that the Commission on Government will undoubtedly
recommend have no chance of being implemented in this term of Parliament. That is
precisely what the Government wants to achieve. In December 1992 The West
Australian reported that -

Hon George Cash said the Opposition would vote to send the COGI Bill to a
review committee because there was a need for wider debate. But that would not
necessarily mean the commission would be delayed until next year -

Of course, we ae now in the year after -

- if the Governiment agreed to sit beyond the scheduled end of Parliament this
week.
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Well here we are right back where we started from 18 months ago in the Legislative
Council with a Commission on Government Bill. At least one person got it right. In
1992 the former Opposition leader, Barry MacKinnon, told the Legislative Assembly that
he thought the Commission on Government should be set up quickly and he did not agree
with Liberal moves to defer the Bill. But we are not there yet, even if we pass this Bill
tonight without amendment, without sending it to Committee. It has to wend its way to
die Governor and be proclaimed - a tricky business these days. The Commission on
Government does not come into operation when the Bill is proclaimed- It must wait until
Parliament establishes its monitoring committee. I suppose, if we are lucky, that will
happen in May rather than August.
Hon George Cash: Why should it not happen next week?
Hon J.A. COWDELL: I welcome the Minister's assurance that it may happen next week.
Hon George Cash: I did not give an assurance; I asked why it should not occur.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: It is up to the Government.
Hon George Cash: It is up to the Opposition to provide the numbers.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Then, of course, the commissioners have to be appointed and the
staff employed, probably in August. We might be in business in time to celebrate the
second annmversary of the Lawrence Government's Commission on Government Bill.
But who can doubt die urgent sincerity and commitment of this Government? Certainly
not I. I would suggest that no-one who has read the subtle - and not so subtle -
amendments between the first Commission on Government Bill and the second
Commission on Government Bill, which might sabotage the whole commission, would
think that.
Let us go beyond the tactics of delay and look at the sabotage on the Commission on
Government Bill.
Hon Reg Davies: That is a very strong word.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: This Government has manipulated the terms of reference of the
Commission on Government. In so doing, it has sabotaged the recommendations of the
royal commission.
Hon George Cash: You sound like you want to vote against the Bill.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Although the Government has eventually referred to the
Commission on Government the matters which the royal commission directed it should,
it has attempted to restrict the focus of the commission to a narrow one, dealing with
illegality and impropriety. This may prevent the Commission on Government
considering the breadth and depth of reforms envisaged by the royal commissioners. The
commission is told to consider any of its terms of reference only to the extent that they
appear to be relevant to die prevention. of corrupt, illegal or improper conduct by or
involving public officials. The commission may be prevented from approaching its task
with the object of encouraging open, responsible and accountable governmnent.
In the very first substantive clause of this Bill - clause 5 - the Government has sought to
limit the commission, not just to a Commission on Government any more but to a further
commission on corruption, improper and unethical conduct That really misses the point
of the royal commission's recommendations. Why set up a Commission on Government
to do the job which the royal commission did very thoroughly? The new clause 5 is a
deliberate misinterpretation of what the royal commission was saying. It was not saying
that the matters required investigation only to that extent; it was proposing a thorough
investigation into the framework of governmrent I hope that, when the commission is
established, it will interpret that clause 5 rider in a very general way and not use it as an
excuse for severely restricting its work. I voting for this Bill, we in the Opposition are
not endorsing a narrow interpretation of die rider. I hope that clause 5 will not have
adverse legal consequences in terms of tying up what the Commission on Government
can actually do.
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Looking at this area of restriction - manipulation of the terms of reference - we have the
cop-out clause, as I previously mentioned, where the commission can decide not to
consider matters that are referred to it - even matters that may be in the schedule of this
legislation that the Government is so proud of. T'hat increased the number of items from
16i to 24. The Commission on Government can, wider the powers in this Bill, ignore any
of those specific terms of reference if it chooses to do so under this Act - a cop-out
clause. Then there is the-cop-in clause. The Premier said -

This means, for example, that members of the public may make submissions to
the Commission asking it to add topics to the list specified in the Bill.

In order to further make sume that the Commission on Government does not achieve
anything useful, the public can write in terms of reference. Not only is the Government
adding its further eight terms of reference which are totally unnecessary but also it is
inviting a millon or so Western Australians to write in and add their own terms of
reference.
Hon Reg Davies: Would you say that is consulting the public?
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Provided that the Commission on Government is not so
overloaded by these additional terms of reference that it misses the main game, which is
the items referred to it by the royal commission as being essential for further
investigation. It may be all right or it may not. Then there are the doubts about
personnel. I previously indicated to the House an example of how the qualifications for
the chair of the committee were downgraded by the Government and altered and the
ethics clause was taken out. It is entirly up to the Government to decide who the
personnel should be. There was in some of the debates a suggestion that Parliament
should choose. Hon Phillip Pendal made that point in this House on a previous occasion
and in the Assembly last year. Parliament should choose; it should not be at the
nomination of a Minister of Government with parliamentary committee approval. Of
course, the Government has not adopted that point of view. It has proceeded to put the
choice of key personnel in the hands of the Ministry.
Then we have the possibility of a rubber-stamp parliamentary supervisory committee. A
parliamentary supervisory committee is to be set up. It has important powers. But where
are the safeguards, the assurances that the committee will not just be another rubber-
stamp of the Executive? Can the Minister assure us that this will be a committee
adequate to secure the interests of Parliament against the Executive? Can he assure us
that it will be evenly balanced in a 3:3 manner and not only in terms of Assembly and
Council but in terms of Government - that is coalition - and non-government parties?
The sincerity of the Government witl obviously be tested in the way it sets up its
parliamentary supervisory committee.
Hon Reg Davies: Are you saying it should have a majority of non-government members
to effectively supervise the matter?
Hon JLA. COWDELL: I was saying that there will be no effective scrutiny of the
Executive if the Executive has an automatic majority on that committee. I was arguing
that the committee is given important powers and it is relevant to this whole operation in
terms of the Commission on Government that we see some sign of goodwill from the
Government if this is to operate as a genuine reform exercise. However, given the track
record of the Government over the last 12 months and its constant delay and
manipulation of the other terms of reference of the Commission on Government, I am not
optimistic that the Legislature will do any better in this regard than it is doing on the
ocher clauses of this Bill.
Where we have got to with the Commission on Government Bill is entirely in accord
with what the Government has been doing to the rest of the recommendations; that is, the
non-Commission on Government recommendations brought forward by the royal
commission. It is evident that the Government has consistently opposed and blatantly
obstructed most of these recommendations. Very simply, the royal commission and the
Commission on Government appear to be betrayed. Behind the facade of interest and
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commitment is disinterest and outright hostility on the pant of the Government. To
indicate a few examples ranging more widely than this immediate Commission on
Government Bill, we had the defeat of the 1992 Commission on Government Bill. That
defeat was based not on legitimate concerns; it was based on Opposition to the royal
commission recommendations. What were the grave concerns chat the coalition and Hon
Reg Davies advanced in the 1992 debate?
To pick up the story frm Hansard and the newspaper reports at the time, on
27 November 1992 The West Australian stated -

Mr Court and Mr Cowan told the Legislative Assembly the commissioner should
be appointed by Parliament.

This was the reason that the 1992 Bill was no good. But it could not have been that viral
because the Bill we have before us does not involve appointment by Parliament either.
The article continued -

Mrt Cowan criticised the Government's suggestion that the Commission on
Government review parliamentary privilege to allow proceedings in Parliament to
be questioned by ocher bodies.

I can understand that objection, but this term of reference remains in the current
legislation before us. So that could not have been so crucial in knocking off the 1992
Bill.
Mr Court then expressed concern that the chairperson should have a background in
ethics. He stated -

I do not know how one obtains a qualification in ethics, but the Opposition
thought it was part of the overall thrust of the royal commission and one of the
concerns about the running of Government over the last decade. Members
opposite think that ethics is a county in England.

Hon R.G. Pike: You just have trouble with your synonyms.
Hon L.A. COWDELL: It is merely a quotation. But this concern could not have blocked
matters. The Lawrence Government accepted Mr Court's amendment to include ethics
as a qualification. Now the Court Government claims credit for knocking it out and so
improving the Bill. All these vital reasons were given for why it had to be knocked off in
1992. Then the coalition opposed the use of Government staff to service the Commission
on GovernmefiL The now Premier stared that the Opposition opposed this clause which
would allow the commission to draw on the services of staff employed in the public
service. "It seems rather strange that, on the one hand, the Government argues it wants to
set up a Commission on Government which will be an independent body but then, on the
other hand, allows it to draw on all the resources of the different Government

opraios." - indeed, a fundamental mason the 1992 Bill had to be put out of its misery.
Surrse!7 -Surprise! This Commission on Government Bill contains no alteration to the
section on the use of Government staff.
Then the coalition objected to the fact that all the records and data of the Commission on
Government should pass to the Minister. It moved that records should go to the Clerk of
the Legislative Assembly and be available for public inspection. Surprise! Surprise!
Where do the recods go under this Bill? They goto the Minister. Yet that was a
fundamental abjection to the 1992 Bill being knocked on the head.
Then the Liberals and Nationals complained that they needed much more time to
scrutinise such an important piece of legislation. They have obviously had sufficient
time for chat now. In retrospect the coalition claims that the 1992 COG Bill could not be
passed because it did not have enough referrals. To quote than paragon of parliamentary
and electoral reform, Hon Phillip Pendal, "No fewer than eight areas of the second report
of the royal commission included in the current Government's Commission on
Government Bill were not included in the previous Government's Bill. Thierefore the
current Government has gone beyond the spirit and the lette of the royal commission
report by including eight areas that were not included in the previous Bill." As I
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previously explained, diat was correct, but that was by downgrading "action"
recommendations into "further investigation" recommendations.
All these mighty concerns have now evaporated. The Government has admitted the truth
of the situation. Premier Court in the second reading debate of this Bill stated that the
legislation was virtually the same as that introduced by the former Government except
there have been some changes. He said he wanted to make the general comment that this
legislation was very similar to that which was introduced by the former Government.
But the former one had to be knocked on the head! In another place Mr Strickland said
in debate that it was all of last year's. plus a little extra. Mr Pendal said that, in a
nutshell, it could not be simpler than that. Precisely my point; theme is no substantive
difference between the two Bills except for the 18 month delay and a lesser probability of
any structural reform as envisaged by the royal commission coming from this exercise.
To refer to the track record of the Governent, it first knocked on the head the 1992
COG Bill for no valid meason. Then, of course, it frustrated any other legislative action
that happened to be around. There was the freedom of information legislation passed by
the Lawrence Government. The first activity of the new administration was to delay the
implementation of the appointment of a commissioner and so on. That is quite
understandable. Then there was disclosure of political donations legislation. The
previous Government had passed legislation with perhaps two rather unfortunate
amendments from this House which meant that legislation could not be proclaimed. At
least that was the consideration of the Lawrence Government on the basis of advice from
Crown Law.
Hon Reg Davies: Do you think they may not have wanted to proclaim it before the
election of 1993?
Hon J.A. COWDELL: I do not believe that is the situation. The Commonwealth
legislation requires disclosure and the State legislation would complement it. In fact the
only people who avoid it are Independent members. The registered political parties and
their members are completely covered under Commonwealth legislation. They are not
covered to any greater degree by the intrduction of State legislation. The disclosure of
political donations legislation was held up. It could be amended in a minor way and
introduced forthwith.
The official corruption legislation is chugging along at a fast rate - 12 months down the
track!
Hon George Cash: Would you like to do it tonight after this one?
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Not tonight; I thank Hon George Cash! Of course, the official
corruption legislation leaves much to be desired in terms of the precise recommendations
of the royal commission. I understand the Public Sector Management Bill is also in a
State of flux. That has addressed some, but not all, of the recommendations of the royal
commissioners on their concerns over public sector management.
Hon George Cash: Have you seen the Bill?
Hon J.A. COWDELL: The officers of the department gave Opposition members,
including the Leader of the Opposition, a briefing the other day and indicated the state of
progress of the Bill and that they were still considering a number of areas. That may
have been incorrect, but I base my statements on that briefing.
Then we had the one-vote-one-value legislation introduced by Dr Gallop which was
defeated in the Assembly. Thbis indicates a record of frustration of any legislative action
from the Opposition or the previous Government that had anything to do with
implementing the recommendations of the royal commission.
Hon George Cash: I want to know why you took all the one-vote-one-value stickers off
your cars.
Hon I.A. COWDELL: I am not aware that I did.
Hon George Cash: Most people in this car park did.
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Hon I.A. COWDELL: We have witnessed uniform obstructionism. As I have indicated,
the previous Government implemented three out of 40 of the royal commission's
recommendations and this Government has managed to score zero out of 37.
In the pipeline are five pieces of legislation which deal with five recommendations,
however inadequately: Those dealing with recommendation 25 on the official corruption
commission; recommendations 37 and 38 on the review of the Public Service Act and the
New Public Sector Management Bill; recommendation 39 on ministerial staff which is
only partially dealt with by the Public Sector Management Bill; and recommendation 40
which is the establishment of the Commission on Government itself.
We find under the heading of "not actioned" 18 recommendations. Thirteen of those
have been downgraded to further referrals to the Commission on Government. I will not
run through them all. Five are altogether in limbo; they have not appeared in the
pipeline, at least publicly, nor have they been referred to the Commission on
Government. They do not appear at all. The situation is not surprising - a brilliant score
of zero out of 37 - particularly when bearing in mind the comments, reservation and
hostility expressed by the coalition and its leadership about the royal commission. I refer
of course to three items: The disagreement with the fundamental analysis of the royal
commission. The Premier said there was nothing inherently wrong with our system and
the royal commission said there were fundamental weaknesses in it. I have previously
stated the comment of the Government in the second reading speech, but I remind
members of the diametrically opposed comment as it was stated in the royal commission
report -

Individually, the matters upon which we have reported reveal serious weaknesses
and deficiencies in our system of government. Together, they disclose
fundamental weaknesses in the present capacity of our institutions of government,
including the Parliament, to exact that degree of openness, accountability and
integrity necessary to ensure that the Executive fulfils its basic responsibility to
serve the public interest ... What is now necessary, however, is a systematic
reappraisal of our institutions of government.

That is a view diametrically opposed to the view given in the Minister's second reading
speech. How much confidence can we have in the intent of a Government that holds
these views in Opposition?
We have also the example of the questioning of the authorshipof the report. This was
led by the Deputy Premier and Hon Phillip Pendal. The whole second volume of the
royal commission became invalid because, according to the Pendal-Cowan argument, this
was written by people other than the royal commissioners. The fact that the royal
commissioners used other people - assistants, academics and so on - to prepare it is not in
question. It was obviously refined and then signed by the commissioners as their
statement of what should be done.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: What does that say about the second reading speech? Don't
tell me they wrote it all themselves.
Hon l.A. COWDELL: The understanding of the Government's stance can be found over
the past year or before that in its members' objections to the content of the second
volume of the royal commission's report.
Hon Reg Davies: But surely it is valid to be able to question the contents of the report?
You do not have to agree with the report.
Hon A.G. Macflernan: Was it challenged before the election?
Hon I.A. COWDELL: The contents of a particular report can be questioned. However,
their sincerity must be questioned when, 18 months down the track, there is still no
Commission on Government. The Government made a great fuss about being committed
to the changes proposed by the royal commission and how the people had to throw out
the previous Government and vote for this Government because only it could implement
the recommendations. The reverse was tre. We were far more likely to get things done
in the dying days of fth former Government than in the first days, months or years of a
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new Administation. Deputy Premier Cowan and Jim Clarke attacked the royal
commissioners for tir attitude on the electoral systenm. Mr Clarko rejected the
suggestion by the royal commission that the upper House not have the ability to block
Government Supply on money Bills. The West Australian on 28 November said that the
Opposition bridled at the commissioners' radical electoral ideas, seeing them as a threat
to the iron grip that conservative parties have held on the upper House for more than 100
years.
I conclude by mentioning the comments by Professor Paddy O'Brien, who described the
recommended changes as so redolent of the Labor Party's agenda that it seemed as
though the commission's mindsct had been highjacked somewhere down the line. He
went on to say that if Parliament, bullied by a determined Executive, were to establish a
Commission on Government it would be, in effect, asking it, an unrepresentative body, to
rewrite the Constitution -of Western Australia, which would then be enacted by
Parliament without reference to the people. He said that the coalition and Independents
had a duty to perform to see that this Bill did not pass. There is opposition to the whole
thrust of substantial reform.
The Opposition's view on this Bill is straightforward. As stated, the Opposition supports
the Commission on Government Bill.
Hon George Cash: I thought a mistake had been made.
Hon L.A. COWDELL: We do not support the unwarranted delays, the manipulation of
the tenms of reference, and the complete lack of action that has marked this
Government's response to the royal commission's recommendations to date.
Hon George Cash: We did not support the decade of shame from the Labor Government.
Hon Reg Davies: You were only in power for nine years.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Given the Opposition's concern about the Goverfnent's
restriction on tenms of reference contained in clause 5(a), we would be willing to support
a brief referral of this Bill to the Standing Committee on Legislation. The Opposition
supports this Bill and wishes it well. We fear that the erstwhile sponsors of this Bill are
likely to see that nothing eventuates from it.
Hon George Cash: Did you say you wanted to send it up to the Legislation Committee?
Hon J.A. COWDELL: What I said was that we would be willing to support any brief
referral of this Bill to the committee.
Hon George Cash: What would be the purpose of that?
Hon LA. COWDELL: As I stated, the purpose would be to consider the restriction
contained in clause 5(a).
HON AJ.G. MacflERNAN (East Metropolitan) (12.27 am]: I congratulate my
colleague Hon John Cowdell on a very powerful and detailed critique of this legislation
and the Government's track record, and of the Government's patent insincerity in its
dealings in relation to the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government
and Other Matters. This insincerity is borne out by the smirking interjections emanating
from the Government benches tonight. No defence was attempted of the plethora of
Government improprieties that were oudlined by Hon John Cowdeil. There were simply
statements that the Labor Government had been no better. There is no doubt that the
coalition won the election on the basis of the findings of the royal commission and the
coalition's alleged commitment to implement a sea change in Government conduct. It is
also quite clear from the facts set out by Hon John Cowdell - both in terms of the
Government's conduct and its dealing with the royal commission's recommendations,
and from their smirks tonight - that the Government does not intend that there be any sea
change. It is business as usual and those who were born to rule are back on the
Government benches, and that is all that counts.
I turn to one area to which H-on John Cowdell referred in his comprehensive critique of
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this legislation; that is, the expansion of the terms of reference of the Commission on
Government. The Government has criticised the previous Labor Government's
Commission on Government Bill as being too restrictive. In his second reading speech
the Minister has preened himself about the fact that the Government has expanded the
number of the specified inquiries from 15 to 24 to incorporate ocher matters of the royal
commission, implying, as Hon John Cowdcli said that it was doing a more
comprehensive job than had been proposed by the Labor Government. Six of those nine
new terms of reference are matters on which the royal commission had demanded
immediate action - matters on which it found that referral to the Commission on
Government was not warranted but which should be acted upon urgently and in the
manner set out by the royal commission. I propose to analyse a number of these
references and explain why they should be dealt with more expeditiously and not referred
to the Commission on Government I will also raise a number of important matters
which are subject to commission references but which do not get a guernsey in the COG
references or anywhere else even though we are 13 months into this term of Government
and 18 months out from the findings of the Royal Commission into Commercial
Activities of Government and Other Matters.
The first issue is the Official Corrption Commission, which appears as reference 13 in
the schedule of specified matters in this Bill. The Bill proposes that the COG consider
the appropriate roles, powers and functions of the Official Corruption Commission, not
withstanding that the royal commission did not advocate such a referral, The royal
commission said that it was of the utmost importance that this State should establish
without delay a body with the discreet function of investigating and reporting in a timely
manner on the complaints of official corruption and improper conduct by public officials.
The royal commissioners recommended the disbandment of the Official Corruption
Commission and its replacement with a commission for investigation of corrupt and
improper conduct. The Official Corruption Commission has also been reviewed by a
Legislative Assembly select committee which reported in March 1992. A further select
committee then presented a draft Bill to give effect to the recommendations of the first
committee in September 1992. The royal commission considered the draft Bill to be a
step in the right direction, but largely limited in its scope. It reiterated its call for the
replacement of the Official Corruption Commission with a new investigative body to
which I have referred. It set out precisely the powers and functions which such a new
body was to contain.
Putting aside the silliness with which we will be presented later this session - that is, a
Bill which amends the Official Corruption Commission which is neither in accordance
with the select committee's report nor the royal commission's recommendations - which
at the same time will be subject to further review by the COG. We will deal with those
issues in detail when we debate the Official Corruption Commission Bill.
The crucial question is, what does the Government want from the COG referral? In the
past 18 months we have had two considered reviews of the Official Corruption
Commission and now we are about to have another. The Premier has indicated that he is
dissatisfied with the royal commission's findings on the Official Corruption Commission
and will borrow only some of its ideas. He seems to prefer the findings of the select
committee. What is the point of this reference if the Premier has already decided what
the Government will do? If there is an answer to this question it should be provided so
that the time and resources of the COG arc not wasted by completing the work of the
earlier inquiries.
The Opposition requires an explanation as to why this reference has been made and why
the Government has determined not to follow the detailed and strongly expressed view of
the royal commission on the reconstitution and remodelling of the Official Corruption
Commission. One has no choice other than to see this as an act of cynicism designed to
give the misleading impression that the royal commission's recommendations have been
acted upon while the Government has been procrastinating, wasting further public money
and hindering the COG in the completion of its other tasks and avoiding any serious
response to the findings of the royal commission in this regard.
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Referral No 5, which relates to the functions and terms of reference of an administrative
appeals tribunal, has been added to the list of jobs to be undertaken by the COG. In
January 1982 the Law Reform Commission reported to the Attorney General of the then
Liberal Government on the defects of the existing administrative appeals arrangement. It
was said that, at the time, approximately 257 different categories of administrative
decisions were subject to the statutory right of appeal on the merits. There were more
than 43 appeal bodies - a proliferation resulting from a good deal of adhockery mather
than from any considered plan as to how administrative appeals should be conducted. In
fact, it turned the whole area of administrative appeals into a very costly and inefficient
maze. -Not surprisingly, in 1982 the Law Reform Commission advocated a complete
overhaul of the system of administrative appeals. It recommended that only a limited
number of specialist tribunals such as the Land Valuation Tribunal, Licensing Court and
Town Planning Appeals Tribunal remain arad that other appeal tribunals be incorporated
into the specialist administration law divisions of the Supreme and Local Courts.
The royal commission agreed with the rationalisation of the number of appeal bodies but
believed that since 1982 there had been substantial experience in the Commonwealth and
Victoria which suggested that a better approach was the establishment of separate
appellant tribunals, It was quite properly argued by the royal commission that it would
be better to keep separate the judicial and administrative functions. It is important for
members to understand that an administrative appeal is an appeal which reviews the
decision on its merits or bears the entire matter again. It is not a judicial function. The
royal commission believed that the separation of judicial and administrative powers was
an important principle in the maintenance of an independent judiciary. Accordingly, it
recommended the establishment of a separate administrative appeals tribunal. What is to
be achieved by this referral of the matter of an administrative appeals tribunal to the
COG? The royal commission laid down a very clear direction and it is a path which has
been well trodden in other Australian jurisdictions. We should get on with the job of
establishing an administrative appeals tribunal and should not be procrastinating and
creating congestion of and diversion from the important work by the COG.
I said!I would refer to a number of associated matters included in the royal commission's
recommendations and which have either slipped off the agenda or have not been the
subject of any COG reference. To my knowledge the Government has not taken any
steps to address these issues. The first is the royal commission's recommendation on the
modernisation of procedures for obtaining judicial review of administrative Acts. This is
a separate matter from that relating to the administrative appeals tribunal. That tribunal
relates to a review of the administrative decisions on the basis of the merits of those
decisions. It is essentially a hearing on the background to a decision and empowers an
appeal body to review that decision and substitute it for the original decision maker's
decision. It is a different process from that of a judicial review of the administrative
decision, which involves an examination of an error of law interfering with the decision
that had been made. These errors of law include matters such as the failure to comply
with the rules of natural justice.
The royal commission made extensive recommendations about modernising the
procedures for obtaining judicial review of administrative decisions. The present
procedures involve the use of, et al, the ancient prerogative writs of certiorari, prohibition
and mandamus, which are referred to in the royal commission report as "museum pieces".
These prerogative writs, together with writs of injunction and declaration, have
substantial differences in scope purpose. prounds and rules of standing. These contain
real traps for both young and old players. The choice of a remedy which is not die most
appropriate in the circumstances of the case can mean that an otherwise justifiable claim
can be defeated, or alternatively can mean a considerable cost and delay in starting again.
The choice of the most appropriate remedy is full of difficulty. Effectively each form of
relief has developed its own rules of applicability and scope, makting this area
unnecessarily complex.
The royal commission referred to the Law Reform Commission, which bad dealt with
this matter in 1986. In order to give a clearer idea of the problems with this area, the
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Law Reform Commission quoted Professor S.A. De Smith's summation of the state of
dhe law in England and found that it applied equally to Western Australia. It states -

Until die Legislature intervenes, therefore we shall continue to have two sets of
remedies against the usurpation or abuse of power by administrative tribunals -
remedies which overlap but do coincide, which must be sought in two wholly
distinct forms of proceedings, which arc overlaid with technicalities and fine
distinctions, but which would co-jointly cover a very substantial area of judicial
control.

The Law Reform Commission recommended the modernisatian and simplification of
these procedures to eliminate needless technical traps to plaintiffs seeking a review of
Government decisions. It recommended also that generally all such proceedings should
be heard by a single judge and not, as is currently the case, by the Full Court of the
Supreme Court. These recommenidations were embraced wholeheartedly by the royal
commission, which also recommended a range of other procedural reforms that had been
included by the Law Reform Commission. The royal commission pointed to the draft
amendments to the Supreme Court Act and rules that had already been prepared by the
Law Reform Commission. Therefore, we have a call for the modemnisation of the rules in
regard to judicial review of administrative decisions. We have draft legislation which
could be acted upon immediately.
This matter was pursued by the former Government, and the Attorney General at the time
confirmed that when the royal commission report was released and made a commitment
that this action would be continued. While this reform is not the central plank of the
royal commission's recommendations, it is true that judicial review is a traditional and
well tested means of ensuring that Governments and Government agencies act in
accordance with their lawful powers and duties. In order for judicial review to serve this
function properly, the procedures governing it must be made more simple and less
expensive. The Government has no excuse for not implementing such legislation
forthwith.
I was about to draw attention to the state of the House, but I do not know whether I can
do that myself; perhaps someone else would like to.
A Government member interjected.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I think it reflects the fact that it is 12.45 am and the
Government is not interested in the recommendations of the royal commission so any
analysis of them distresses it. I understand that, but we will require the Government to
maintain a quoruim.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: I understand that all of your colleagues in the Australian Labor Party
are listening intently in their rooms to your speech.
Hon A.M. MacTIERNAN: There appears to be no plan by the Government to deal with
the Administrative Decision (Reasons) Act that was recommended by the royal
commission. The royal commission stressed repeatedly its concern about unnecessary
secrecy in goverrnent. It believed that democratic principle required that governmient be
conducted openly. Such principle required that the public be involved in the actions and
purposes of government It stated that openness in government is the indispensable
prerequisite to accountability to the public and that the right to vote is without substance
unless it is based on adequate information. IThe primary strategy recommended by the
royal commission for ensuring the supply of information and thereby enhancing the
openness of Government was the introduction of ftredom of information legislation.
That was done by the Lawrence Government. However, a secondary recommendation to
reduce secrecy was that legislation be introduced to ensure that those who made
administrative decision should, as a general rule, be obliged to give reasons for those
decisions to persons affected by those decisions. The commission spoke about this
matter in strong terms and said that it could find no acceptable reason for the continued
depravation of the citizens of this State of what has been accepted as a basic right
inherent in our system of government, and it demanded that as a matter or urgency an
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administrative decision (reasons) Act be enacted in accordance with the findings of the
report of the Law Reform Commission. it appears that no action has been taken in regard
to this recommendation.
I will deal now with some other references which have no place in this Bill but should be
dealt with by way of separate legislation.
Hon George Cash: Then why not move to have them deleted?
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Because we are not at all confident that the Government
would implement other legislation. While it is not appropriate that these references go
into this Bill, at least it is better than these important references not being dealt with at
all. I guess we are taking the lesser of two evils in that regard. We are pointing out that
the Government cannot preen itself that it is going beyond the position adopted by the
Labor Government by adding these terms of reference when these matters should have
been dealt with separately and forthwith.
Hon George Cash: Given the level of your dissatisfaction, you would be better off voting
against the Bill.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: We say penny wise, pound foolish.
Hon George Cash: I do not think it is that metaphor.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I withdraw my metaphor as being inappropriate. While we
have to be content with this legislation because it is obvious that it is all we will get, we
are seeking to articulate as fully as possible the deficiencies within this legislation.
Item 3 of schedule I refers to the operation and adequacy of the Financial Administration
and Audit Act, particularly section 58C. regarding providing Ministers, the Parliament
and the Auditor General with access to all information held by. or relating to
undertakings, or commitments of, organisations in the public sector. Recommendation 5
of the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters
report was not that the Act should be subjected to further review. It made specific
recommendations of legislative amendment to take place without further delay or
review. The reference in this item of the schedule points to the review of section 58C of
the Financial Administration and Audit Act, yet the royal commission recommended
specifically proposed amendments to that section. Therefore, the review is redundant.
The royal commission amendments were aimed at limiting the cloak of secrecy under
that Act, and made important and specific recommendations which require no further
deliberation or inquiry. Again, this referral is pointless. This matter again should be
dealt with promptly.
Item 6 of schedule I relates to the legislation governing the functions of the Auditor
General with regard to the obligations of persons to answer any question and to produce
any documents, notwithstanding the risk of self-incrimination. At the risk of being
repetitive, the royal commission did not order another review. It said that the powers
under the Auditor General's governing legislation were unclear regarding the production
of documents and giving of evidence. It was recommended that the powers be put
beyond doubt. The royal commission also dealt with the issue of self-incrimination. It
recommended removing from the Government and its agencies the ability to rely on legal
professional privilege. It dealt with the matter at considerable length and recommended
providing protections to persons giving evidence by indicating that the Auditor General
could not use that material against persons in any other proceedings. indeed, that
material would not be available in any other proceedings.
In all, the royal commission specified the amendments needed in order to give the
Auditor General appropriate powers to collect information. A further review is
unnecessary. Amendments to the FAAA should be presented to die Parliament.
A further matter is the referral concerning the necessity and framework for legislation
covering monitoring, control and parliamentary scrutiny of a State-owned companies
Act, trading enterprises, partnerships and statutory authorities. The inclusion of this
reference in the Commission on Government Bill duplicates the work of the royal
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commission. It ignores dhe fact that the royal commission already made detailed
recommendations on the matter. It established the necessity for legislation to monitor
State-owned enterprises, and die royal commission outlined the framework of die
legislation. This can be found in recommendations 15 to 19, which suggest the
establishment of a State-owned companies Act, and outlined the chief factors to be
included in the legislation.
In all the six instances outlined, matters have been referred to the Commission on
Government for further consideration, although the royal commission required that die
matters be dealt with without further review. The Government has no Meason for
deferring these items by referring diem to the Commission on Government. It would
appear diat die Government's intention is to impede the work of die Commission on
Goverrnent. Hon John Cowdell has set out in considerable detail the matters which
would lead us to doubt die sincerity of die Government in its wish to progress the
recommendations of the royal commission. By adding these terms of reference in the
schedule, the Government is avoiding acting in the manner recommended by the royal
commission. This gives the illusion that the Government is acting on the
recommendations. In fact, the Government is impeding the progress of the Commission
on Government in dealing with other legitimate terms of reference.
The Opposition does not propose to delete die terms of reference, Mr Cash. However,
the Government parading these additional terms of reference to the Commission on
Government as some sort of meritorious action is cant and hypocrisy. These matters
should have been dealt with elsewhere. We can take some small comfort from the fact
that these matters have some sort of a guernsey, even if they inappropriately appear in
this legislation. Perhaps at another time we can deal with the other royal commission
recommendations which have not been dealt with at all.
HON J.A. SCOTT (South Metropolitan) [12.57 am]: I support die Bill. Hon John
Cowdell in his long speech covered most of the areas of weakness in the legislation. He
referred to its long gestation period. A parliamentary joint committee is to be forned,
and I hope that the Government does not load this committee as it has with most other
committees in this House so far. That would be seen by the public as inappropriate.
Hon P.H. Lcckyer You could be on the committee in a statesman-like fashion.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: I am not plugging for membership of that committee. However, the
committee should have an even spread of members from different parties. In conclusion,
it is a shame that the cog has turned so slowly with this Bill, and that it has lost so many
teeth.
HON N.D. GRIFFITHS (East Metropolitan) [12.58 am]: I am obliged to Hon Jim
Scott for his words of wisdom. The presentation of this Bill is categorised by delay. This
is notwithstanding the words of die Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of
Government and Other Matters report, chapter 7, under the heading of "Commission on
Government Introduction", which read -

In the course of this part of its report, the Commission has made a number of
recommendations which it believes may be acted upon without further detailed
consideration.

The paragraph concludes with the sentence -

To ensure the proper conduct and completion of this task, the Commission
proposes the establishment of a special purpose Commission.

That is referred to later on in the chapter as a Commission on Govermm This Bil was
received from the Legislative Assembly on 23 March 1994, yet in late 1992 a
Commission on Government Bill was introduced into the Parliament. 'The 1992 Bill has
a number of differences when compared with the Commission on Government BWl 1993.
Essentially those difference are the prospective limiting factor of clause 5 in the 1993
Bill, the qualifications of the chairperson and the areas to be considered by die proposed
Commission on Government. Notwithstanding those differences, they cannot be a
reasonable cause for the profound delay that the people of Western Australia have
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suffered from this maladministration which pase by the term "Government". The delay
is very significant.

An election was held on 6 February 1993. There was a substantial delay in the
Parliament coming together. Members may recall that that occurred in June 1993. and
shortly after the Parliament came together the Premier issued a media statement. I
thought I should mention that because Government documents do not necessarily mean
what they say. However, the Premier made a number of points in this media statement
dated 8SJuly 1993. It said -

A Commission on Government would be established to focus on stopping abuse
of the political system by governments. Premier Richard Court told Parliament
today.
"Preventing corrupt, illegal or improper conduct by public officials, including
Ministers, is what this exercise is all about." Mr Court said.
"It is what the people of Western Australia want to see happen and what they
elected this Government to do."

That is the importance the Premier placed on this Commission on Government on 8 July
1993, yet this is now 31 March 1994, so why the delay? Is it just another example of
Government mismanagement? Perhaps it is in part, but I do not think that is the real
reason for the delay. Perhaps it is a question of Government priority, bearing in mind
what the Premier said about the Commission on Government in his media statement on
8 July - that is, it was essential to his party and its coalition partner being in Government
Compart that with a number of measures which were not put forward properly which
have passed through the Parliament. For example, the wholesale changes to workers'
compensation which involved the removal of people's common law rights
retrospectively, the abolition of the Perth City Council, the forfeiture of common law
native title, and the Kennett industrial relations Act - the true content of which was
denied to the people of Western Australia during the election campaign.
The Bill before the House has been given a very low priority by the Government
notwithstanding the fact that the Opposition has made it clear that it will support the Bill.
The Opposition wishes to improve the Bill, because it has serious deficiencies, but at all
material times and from an early date the Opposition has made it clear that it will support
the emll. In any event the Opposition, whether in this place or another place, is not in a
position to impede the passage of the Bill if the Government wished to give it a high
priority, which clearly it does not wish to do.
To put the matter in context, the Government has given greater priority to a number of
very important measures which, for the most part, have received the support of the
Opposition, but these measures were not central to the Government's election. We do
not say for one moment that the measures I am about to refer to are not significant. For
the most part they received our support, but they were given a higher priority than this
Bill. I am referring to a document titled "Progress of Bills Introduced into the Parliament
of W.A. First Session of the Thirty-Fourth Parliament 1993194" dated 28 March 1994. 1
will refer to a number of examples in that document which will put the priority accorded
this Bill into appropriate context. Again, the measures passed by the Parliament that I am
referring to are important and have for the most part received the support of the
Opposition. In mentioning them I do not in any way down play their importance, but
point out the lack of priority that the Government affords this Bill. Hon Bob Thomas
will be interested in the first Bill listed - as he was when the matter was dealt with. The
list includes the Albany Plantation Hardwood Agreement, the Bee Industry Amendment
and Repeal Bil, and three Bills on business franchise tobacco amendments. Members
will recall the prolonged debate on the censorship laws legislation that we dealt with last
week. It was a matter of great interest, and so many members participated in the debate.
The list includes a very intriguing piece of legislation, which members were concerned to
debate, the Choice of Law (Limitation Period) Bill, as well as the Exotic Diseases of
Animals Bill, which did excite a few members.
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Hon B.K. Donaldson: This is about mare jobs, better management.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHIS: I am glad Hon Bruce Donaldson mentioned that, because the
next thing I wanted to mention was the fooit and mouth disease eradication legislation.
Hon B.K. Donaldson: It is important to the healthy state of our economy.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: The list includes the riveting Judges' Salaries and Pensions
Amendment Bill, which excited everybody here; and the Jurisdiction of Courts
(Cross-Vesting) Amendment Bill. One of my colleagues in this place, on the other side
of the Chamber I hasten to add, was very excited about that one. The member thought it
was about cross-dressing. Who could forget the Sheep Lice Eradication Fund Repeal
Act? This is a measure of the Government's priorities. Those are important measures
and they have the continued support of Hon Kim Chance and myself.
Hon B.IC Donaldson: You skipped over 25 to 30 Bills of great importance to the welfare
of this State.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: There were other Bis in the same session, but it would be
unparliamentary of me to comment on them with accuracy. I do not think the lack of
priority afforded this Bill was the real reason for delay. I am obliged to Hon Phil
Lockyer in his continued interest in my speech.
Hon P.14. Lcckyer. I am hanging on every wont.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Cheryl Davenport): Hon Nick Griffiths should not be
distracted.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: When Hon Phil Lockyer says he is hanging on every word I am
concerned because I am aware of how some members of his party are in favour of
hanging. I am worried for his welfare!
The real reason for the delay is the lack of taste for real reform by this Government. That
is evident by the fact that this Bill constrains an examination of the system of
representation in the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative Council by the operation
of clause 5. It does that because the Government is an undemocratic coalition. It does
not believe in accountability or in answering to the people. One cannot have real reform
if there exists an undemocratic Parliament. Members opposite will laugh because they
think it is fair enough that 85 373 people on the roll for the Agricultural Region should
send five members to this place; that 65 114 from the Mining and Pastoral Region should
send five members; and that 118 658 from the South West Region should send seven
members. However, 250 029 from the East Metropolitan Region send five members;
309 997 from the North Metropolitan Region send seven members; and 222 579 from the
South Metropolitan Region send five members. Those numbers were from the last
election. If we do not have a democratic Parliament, any reform, whether it is the
Commission on Government or anything else, is a sheer sham. Notwithstanding that,
with the greatest of reluctance I support this measure.
HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural) [1.13 am]: I am indebted to my colleague
Hon Nick Griffiths for using the word sham in his contribution because this whole Bill is
a sham. The original Bill introduced in 1992 by the former Government addressed the
needs identified by the royal commission. However, this Bill which has been introduced
by this Government has restricted and confined the scope of the original Bill for no other
apparent reason than to suit its own political ends. I have no embarrassment in opposing
this Bill in its current form. despite the level of support which has been given to it by the
Opposition in the other place and here. The manner in which the original Bill was
drafted was to meet the needs identified by the royal commission. It allowed the
Commission on Government to set its priorities according to those properly defined and
identified needs.
Clause 5(a) of the Bill has corrupted the original intention expressed in the Bill
introduced by the Labor Government. We must ask why that is so. I turn to the Bills to
identify the difference. Clause 5(a) of the 1992 Bill states that the functions of the
commission are -
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to inquire into the matter specified in the Table to this subsection, being matters
referred to in Part HI of die Report of the Royal Commission;...

Clause 5 of the 1993 Bill states that the functions of dhe commission are to inquire into-
die specified mactrs if and to the extent to which the Commission considers those
matters to be relevant to the prevention of corrupt, illegal or improper conduct by
or involving public officials;

Hon El. Charlton: You will be able to sharpen it up when you get back into
Government.
Hon Doug Wean: That is not too far away.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The difference is defined in the wording of those two Bills.
Clearly, the wording in the 1992 Bill simply refers to those martens identified by the royal
commission; whereas the 1993 Bill qualifies the degree to which the Commission on
Government is to inquire. The second reading speech is as dishonest as the Bill itself.
The speech states in part -

It is important that we now get some positive benefits from what will inevitably
require still further expenditure by Western Australian taxpayers to fund the
proposed commission. For this reason, in proposed section 5 the commission will
be given adde authority to control its deliberations. In addition to the topics
specified for inquiry, the commission may consider any maten it believes are
relevant to preventing corrupt, illegal or improper conduct

That is simply not true. The commission has clearly been given reduced, not added.
authority to control its deliberations. It cannot be construed frorn a reading of those two
versions of clause 5(a) that added authority has been given. The authority in clause 5(a)
of the Bill has been qualified and limited, it has not been broadened It cannot be
broadened in those terms. Why has the Government seen it necessary to subvert the
intent of not only the original Bill but also the royal commission itself?
We must ask ourselves how the Commission on Government under that clause in
particular can deal with the specified issues. Both versions of clause 5(a) refer to the
specified issues. A number of specified issues can be dealt with under the one wording.
We must ask ourselves how, for example, paragraph 11I(a) in schedule I can be dealt
with; that is, the legislative and other measures that should be taken to facilitate the
making and investigation of whistleblowing complaints. The wording of clause 5(a)
requires that before the commission is able to investigate, it must first establish that the
mnatters are relevant to the prevention of corrupt, illegal or improper conduct by or
involving public officials. A whistleblower may be involved and it may be relevant to
any of the three issues. However, a whistleblower may also want to raise public attention
to a matter which is subject to, perhaps, structural inequities.
It may be raising a matter of cross-subsidisacion which the whistlebtower may feel is not
properly known in the community. It is not a matter of corruption or impropriety, but a
matter which is being suppressed by the Government that the whistleblower may want
die public to know about, but which could nor be investigated under the current wording
of clause 5(a). Under the wording of the 1992 Bill it could have been investigated by the
Commission on Government. Is nor inequity and an absence of fairness an equally good
reason for the commission to want to inquire and report to the Parliament? The Premier
said in a press release on 8 July 1993 that there was little inherently wrong with the
system of government in Western Austraia. There is one crucial problem with that
statement in the context of this Bill. The Royal Commission does not agree with the
Premier.
With respect to the electoral structure of our Houses of Parliament page 10297 of the
Assembly Hansard states -

Individually, the matters upon which we have reported reveal serious weaknes
and deficiencies in our system of government.

Hon E.J. Charlton: Was this written by the Labor Party man?
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Hon John Halden interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Cheryl Davenport): Order!
Hon John Halden: The ryal commissioners arc now Labor Part men, are they?
Hon E.J. Chariton: Didn't you hewr about chat?
Hon John Halden: I will tell you about that.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! You will both have the opportunity to make your
own speeches in this debate.
Hon KIM CHANCE: To continue -

Together, they disclose fundamental weaknesses in the present capacity of our
institutions of government, including the Parliament, to exact the degree of
openness, accountability and integrity necessary to ensure that the Executive
fulfils its basic responsibility to serve the public interest. This is not to deny the
essential strengths of the concepts of representative democracy and responsible
government which Western Australia has inherited. What is now necessary,
however, is a systematic reappraisal of our institutions of government.

They are die words of the royal commission. The Premier has told us there is nothing
really wrong with our system. However, as I said, the royal commission - the reason we
ame here to debate the formation of the Commission on Government - does not agree with
the Premier.
Hon ElJ. Charlton interjected.
Hon KIM CHANCE: That may well be the case - I will not argue that - but the fact is
that, for whatever reason, we had a royal commission which analysed everything I or
anybody else wanted to say about what had happened It brought down a set of
recommendations. That was an extremely good interjection because we will be
discussing the perceptions of why the royal commission was necessary and how chat
differs from what the royal commission actually said. It argued that we have structural
problems in our institution of Government which need to be addressed to provide some
assurance of protection from improper or corrupt conduct. For this reason, the original
Bill provided die capacity of the commission to investigate and report on the electoral
system for representation in each House of our Parliament.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Which segment of the royal commission report did that come in?
Hon KIM CHANCE: Part U1.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Who wrote tliac?
Hon KIM CHANCE: The Curtin University Vice Chancellor Boyce and lawyer, Michael
Barker.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: He was the chairman of the Mt Lawley branch of the Labor Party.
Hon John Halden: You are wrong again; you are always wrong.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon KIM CHANCE: Although die capacity to look at the electoral system seems to
exist in the 1993 Bill because the matter remains listed as one of the specified matters in
die schedule, the restrictions imposed within clause 5(a) in particular, and in 5(b), mean
chat, even with the limits of imagination stretched as far as possible, the commissioners
could not inquire into the electoral system. There is no way on earth that that key
recommendation by the royal commissioners can be inquired into by the Commission on
Government because of the wording of the Bill.
Hon John Halden: Why might that be?
Hon KIM CHANCE: Because the Government, for its own political purposes, does not
want it to happen.
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Hon E.J Charlton: Didn't Hon John Halden know that?
Hon KIM CHANCE: I will go further. I believe that alteration to the principle functions
of this Bill has been made corruptly. I believe the Government has set out, for its own
purposes, to subvert the will of the royal commission and the real meaning this Bill
should have had. My view is supported by one of the architects of the royal
commission's report, lawyer Michael Barker.
Hon E.J Charlton: I should think he would be.
Hon KIM CHANCE: He was reported in The West Austraian of 9 July 1993 as follows -

Lawyer Michael Barker said the centrepiece of the Government's royal
commission legislation, introduced into Parliament yesterday by Premier Richard
Court, owed "absolutely nothing" to the commission recommendations and the
Government was plainly rejecting them.

The by-line of this article is Grace Meertens. It further states -

The commission said the COG should hold unfettered public inquiries into
far-reaching changes, including the introduction of one vote, one value for the
conservative dominated Upper House and protection for whistleblowers.

Further on -
Mr Barker said the COG proposed by the Government was different from the one
recommended by the commission.

Members should note particularly that he said, "It is as certain as night follows day that
this formula, which owes absolutely nothing to the recommendation of the royal
commission, is designed to limit the inquiry".
To balance my quote from that article I should read sonic of the things the Premier said.
In the same article, Mr Court said that the Government included the overriding clause -
that is, the changes in clause 5(a) - "as a reminder that the whole idea of the royal
commission was to focus on how to prevent corrpt and illegal conduct". I do not have
any problem with that statement. He said, "We ame not willing the COG what it can and
can't look at." I have a problem with that statement; it is not the truth. He also said, 'We
are just focusing its attention on the prevention of those activities. The proposed
legislation gives the COG the power to sift through the terms of reference and discard
any it thinks irrelevant." That is an ominous sign. Mr Court said that this would prevent
it wasting its time on "ridiculous submissions" some members of the public would
inevitably make. In other words, we will dispense, as far as possible, wit the costs of
democracy. He said, "The fact is that there is very little inherently wrong with the style
of government in Western Australia."
I acknowledge that others including Mr Barker's co-author, Vice Chancellor Peter
Boyce, took another view of the adequacy of the Bill. Mr Boyce and others are quoted in
an article published in The West Australian on 10 July and their view is based on their
perception of the cause of the establishment of the royal commission and this goes
precisely to the question asked by the Minister for Transport by way of interjection; that
is, why did we have the royal commission in the first place. I ask members to focus on
Mr Boyce's comments. He took the view that the Bill was adequate because it addressed
the reasons for the establishment of the royal commission. His comments are very close
to the Premier's comments. The article to which I referred states -

But Professor Boyce said yesterday that the Bill did not trouble hint
"I don't think the terms of the Bill are as restrictive as Mr Barker has concluded,"
he said.
'There is a logical consistency there because the royal commission was set up to
investigate the cause of corrupt, illegal and improper conduct. It wasn't set up to
undertake the wholesale review of WA's political system, however desirable that
might be."
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I reiterate that he said the Bill was adequate because of the terms of reference of the royal
commission. Obviously Mr Boyce is entitled to that view and I am sure it is a genuinely
held one, but in the context of t Bill his view is irrelevant. He did not say Mr Barker's
view - that is, the Bill failed to meet the scope of inquiry called for by the royal
commission - was wrong; he said the Bill is consistent with the reasns. for the
establishment of the royal commission. The difference between those two views is very
clear. Mr Boyce's view is irrelevant and it is not his place to impute his perception of the
real reasons for the establishment of the royal commission as justification for the scope of
another commission which has arisen from the deliberations of the royal commission.
The royal commission, in consideration of the evidence it heard in relation to the issues it
studied, made certain recommendations. It is the recommendations of the royal
commission, and not the reasons for its establishment, that are important.
Hon George Cash: Mr Boyce was rejecting the criticism by Mr Barker,
Hon KIM CHANCE: I thought I explained the grounds on which he rejected the
criticism. Perhaps I have used too many words in my explanation and I have complicated
the situation. Mr Boyce's rejection of the Mr Barker's criticism was based on the reasons
for the establishment of the royal commission. He said the Bill is adequate because it
reflected the reasons for the establishment of the royal commission.
Hon George Cash: The article in the Press quotes him as follows -

"I don't think the terms of the Bill are as restrictive as Mr Barker has concluded,"

"There is a logical consistency there because the royal commission was set up to
investigate the cause of corrupt, illegal and improper conduct It wasn't set up to
undertake the wholesale review of WA's political system, however desirable that
might be."

Hon KIM CHANCE: I have already read it to the House.
Hon George Cash: I ant reading it again and I am filling in the bits that you left out.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I did not omit anything. What that article establishes is that
Mr Boyce believes the Bill is adequate because it reflects the reasons for the
establishment of the royal commission.
Hon E.J. Charlton: And not some Labor Party member's point of view.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I do not know whether Mr Barker is a Labor person. Perhaps
Mr Boyce is, but it is not of any interest to me. Mr Barker says the Bill is inadequate
because it does not reflect the royal commission's recommendations. Mr Boyce referred
to the reasons for the establishment of the royal commission: Frankly, that is irrelevant
and it is somewhat impertinent of him to impute the adequacy of a Bill based on the
reasons for the establishment of the royal commission because he is only one view in that
respct.
Hon George Cash: Tell us what Bevan Lawrence said?
Hon KIM CHANCE: I will not quote him because he does not have any credibility with
me and he should not have any with other Western Australians. We will leave him out of
this debate.
I acknowledge that a number of people agreed with Mr Boyce's comment. However, the
common thread of their agreement for the claimed adequacy of the 1993 Bill comes back
to its consistency with the reasons for the establishment of the royal commission.
Hon George Cash: Professor Martin Webb said the Bill was superior to the Labor Party's
version.
Hon KIM CHANCE: He is entitled to that view. What is important is the basis of the
royal commission's recommendations. Is the Bill we are dealing with consistent with its
recommendations? We might have set up a royal commission for all the right or even
wrong reasons in the world, but what is important at the end of the day is that the Bill
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which is generated from the royal commission should be consistent with its
recommendations. If it is, the Government has got it right. In the case of the two co-
authors having conflicting views, Mr Barker's view is that it is consistent with the
recommendations, but Mr Boyce did not address the recommendations; he addressed die
reasons for having a royal commission. I would argue that if Mr Boyce was asked to
comment specifically on whether he thought the Bill reflected the royal commission's
recommendations he would say that the 1992 Bill addressed them bonter than the 1993
Bill.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: That is speculation.
Hon George Cash: It is not the view of Professor Webb. He said the 1993 Bill was
superior to the 1992 Bill.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Yes, but only in terms of toe establishment of the royal
commission. No-one in authority has said that the 1993 Bill is superior to the 1992 Bill
based on the royal commission's recommendations.
Hon George Cash: You will get your chance to vote against it.
Hon KIM CHANCE:, It is my contention that the 1992 Bill does faithfully reflect the
recommendations and the Bill before the House differs. This Bill seeks to limit the
capacity of the COG to meet the needs identified by the royal commission. It does not
meet the needs identified in this matter and Mr Barker is correct. The measons for the
establishment of the royal commission are not as important in this context than the
considered recommendations of the royal commission. The Premier clearly does not
understand this distinction and neither do members opposite, including the Leader of the
House. The Premier said he could not understand why the Opposition wanted to amend
die clause which enables the commissioners to have broad powers and a wide function to
investigate all the matters investigated by the royal commission. The Premier also said -

Clause 5(c) has been left wide to include any other matters considered by the
commission to be pertinent I cannot understand why members opposite object to
the clause and the way in which it is written. The amendment would returni it to
the way it read in the original legislation. The Government cannot support the
amendment.

That is a load of absolute rot. Clause 5(c), far from being left wide to include any other
matter considered pertinent, is qualified by the second half of the subclausc which
specifies what the matters considered must be. That means only other manors relevant to
the prevention of corrupt, illegal or improper conduct and only when such conduct is
carried our by or involves public officials. Matters involving private citizens who may
corruptly, illegally or improperly affect the public are eliminated from the scope of this
Bill. That, for example, means merchant bankers are not covered by this Bill.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: How do you spell that?
Hon KIM CHANCE: Rothwells is spelt R 0 T H W E L L S. A private citizen may
corruptly, illegally or improperly affect the Government of Western Australia yet the
Commission on Government could not do a damn thing about it. This is incredible
wording. I do not know to what extent it was thought out. Did the draftsman or -whoever
was responsible for the wording in that form ever consider that Minister and members of
Parliament do not hold the mortgage on corrupt, illegal or improper behaviour? Why are
we looking only at those persons? Even worse, if possible, is that matters of equity and
fairness which do not raise questions of corruption, illegality or impropriety, also cannot
be dealt with by the Commission on Governent. They affect people every bit as much,
if not more, as corruption, illegality and impropriety. Can the Commission on
Government inquire into issues of equity or fairness, even without the involvement of
private or public citizens? No. because they am not encompassed in the scope of
corruption, illegality or impropriety.
That is why Mr Barker says this Bill owes absolutely nothing to the royal commission's
recommendations. It has deficient wording. How can the Commission on Governiment
fulfil an apparent capacity of investigation of the electoral system under this wording? I
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say "apparent" because the specified matters contain that reference. If members opposite
could concede that the representative structure of this House is in some way not only
corrupt or perhaps improper, but also exists in that state because of actions by public
officials -

Hon E.J. Chariton: Do you think people in your region should have fewer members
elected in this House?
Hon KIM CHANCE: Yes, quite. I believe that because being a democrat is like being
pregnant; that is, you can be a democrat or not be a democrat, but you cannot be half
way. I believe quite clearly that my region is over-represented.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Drop the fifth one off next time.
Hon KIM CHANCE: That is unfair to the member's colleague. To get rid of me, the
third one must drop off. If members opposite will concede to the House that the
representative structure of this place is in some way corrupt or improper, and it is in that
form because of actions by or involving public officials, perhaps we can agree that
electoral representation can be put on the Commission on Government's agenda. I do not
believe any members opposite will say that. If they cannot do so, I point out that under
the wording of clause 5(a)-(c), electoral representation is an issue which cannot be dealt
with by the Commission on Government. If they cannot say that, they must agree that
the wording of clause 5(a) limits and reduces the scope of the commission generally and
not just on this issue. They cannot say it adds to the scope; they might be able to argue
that it is a neutral position, yet the second reading speech says it adds to the scope. It
certainly does not mean that the defined objective of the royal commission has been met.
I might be wrong, because I am more often wrong that right. I might have misunderstood
the real intent of the Government, but I have not misunderstood the wording of clause 5.
If it is truly the Government's intention to facilitate the process of parliamentary reform
through the Commission on Government and not to impede the process of parliamentary
reform in all its aspects, it wI support the amendment that will be moved by Hon John
Cowdeli. If it cannot do that and is absolutely committed to keeping the wording of
clause 5(a), it has another option. If it wants to be as open and accountable as it claims, it
should delete the words in clause 5(c) after the word "pertinent". The subclause would
then mead -

any other matters considered by the Commission to be pertinent.
That is simple and beautiful language. Why have the rest? If that is what the
Government believes - it is what the Premier said in another place - clause 5(c) will give
that scope only if those words are removed after "pertinent". I am bound to support this
Bill. Without the changes we have spoken about, I will do so with very little joy indeed.
HON BOB THOMAS (South West) [1.49 am]: I will support the Bill but I have some
trepidation about certain aspects of it, particularly clause 5(a) which relates to
recommendations and observations made by the Royal Commission into Commercial
Activities of Government and Ocher Matters in an addendum to the Bill in schedule 1.
The wording of this Bill is deficient when compared with the wording of the 1992 Bill
intoduced by the Labor Party, which is more comprehensive and appropriate. This Bill
states that the functions of the commission are to inquire into the specified matters if and
to the extent to which the commission considers those matters to be relevant to the
prevent of corrupt, illegal or improper conduct by or involving public officials. The 1992
Bill states that the functions of the commission are to inquire into the matters specified in
the table to this subsection, being matters referred to in part 2 of the report of the royal
commission.
I will raise tonight an issue about which I have grave concerns, which relates specifically
to question time, which is one of the matters specified in item 17 of schedule 1. 1 will
give an example tonight of where I believe a Minister of this House has misled the House
and abused question time. The terms of reference that we ame now considering are
deficient and may well not review this issue, which they would if we were using the Bill
introduced by the Labor Party in 1992. 1 refer to a series of questions that I have been
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asking the Minister for Lands. I will preface my remarks by giving some history of the
quesions. The questions relate to a farmer in Napier, about 10 miles north cast of
Albany. who bought a block of land which was oniginally a Government reserve. That

block of land is immediately adjacent to a private farm, which was used as a potato
paddock. On the Crown land a drainage reserve was created, which was gazetted for the
use of draining that potato swamnp.
Some time ago, the Government sold that block of land to the farmer, and he set up a
grazing enterprise on chat new farm. The drainage reserve which was created is drainage
reserve 39667 on Plantagenet location 5110. The boundaries of that reserve are
10 mets by 345 mets. Because of die nature of the soil and because of the amount of
water that has accumulated in that drain, the sides of the drain have been crumbling and
the drain has been getting wider and wider and more and more water has been going
through it. The fanner who had bought the block of land has been trying to have
something done about it because that reserve is 10 metres wide but the drain and its spoil
has become a lot wider than 10 mets. It has gone outside the boundaries of that area.
That fanner came to see me in 1992 and I took up the issue and made some informal
approaches to Department of Land Administration officials. I must say that the election
came upon us and I did not do much more with that, but I thought that as a result of those
informal approaches something had been done. He came to see me again at the
beginning of last year and told me that nothing had happened. He gave mec a bit more
history about it and told me that as a result of the situation, the relationship between the
two farmers had become so animated and heated that it had degenerated to the point
where rest-aining orders had been taken out against him because he had tied to stop the
neighbour from draining the water off his potato swamp and that neighbour had taken
legal action against him to stop him from coming near the drain.
I asked the Minister on 29 June 1993 - and this is one of the frst questions that the
Minister would have answered -

(1) For what purpose was drainage reserve 39667 on Plantagenet location
5110 created?

(2) What is the width and length of drainage reserve 39667 and where should
it be located in relation to Plantagenet location 4947?

(3) Does the lease give permission for the leaseholder to enter the reserve at
any time for the purpose of excavating it?

(4) Is permission also given for the leaseholder to deposit excavated dirt from
the drain onto private property adjacent to the drain?

(5) When was the lease renewed and for what length of time?
(6) Did the Department of Land Administration receive advice from the

Department of Agriculture and the Albany Waterways Management
Authority recommending that the lease on drainage reserve 39667 not be
renewed?

(7) If so, why was the advice ignored?
(8) Has the lessee indemnified the Minister against all claims for damage to

property or persons arising from the use of the land?
The answer that I received was -

(1) For the purpose of draining water from a large swampy area on adjoining
Plantagenet location 3699.

(2) The reserve is 10 mets wide and some 345 metres in length and is
wholly located within Plantagenet location 4947 as per the attached plan

The Minister then gave me a series of one line or one word answers to the remainder of
those questions. I have seen that drainage reserve and I know it is wider than 10 mets.



Do not forget that the Minister had cold me char the reserve was 10 mets wide and 345
mets long.
On 8 July 1993, 1 asked the Minister a funkier question of -

Further to question on notice 20.4 of 29 June 1993 -

(1) Can the Minister confirm whether the drainage channel and excavated
spoil on drainage reserve 39667 on Plantagenec location 5110 are within
the boundaries of the reserve?

(2) Will the Minister allow access to the Crown Law advice referred to in the
answer to part (7) of question 204?

The answer I received to the first question asking the Minister to confirm that the drain
and the excavated spoil were contained within the boundaries of the reserve was, yes; this
was confirmed following an inspection by the Department of Land Administration in
February this year. T'he answer was an unequivocal yes, the drain and spoil were
contained wholly within reserve 39667. [ could not ask for a clearer answer. However, I
knew that was not correct because I had seen the drain. I approached the fanner again
and said that I would like to come down and measure the area but by that time it was
winter and the paddock was so wet it was impossible to cake a measurement.
Hon E.J Charlton: You couldn't see what was the drain and what was not
Hon BOB THOMAS: I waited until the summer and asked the fanner to measure the
drain.
Hon EJ Charlton: Did you cake a boat?
Hon BOB THOMAS: Once the fanner had measured the drain, 1 put a question on notice
on 22 March -

I refer to the Minister's answer to question on notice 204 on 6 July 1993 in which
he indicated that drainage reserve 39667 was 10 mets wide by about 345 mets
long and that the channel and excavated spoil were not permitted to exceed 10
mets. He also indicated in response to question on notice 282 that departmental
officers had measured the drain in February 1993 and had confirmed it was within
the boundaries of the reserve.
I have now had the drain measured and can inform the Minister that the drain and
excavated spoil is 30 mets wide at its western point (where it adjoins
Plantagenet Loc 3699) tapering down to five metres wide at about 350 metres
from that point.
(1) Since there has only been a small increase in the size of the drain since

February 1993, can the Minister explain why he provided incorrect
information to the Parliament on 3 August 1993?

(2) Will the Minister now have the drain resurveyed to confirm that it is
outside die boundaries of reserve 39667?

There was a range of other questions. The Minister's answer was less than convincing.
He gave two answers in one. He has done a double backflip because the second part of
the Ifirst answer states that the departmental officers who undercook the inspection had
confirmed by means of visual inspection. In the light of the subsequent advice it would
appear chat the officers' observation was not accurate, and this could have been
influenced by some spoil firom the original drain established some 40 years ago which
may have separated.
Members should remember that the Minister said unequivocally on 6 July 1993 that the
drain was contained wholly within the 10 metre reserve, but when pushed on the issue
and when I had the fanner measure the area and told him it was 30 metres, not 10 mets,
he said the officers must have made a mistake. The reason I want the Commission on
Government to consider the issue of answers to questions in Parliament is that they form
a very important part of parliamentary activity. Parliament is pant of our democratic
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process in Australia; it forms part of our representative democracy. We elect a
Parliament and from chat a Government is constituted- Parliament acts as a check on the
Executive and question time is an important part of that check. We have Mnother
convention in the Westminster system, and that is individual responsibility for material
provided to Parliament, including individual responsibility for questions answered in this
place.
In this case the Leader of the House provided an answer which he now knows was
incorrect. He said that in the light of the measurements taken he now realises that his
answer was incorct. He just sits there and laughs.
Hon George Cash: 1 am waiting for the survey detail. You are misleading the House.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I am not.
Hon George Cash: Of course you are.
Hon E.J. Charlton: We could have a royal commission looking at the member.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I want the Commission on Government to look at this situation
because this is a serious matter. The Minister has given a misleading answer. Now he is
tryig to fob it off. He tried to fob off the second question. When I pointed out to him
that the information he had given in Parliament was incorrect, he stated -

Contrary to your assertion in respect to my answer to question 282, it was not
stated that the drain had been measured but instead it was confirmed that an
inspection has been undertaken.

Question on notice 282 reads -

(1) Can the Minister confirm whether the drainage channel and excavated
spoil on drainage reserve 39667 on Plantagenet location 5110 are within
the boundaries of the reserve?

The Minister answered, in part -
This was confirmed following an inspection by Department of Land
Administration in February this year.

Hon George Cash: A visual inspection.
Hon ElJ. Charlton: What do you reckon should happen?
Hon George Cash: I think the whole of Parliament should get down and look at this.
Hon BOB THOMAS: The Leader of the House can treat the matter with some levity.
Hon ElJ. Charlton: The water has made the drain bigger.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon BOB THOMAS: I will repeat the Minister's answer.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: You have already repeated it 10 times. It is very repetitious.
Hon BOB THOMAS: The answer was, yes; the drain and the excavated spoil are within
the reserve. When I questioned him again, his answer was that it was not stated that the
drain had been measured but it was confirmed that an inspection had been undertaken.
He was not confirming that the inspection had been undertaken but that the drain and its
spoil were within the boundaries of the reserve. This is a classic example of a Minister
who has provided incorrect information to the House. It has been pointed out that he
should have apologised to the House and corrected the information, but he has not done
that. He has tried to dress it up and to say he has confirmed something he did not
confirm. He says he confirmed that the inspection had been undertaken, but he did not
do that. His answer on 6 July was that he could confirm that the drain and its spoil were
within the boundaries. This is a serious matter because the royal commission, on a
number of occasions, spoke about question time.
Hon ElJ. Chariton: I do not think the royal commnissicn was talking about drains when it
alluded to that question. It was talking about a drain on the Treasury.

15752-11-A
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Hon BOB THOMAS: Where do they get Ministers like this? I refer now to part II of the
royal commission's report, at page 1-11. It reads -

With a view to improving the performance of the Parliament in its scrutiny and
review of government, the Commission also suggests a review of the principal
means by which it exercises this function, namely, parliamentary committees and
question time.

Therefore, the royal commission indicated that scrutiny of Government is an important
function of Parliament. On page 3-12 of the report it went to great lengths to reprint an
answer given by Mr Naylor. He was telling the royal commission that he had spent six
years drafting parliamentary questions for the Opposition, and when he came to
Government he took with him an attitude he had developed in that previous pursuit. He
said that he spent the better part of six years drafting parliamentary questions, as well as
receiving and evaluating the answers or non-answers to questions. He said that his
approach to the answering of parliamentary questions was conditioned by what he had
seen in answers to questions the Opposition had asked over the previous six years. He
said that some degree of anticipation was involved in answering parliamentary questions,
and that anticipation extended to issues not addressed in the questions themselves. In
short, he said that those answers were given in a way that was more of an art form than
an exact science.
The royal commission was particularly concerned about that. It made a recommendation
in that regard in paragraph 5.4.4 as follows -

Accordingly, the commission recommends that:
The Commission on Government inquire into the means best suited to be adopted
by the Parliament to bring the entire public sector under its scrutiny and review.
In this, particular regard should be had -

(a) to the use of parliamentary committees for the purpose;
(b) to question time ...

The royal commission indicated that question time is an important activity of Parliament
which should not be treated lightly.
Hon B.K. Donaldson: What about people stating repeatedly in the House that there will
be no guarantee?
Hon E.J. Charlton: That is not as serious as drains!
Hon BOB THOMAS: The coalition, when in Opposition, recognised the importance of
parliamentary questions. Most members will remember the debate involving Hon Joe
Berinson regarding his answers provided when representing Ministers in another House.
He refused to take responsibility for the answers provided by those Ministers. This
aggrieved the Opposition so much that it wanted him to do something about it, and a
motion, moved by Hon Peter Foss, read as follows -

That this House considers that under the system of responsible government a
Minister owes a political duty to Parliament to answer proper parliamentary
questions which relate to information which the Minister has or which the
Minister has the authority to obtain and that the attainment of the aims of
accountability is dependent upon the proper operation of Parliament and upon the
proper use of parliamentary questions in particular.

In speaking to the motion, Hon Peter Foss made some pertinent points. He indicated that
the motion was one in a series introduced by the coalition in Opposition aimed at
providing basic principles for the conduct of the business of the Parliament. I refer to
page 1093 of the Hansard of Thursday, 9 April 1992, in which Mr Foss said regarding
moving his motion -

We do so for a couple of reasons. The first is that we believe it is important for
members to reaffirm from time to time their understanding of the principles of
democracy which apply in this Parliament. We assume that it will as a matter of
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osmosis be passed on from member to member as the people who constitute the
Parliament change from rime to time. However, over a period it is possible for
the basic understandings of the democratic workings of this House to be lost and
for a new set of customs to grow up and a new set of ideas to come about as to
what is the basis of our democracy.

Mr Foss indicated that the then coalition Opposition wanted standards regarding
questions to be set. He referred to an analogy of osmosis as the standards are passed
from generation to generation of politicians. He continued -

This is a very serious motion, and is one which I hope will. be treated with the
seriousness it merits by the House. It is not a partisan motion. It is nor dealing
with any minor matter relating to the conduct of the House; it relates to the
fundamental aspects of our democracy.
For reasons I have outlined, it is important from rime to rime that members
examine the role of the Parliament. As the Opposition intends to be in
Government after the next election, it is a mark of good faith and intention on our
part that we do not just attack the Government and accuse it of not carrying out its
duties properly. We are committing ourselves in this House to saying what we
believe is the proper behaviour. We do so with the full knowledge and intent that
if the behaviour described in the motion is nor marched by our behaviour in
Government, it can be thrown in our faces.

Mr Foss indicated a set of standards which would be adopted when members opposite
came to Government. However, we have seen this Government backslide and turf out
those standards. The Leader of the House provides incorrect information to the House.
Does he try to do something about it?
Hon E.J. Charlton: I suggest that you ask him the question again tomorrow.
Hon BOB THOMAS: The Leader of the House used semantics to try to show that he did
not mislead the House and provide incorrect information. The Commission on
Government should ensure that the Government does not use the opt out provision in
clause 5(1) in addressing this serious list of questions.
The royal commission strongly indicated that this was an important issue, as did
members opposite, when in Opposition. However, now in Government members
opposite have displayed a double standard. The person who should be upholding the
standards of this House - the Leader of the House - has provided misleading information
to the House and has done nothing to correct it. I support the Bill and hope that the
Government will give some consideration to reverting to the 1992 wording of clause
5(l).
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [2.18 anm]: All
members of the Opposition failed to mention that the Royal Commission into
Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters was held in Western Australia
as a result of 10 years of mismanagement by the Labor Party.
Several members inteijected.
Hon GEORGE CASH: "What a load of rubbish!" they say.
Hon LiJ. Charlton: They have all woken up.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Members opposite spoke about part H1 of the report but forgot to
mention the six volumes of part 1. The fact is that the royal commission exposed
practices carried out by the Labor Party between 1983 and 1993.
Several members interjec ted.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Undoubtedly, the Labor Government had those shameful
practices down to an art form; they carried them out with precision.
Several members inteijeced.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! If Hon Nick Griffiths and Hon Phil Lockyer want
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to persist in their cross-Chamber debate, they should go outside. Otherwise, they should
restrain themselves.
Hon GEORGE CASH4: The Labor Parry developed its shameful practices into a fine an.
It carried them out with a precision, panache and style never before seen over what we
now regard as a decade of shame in Western Australia. Part II of the royal commission's
report generally dealt with a number of matters - openness in Government;
accountability; integrity in Government; the Parliament; the administrative system; and
the Commission on Government. In its introduction, the commission stated -

The commission has found conduct and practices on the part of certain parties
involved in government in the period from 1983 to 1989 which were such as to
place our governmental system at risk. Unfibrrunately, some of char conduct and
sonic of those practices were peculiar to Western Australia; but there is no reason
to believe that many of the fundamental questions raised by our inquiry were
unique to this period or to this State.

It went on -

Some ministers elevated personal or party advantage over their constitutional
obligation to act in the public interest.

I do not think many members opposite who spoke have read part II of the royal
commission's findings, If they had, they would not have delivered the comments that
they did tonight. For instance, Hon John Cowdell talked about the current Government's
media office and cast his usually sarcastic aspersions on that office. He conveniently
forgot the devastating indictment that the Australian Labor Parry got in part 11 of the
royal commission's report on the way in which the Labor Government ran its media
office, I might say at a time when Hon John CowdeUl was the assistant secretary of the
parry. Is it not interesting that he forgot to mention the other side of the equation? At
some stage during that period, Hon Tom Butler was the President of the Australian Labor
Parry. As he said earlier by way of an interjection, "And a good one too."
Hon T.G. Butler: During my time as President of the ALP, you had four Presidents of
the Liberal Party who could not hold the party together at all.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I did nor read that about the presidency of Hon Tom Butler. I
can only rake his word for it.
Hon J.A. Cowdell: An assistant secretary of the Labor Party did not, and does not, have
anything to do with the Government media office.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I did not suggest that Hon John Cowdell did.
Hon T.G. Butler: Yes you did.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I made the point that at the very time when we had this decade of
shame, Hon. John Cowdell served as an assistant secretary of the Labor Party. He was
known as a numbers man, a senior operative, within the organisation. Surely, Hon John
Cowdell does not absolve himself of all of the blame. He was referred to as the puppet
master, which obviously referred to his time as the assistant secretary of the Labor Party,
again during the WA Inc years.
Hon Kim Chance: He is only called that because he looks like Dr Spock.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon John Cowdell's holier than thou attitudes and comments do
nothing to erase the stain of WA Inc, which remains a legacy of that Labor
Administration in Western Australia.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: His holier than thee attitude.
Hon GEORGE CASH: We have made a start at attempting to remove that stain.
Suggestions by Hon John Cowdell that there were deliberate delays by the Government
in dealing with this Bill I am unable to comiprehend. I say that because if members look
at the orders of the day, they will see that the Commission on Government Bil 1993 was
introduced into this House on Wednesday, 23 March - a week ago today. It is usual for
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the Government to afford die Opposition a week at least to give some consideration to
Bils before the House. We did that.
Hon Tom Helm: For example the Mabo legislation.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I brought on the Bill as soon as I possibly could. If I had brought
on die Bill yesterday, the Opposition would not have been ready. Or would Hon John
Cowdell have been ready?
Hon J.A. Cowdell interjected.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon John Cowdell should not say too much because he will start
to contradict die Leader of the Opposition. Last night, rather than going home early, I
suggested that we should bring on the Commission on Government Bil. I was keen that
it be debated as soon as possible.
Hon Tom Helm: What stopped you doing that last March?
Hon GEORGE CASH: This Bill camne into the Legislative Council one week ago today.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: That is the delay we are talking about.
Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon GEORGE CASH: I cannot make the legislation progress any faster than that. I deal
with legislation as soon as I possibly can. In fact, I amn often criticised for wanting to
deal with legislation in a speedy way. Interestingly, when we get the Hansard members
will see a comment made by Hon John Cowdell - he did not use these words but these are
what I wrote - that the bottom line -
Hon T.G. Butler: That is misrepresentation.
Hon E.J. Charlton: He is improving the speech.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: You just said you wrote down the words "the bottom line".
Hon GEORGE CASH: In my notes I wrote down that this was the bottom line of the
comments of Hon John Cowdell. Before Hon Nick Griffiths jumps in. I have not quoted
Hon John Cowdell; therefore, I cannot have misquoted him. I wrote that Hon John
Cowdell said that there was no substantive difference between the 1992 Bill and this Bill.
Hon J.A. Cowdell: I was only quoting the Premier.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I thought that Hon John Cowdell had said that. When I wrote
down those words, I believed them to be his comments.
Hon J.A. Cowdell: I only quoted the Premier.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I assure H~on John Cowdell that if the Premier said that, it would
have been accurate.
Hon John Halden: We have noticed that recently.
Several members interjected-
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Alannait MacTiernan commented on the recommendations
of the commissioners and asked when an administrative appeals tribunal might be
established. She also discussed the enactment of an administrative decisions reasons Bill
in the form recommended by the royal commission. Clearly, that is not part of the
referrals that are in the schedules.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan: I made that point.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I amn confirming the point that Hon Alannab MacTiernian made.
I guess we are both right in that case. It is something that I will raise and I wil
endeavour to speak to the Attorney General on these matters. Hon Alannah Mac-Tiernan
also clamed that a number of the referrals were quit-: pointless and could be addressed
by the introduction of specific legislation. That is something dint is still open to the
Government.
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Hon T.G. Ruder: You had not thought of it.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Bill makes it quite clear that the Government, if it believes it
to be proper, can act at any time to bring in any legislative or other administrative
change; the Government does not have to wait for the Commission on Government to
report on any specific matter before it can act, if it believes it is proper.
With regard to the negative comments Alannah Macriernan made, when I challenged her
to vote against the Bill she retreated, saying, 'Anything beats nothing." One of the final
comments made by Hon Alannah MacTierrian was to use the terminology "cant and
hypocrisy". That in itself succinctly summed up the years I spent listening to successive
Labor Governments - the Burke and Dowding Labor Government when I was in the
Legislative Assembly and the Lawrence Government when I was here. In fact it was the
cant and hypocrisy which sank the Labor Government in 1993 when it lost office.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Barry House): Order!
Hon GEORGE CASH: I have made a note that Hon Jim Scott's speech was clear,
concise and limited to plugging for his chairmanship of the proposed parliamentary
committee. However, he made his point.
Hon John Halden: Are you moving that way?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Only if I must! Hon Nick Griffiths spent about 15 minutes
telling us how concerned he was about the delay in the introduction of the Bill.
Hon N.D. Griffiths interjected.
Hon GEORGE CASH: There was no need to say that because one of his colleagues had
said it before.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: I said it differently.

Hon GEORGE CASH: He said it differently about 15 times - that we had delayed the
passage of the Bill for the second time. It came in on 23 March; this is one week later
and we are dealing with it. I would have been pleased to deal with it last night, but
apparently Hon Nick Griffiths was not ready.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: I was ready.
Hon GEORGE CASH: There seems to have been a breakdown in communication.
When I approached the manager of Opposition business in the House last night at about
8.30 or thereabouts - I am sure Hon Kim Chance will confirm this - he said that they
could not proceed with COG because his members were not ready.
Hon A.JG. MacTiernan: You know that is not the delay we are talking about.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is fair enough.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Several members inteijected.
Hon GEORGE CASH: H-on Vim Chance spent considerable time distinguishing between
the 1992 Bill and the current Bill. He said earlier in his comments that he was prepared
to vote against the Bill. He quoted from the The West Australian of 9 July and almost
proudly supported the comments of Michael Barker who was one of the co-authors of the
report.
Hon P.R. Lightfoot: Of part UI.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I thank Hon Ross Lightfoot; it is part 11 of the report. In the
initial stages Hon Kim Chance failed to read the comments of Murdoch University Vice
Chancellor, Boyce.
Hon Kim Chance: I read them.
Hon GEORGE CASH: After I challenged him, he referred to what Professor Boyce had
said.
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Hon Kim Chance: I told Hon Eric Charlton I was going to read them.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I concede that, but them was a bit of prompting on my part
because he almost forgot.
Hon Kim Chance: I can show you where I coded them.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Kim Chance may have coded them, but he was glow to
quote them. Let us not worry about chat because I said I was going to read them anyway.
I amn now referring to a report from The West Australian dared Saturday, 10 July 1993
under the heading "Reforms Bill splits report co-authors" it reads in part -

Two principle authors of the WA royal commission's second report
recommending sweeping political reform are split over the Court Government's
handling of the recommendations.
Murdoch University Vice-Chancellor Peter Boyce has rejected strong criticism
from co-author and lawyer Michael Barker chat the Government twisted a key
recommendation to avoid sweeping political reform.
Professor Boyce and Mr Barker helped the commissioners write the report which
called for a commission on government (COG) to oversee an overhaul of WA's
political system.

It is not a case of not wishing to read the lot; the article is lengthy, and I want to just read
the comments of Professor Boyce. It reads -

But Professor Boyce said yesterday that the Bill did not trouble him.
"I don't think the terms of the Bill are as restrictive as Mr Barker has concluded,"
he said.
"There is a logical consistency there because the royal commission was set up to
investigate the cause of corrupt, illegal and improper conduct. It wasn't set up to
undertake the wholesale review of the WA's political system, however desirable
that might be."
He said there was enough flexibility in the Bill for shrewd members of the COG
to decide which terms of reference were relevant to the prevention of such
conduct.
Professor Boyce congratulated the Government for asking the COG to look at
Cabinet secrecy in dealing with the notion of ministerial responsibility.

Hon Kim Chance: All that proves is that Professor Boyce, like your Premier, cannot read
legislation. Nobody who has ever read clause 5 could say that.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I wun to the comments by People for Fair and Open Government
convener Bevan Lawrence who welcomed the Bill.
Several members interjected.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The article states -

..it was consistent with the royal commission's original brief.
Mr Laurence said his group had been involved in the Bill.
"It was required to look specifically at the changes required to prevent the
recurrence of the behaviour (the royal commission) uncovered, With the benefit
of hindsight, it is now apparent chat the royal commission's terms of reference
should have contained a sharper focus," Mr Lawrence said.

I mention Vice Chancellor Boyce, then People for Fair and Open Government convener
Bevan Lawrence and I am howled down by the Opposition. All I can assume from the
interjections from the members opposite is that if someone does not say something that
suits their purpose they argue that the person is wrong.
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan interjected.
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Hon GEORGE CASH: As to the next person who is quoted, the article states -

UWA associate professor of politics Patrick O'Brien said the Bill went further
than the one introduced by the Lawrence government last year.

Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan interjected.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Alannah MacTiernan does me a favour by confirming
everything I said about the interjections and the howling down.
Hon AJI.G. MacTiernan interjected.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The article reads -

Professor O'Brien said he saw no reason for complaint with the Court
Governmentfs version.
Professor O'Brien, a strong advocate for radical constitutional reform, said he was
delighted that the Government was asking the COG to look at how constitutional
laws might be changed.

These comments are all in the same article, and continue -

UWA Emeritus Professor Martyn Webb said the Bill was far superior to last
year's version.

The article goes on and on. I thought it was important to get some balance into those
comments.
Hon A.J.G. Macriernan: Is that the same Paddy O'Brien who hands out how-to-vote
cards for the Liberal Party at IHighgate High School at each election? He is really
popular at Highgate.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon A.J.G. MacTiernan interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I am asking Hon Alannah to come to order, and Hon Tom
Butler can do the same.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Bob Thomas referred to item 17 of schedule 1 with respect
to question time and went on to give a 40 minute dissertation on how he believed a
question answered in this Parliament either did not suit his purpose or did not suit his
design, but seemed to not satisfy him with respect to the width of a drainage reserve on a
property at Napier near Albany. Hon Bob Thomas failed to tell the House that I asked
him to provide me with the survey detail of the drain, rather than send a surveyor to the
area at Government expense. I am still waiting for that detail. If Mr Thomas is able to
provide survey data that shows there is spoil from the drain wider than the 10 metre
easement, or whatever that easement was meant to be. clearly the department will take
action against the person responsible for the breach.
Hon Tom Helm: In answer to his frst question you clearly pointed out that there was not
any breach; that it was contained in the easement.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Tom Helm immediately jumps to a conclusion which does
not exist. He did not hear that I said that if Hon Bob Thomas is able to provide me with
survey data that shows there is spoil on an area of land wider than t 10 metre easement,
the department will take action for a breach, because prima facie there will be a breach if
there is spoil wider than that 10 metres. There is no conflict.
Hon Tom Helm: That is not the answer you gave him the first time he asked the
question.
The PRESIDENT: Qrder! I do not know whether this has anything to do with the Bill.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is pretty peripheral, but I thought it proper to bring it forward
because the ball is in Hon Bob Thomas' court. I am waiting for him to provide me with
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survey data that will prove or disprove his claim that there is spoil on someone's
property. If he is able to establish that we may be able to do something about iL The
only positive thing that has come out of today's debate is that the Opposition in the main
has said it supports the Bill.
Hon T.G. Rudler: Reluctantly.
Hon GEORGE CASH: We cannot put 'reluctantly" next to the Opposition's vote in
Mansard. As Hon Tom Butler did not make much of a contribution to the debate, not
much will appear against his name anyway, apart from a few interjecuions.
Hon N.D. Griffiths: They were good interjections too.
The PRESIDENT: Order! There are no good interjections at this hour of the night.
Hon GEORGE CASH: We have another Bill to deal with after this; that was the
agreement.
One of the things that is necessary to put in place is the parliamentary committee that is
required under clause 22 of the Bill. The Premier spoke to me the other day and
indicated that Hon Geoff Gallop, who was handling the Bill on behalf of the Opposition
in another place, was keen to provide names of Opposition members to serve on that
committee. There will be a need to move for the establishment of that committee next
week; that is assuming the Bill is agreed to. If it is not agreed to we will throw it out and
will not need to worry too much about the committee, If the Bill goes to the Legislation
Committee to be reviewed it certainly will not be to review one clause; it will be referred
to review every clause. If the Bill passes through the House we must act fairly swiftly to
establish the parliamentary committee, otherwise we will lose another few weeks. I want
it placed on the record that it is not my intention to lose time at all. The Bill should be
progressed through the House as expeditiously as possible so that we can get on with the
job and have the Commission on Government set up and reporting as soon as it can to the
Government. I thank members for their support.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Referral to Legislation Comitee
HON J.A. COWDELL (South West) [2.45 an]: I move -

That the Bill be referred to the Legislation Committee.
I do so on the basis of the Opposition's grave concerns, as previously stated, about the
impact of clause 5(a) on the stated purpose and intent of the Commission on Government
Bill.
HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) (2.46 am]: I
had an indication that the Government was not prepared to allow this.
Hon George Cash: Not in respect to clause 5(a), but for the whole Bilt.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I make the suggestion to the Leader of the House that this matter
could perhaps be resolved in the way that is acceptable to the mover, whereby clause
5(a), which I understand is the significant problem, is considered by the Legislation
Committee subsequent to this Bill being passed,
Hon J.A. Cowdell: My motion does not refer to clause 5(a); it just refers to the Bill per
se.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [2.47 am]: I make
the point that the Government was keen to have this matter dealt with as expeditiously as
possible. However. Hon John Cowdell has indicated that he believes the Bill as a whole
should be referred to the Legislation Committee. If that is agreed to by the House, I give
the warning that there is no time limit set for the Bill to be returned to this House. It is
the intention of the Government at this stage to sit next week, and it is my intention to not
sit past Thursday of next week. I hope that if the Opposition wants to send the Bill to the
Legislation Committee it understands the consequences that clearly attach to that. If the
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Opposition is insistent on the Bill going to the Legislation Committee, the committee will
be required to consider every clause and report back. The Government therefore supports
the proposition.
Question put and passed.

MOTION - ORDER OF THE DAY No 8 BE TAKEN BEFORE No 4
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [2.A8 amn): I
move -

That Order of die Day No 8 be taken before Order of the Day No 4.
HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) (2.49 am]: I ask the Leader of the House
why he wants the House to debate Order of the Day No 8 and leave out Orders of the Day
Nos 5 and 6 in particular - the Pilbara Energy Project Agreement Bill and the Iron Ore
(Mount Newman) Agreement Amendment Bill. Those Bills are required to be passed so
that a pipeline can be built from Dampier to Port Hedland to aid in the construction of a
power station. It is a matter of some concern for those of us who live in Port Hedland
that a power station and pipeline be built. The Leader of the House has stated that that is
needed and is welcomed by die Government. The Leader of the House has explained that
we need to change the order of matters on the Notice Paper, and for the most part
members on this side of the House agree to those changes being made. I ask this
question because those Bills are at the third reading stage. There is no indication from
members opposite that they object to those Bills being read for the third time. There is
some concern from the citizens of Pont Hedland and those people who are concerned
about the development of this project in the north west, and there is also some concern
from BHP that this Government may be punishing BHiP for what it perceived to be a
slight during the last election campaign. Would the Leader of the House explan the
reasn that he wants to deal with Order of the Day No 8 before Orders of the Day Nos 5
and 6?
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [2.51 am]: The
reason I have not moved the third reading of Order of the Day Nos 5 and 6, the Pilbara
Energy Project Agreement Bill 1993 and the Iron Ore (Mount Newman) Agreement
Amendment Bill 1993. is that I am awaiting the receipt and introduction of the third of
this trilogy of Bills which we talked about the other day. That Bill, entitled the Iron Ore
Processing (BHP Minerals) Agreement Bill 1994, will put into effect the new agreed
combined obligations in regard to the Marillana Creek, McCarney's Monster and Mount
Goldsworthy Agreement Acts. Until that Bill comes into this House, it would not be
prudent to have chose other Bills read a third rime. It is no trick with cards or anything
like that.
Hon Tom Helm: Is that a Bill to amend agreement Acts?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes. I believe it will amend the agreement Acts, but it is very
much part of that trilogy of Bills. Two of those Bills are before the House We are
waiting on the third Bill, and once that is introduced we will obviously clear our
commitments.
Question put and passed.

INTERPRETATION AMENDMENT (AUSTRALIA ACTS) BILL

Second Reading
Order of the Day read for the resumption of debate from 14 December 1993.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon N.F. Moore (Minister for Education).

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE - SPECIAL
On macion by Hon George Cash (Leader of the House), resolved -

That the House at its rising adjourn until Tuesday, 5 April 1994.
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ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE - ORDINARY
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metrpolitan - Leader of the House) [2.54 am]: 1
move -

Thai the House do now adjourn.
Adjournent Debate - Newton, Mark, Government Consultant, Report Inquiry

HON JOHN HALDEN (South Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [2.54 am]: I
have advised the Minister for Transport that I intend to make this statement. I accept the
answer given by the Minister to my questions concerning his awareness or otherwise of
reports to Stateships from its agents in south east Asia about comments made by
Mr Mark Newton while in Asia. The Minister should be aware of his consultant's
actions; nevertheless. I accept that he may not be. The fact remains that we have reason
to believe that a report exists which did advise Stateships that the Minister's consultant
told Stateships' agents that none of the 12 proposals submitted to the Minister in his call
for proposals about the management takeover of Stateships will work; he will
recommend that the Minister reissue a tender invitation; he is now talking to the unions
to soften the impact when foreign crews are engaged in place of Australian crews; and he
considers that a contributing factor to Stateships' predicament is too much interference
by politicians.
If the Minister is not aware of this serious situation, I ask earnestly that he undertake to
seek that information from Stateships. If he does not do so and cannot assure the House
subsequently that he has properly investigated this matter, he will have failed in his duty
to the people of Western Australia. If the Minister does find that such a report exists, he
should immediately launch an investigation into the issues raised by the Asian agents. It
is necessary to assure the public that the tender evaluation and review process has not
been corrupted in the manner suggested in the report. It is necessary that the Minister
demonstrate that he is totally divorced from any impropriety that may exist in this matter.
It is necessary for the Minister to show that private companies that submitted proposals in
good faith have not been compromised and/or betrayed by the actions of either the
Western Australian Government or Mr Newton as its paid consultant. In each of these
cases, there may be a reasonable explanation. Howeve, it now rests with the Minister to
demonstrate that no corrupt or improper deals have taken place in the consideration of
Stateships' future operations.

Adjournment Debate -Private Health Insurance, Breast Cancer Cases, Eanouth
HON P.11. LOCKYER (Mining and Pastoral) [2.57 am]: Last night, I brought to the
attention of the House the situation of two ladies in Exnmouth. One of those ladies had
basic Hospital Benefits Fund cover and the other had Medicare cover. I was contacted
today by Mr Keith Woollaxd. the State President of the Australian Medical Association,
who has been most helpful, and the State Manager of the Hospital Benefits Fund, and I
was advised that those two patients went to different hospitals. One patient went to St
Anne's Mercy Hospital and the other went to Osborne Park Hospital. 'The medical fee
for one operation was $1 120 and the gap insurance was only $118. I made it very clear
last night that I was not reflecting on the doctors whatsoever. I was not referring to the
doctors' fees. I was referring to the ludicrous situation where two ladies had the same
operation and the one who had private health cover received a massive bill. I understand
that some efforts are being made by HEF and by Dr Woollard. to try to overcome this
situation.

Adjournment Debate - Newton, Mark, Government Consultant, Report Inquiry
HON E.i. CHARLTON (Agricultural - Minister for Transport) [2.59 am]: I want to
respond to the comments attributed by Hon John Halden to a Stateships' agent.
Hon John Halden: As a general term.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It has been reported that Mr Mark Newton, who is the consultant
to me as Minister for Transport on the future of Stateships, made some comments about
12 submissions that were put forward by the private sector. A number of points need to
be acknowledged. I will check them out so that the Leader of the Opposition has no
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doubt about what was said. I will attempt to get an indication from all the parties about
what transpired. The relevant points must be understood. First, the consultant has had
discussions with a range of people. As mentioned in answers to questions over the last
couple of days, I receive a weekly report from the consultant. Currently I have in my
possession a list of people whom Mr Newton has contacted over the last few weeks. I do
not have an update of that list but he has met with people in Singapore and other parts of
South East Asia that he has visited. I have ye: to receive that report. The Leader of the
Opposition and other members will agree that when a person acts as a consultant and, in
this case, discusses the operations of Stateships - its likely future operations as well as
past operations - it is likely that a number of questions and answers will flow, as a
consequence of the very nature of the consultant's area of contract. That is, he is talking
about the future of Stateships with many people and receiving information about what
they desire and require, whether they are supportive of those operations and whether they
will use the services in future. All of these matters would be discussed in some form or
other. As part of that process, 12 expressions of interest have been received from
organisations. These are not tenders. The Department of Transport task force will go
back to those people to get more specific details to determine the range of matters upon
which the Government will make a decision. That decision will be based on the
preparedness, and the manner of involvement of the 12 organisations. As I mentioned
yesterday although I have not seen the expressions of interest, I am advised that they vary
between an interest in the current operation and a complete takeover.
Hon John Halden: We could always give you our copy of that report.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: A great deal of concern has been expressed about the lease
arrangements with Westpac Bank. That will have some bearing on the cost structure for
the Government and any operator who seeks to take over Stateships. This is a significant
issue. Perhaps it is the greatest single issue relating to the lease situation. I will check
out the situation. I will ensure that the Leader of the Opposition understands that when
he talks about corrupt acts, or misleading the House, or any other phrases in that vein he
should think about the context in which Mr Newton spoke. I do not have any of the
submissions by people wishing to operate Stateships under these proposals. Mr Newton
could be right, not that that will have any bearing on what the Government may do.
Mr Newton will submit weekly reports until his term ends. He will later make a final
report which will include a number of recommendations.
Hon John Halden: He has already done that in Asia.
Hon EJ. CHIARLTON: He can say what he likes. He will put a certain point of view in
his discussions and people can take that point of view how they like. Finally, he will
make recommendations to me, as other consultants do. The Government will make a
decision.
Hon John Halden: Mr Newton is suggesting that there should be a consortium of two or
three of the 12 bidders. I do not think the Government has agreed to that.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Absolutely not.
Hon John Halden: Mr Newton has the impression that will happen. The Minister needs
to look into these matters.
Hon El. CHIARLTON: It will not make any difference. The Government will make its
decision at the appropriate time. That decision will be based on information gathered not
only by Mr Newton but also by the Department of Transport task force which is currently
interviewing the 12 organisations. I am monitoring the situation. He has made
comments to mec regarding input by various people round the State. Mr Newton has
looked into the Wesipac Bank lease arrangements and made a number of comments, in
which I am sure members will be interested at the end of the day.
Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 3.06 am (Thursday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

HEALTH DEPARTMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - CENTRAL
WHEATBELT HEALTH REGION, UNSPENT FUNDS

1552. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Health:
(1) Is it coret that the central wheatbelt health region did not expend all of

the funds allocated in the 1992-93 financial year?
(2) If so -

(a) what was the amount unspent;
(b) which program(s) did the amount relate to;
(c) why was the money not used as planned, and
(ci) were the surplus funds reallocated in the region's 1993-94 budget?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) (a) $396 100 of which $136 500 was committed to incomplete capital

projects and carried over into the following financial year.
(b) Commitment carried over $136 500

Corporate discretionary spending $50 000
Mental health program $209 500

(c) Funding arrangements for health delivery units are managed on a
cash basis and it is difficult to expend funds to the last dollar.
Funds were held in reserve to meet a projected unfavourable
hospital budgetary outcome. At the end of April, the region
received notification of funding allocation adjustments which
effectively reduced the unfavourable. year end projected overrun.
The timing of the allocation adjustment meant that the initiatives
in mental health which could be activated, did not incur significant
expenditure. In conjunction with this, an improved projection of
hospital budgets resulted in an unexpected favourable outcome. I
am sure the member would join with me in condemning the
practice of "spending up" to meet budget.

(di) Carry over commitnents of $136 000 were reallocated.
SCHOOLS - CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIS; AUTISM

Enrolment and Staffing
1554. Hon J.A. COWDELL to the Minister for Education:

(1) What is the level of enrolment and staffing for the 1994 school year in
each of the schools providing services for children with disabilities?

(2) What consideration has been given to the difficulty experienced by
students with autism?

(3) What consideration has been given to the problems faced by parents of
children with disabilities who are unable to get a school placement?

(4) Is the Minister aware of the needs of children with autism?
(5) Is the Minister aware of the stress on families and school staff in coping

with the daily management and support of children with autism?
Hon NEF. MOORE replied:
(1) [See paper No 1222.J
(2) The Education Department's policy and guidelines on the education of

students with autism outlines the educational services available to assist
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these students. The Education Department has a range of education
support facilities which cater for the educational needs of students with
ausm. It is generally accepted that some 75 per cent of these students
have an associated intellectual disability and special placement is provided
to best meet the individual needs of the student. A smaller number of
students with autism are enrolled in regular schools. To support students,
a specialist visiting teacher goes to those schools to assist staff with the
understanding of each student's needs and disabilities, curriculum
modifications, advice on behavioural management and teaching
techniques and appropriate materials. The visits are conducted as soon as
possible after notification of a student's enrolment or earlier if it is known
that a student will be enrolling in a regular school. Ongoing advice is also
available on request.
At the preprimary level, most students with autism are enrolled in their
local preprimary. There are early childhood - education support - advisers
who visit preprimaries where students with disabilities are enrolled.
School psychologists and senior school psychologists are available
through district offices to also offer assistance on request. Where
necessary, additional teacher aide support can be allocated to the regular
school to assist in the management of students with autism.

(3) The Education Department has educational provision available for all
school age students with disabilities and is not aware of any students with
disabilities unable to attend school.

(4)-(5)
Yes. The Education Department's special provisions outlined above
support schools and teachers. Parents axe offered support in collaboration
with other Government and non-government organisations offering
services to students with autism and their parents.

STATE TAXATION DEPARTMENT - DIESEL FUEL EXEMPTION
CERTIFICATE, REIMBURSEMENT REFUSAL

1557. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Finance:
(1) Can the Minister say if the State Taxation Department has refused

reimbursement to those receiving a diesel fuel exemption certificate?
(2) If yes, when and by whom was this decision made?
(3) Was independent legal advice sought as to the effect of this decision on

existing applicable law?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Since October 1992, by the Commissioner of State Taxation.
(3) 'Yes.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN TURF CLUE - NON-TOTALISATOR AGENCY
BOARD CLUBS. AFFILIATION

Business Plan for Country Racing; Clubs Closure

1560. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:
(1) How many non-Totalisator Agency Board clubs are affiliated with the

Western Australian Turf Club?
(2) Of these clubs how many supported the business plan for country racing

released in November 1993 and how many rejected the business plan?
(3) What is the Government's view of the business plan?
(4) How does the Government view the action taken by the Western
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Australian Turf Club in closing the Narrogin and York-Beverley clubs as
part of its implementation of the business plan?

(5) Is it correct that the only justification for closing the Narrogin and York-
Beverley clubs is to release additional midweek race dates for city racing
interests?

(6) Is the Minister satisfied that the closure of these two clubs is consistent
with Government promises to enhance decentralisation and improve
opportunities for country people?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1) There are 31 thoroughbred racing clubs registered with the Western

Australian Turf Club under local rule of racing number 14. The clubs
are -

Ashburton Race Club
Broome Turf Club
Carnarvon Race Club
Collie Race Club
Dongara-Irwin Race Club
East Gascoyne Racing Club
Esperance Bay Turf Club
Exmouth Race Club
Junction Race Club
Kimberley Goldfields Amateur Jockey Club
Kojonup Polo and Polocrosse Club
Kununurra Race Club
Laverton Race Club
Leinster Racing Club
Leonora Racing Club
Marble Bar Amateur Race Club
Meekatharra Race Club
Mingenew Turf Club
Moora Race Club
Mt Magnet Race Club
Newman Turf Club
Norseman Turf Club
Nor-West Jockey Club
Pingrup Race Club
Port Hedland Turf Club
Walkaway Turf Club
West Kimberley Turf Club
Wiluna Picnic Race Club
Wittenoom Gorge Race Club
Wyndham Turf Club
Yalgoo Jockey Club

(2) Not known.
(3) The Government is yet to receive formal advice from the Western

Australian Turf Club on the adoption or otherwise of any business plan for
country racing.

(4) It is the Government's understanding that these decisions were made
independently of the report prepared by the consultant on a possible
business plan for country racing.

(5) No.
(6) The Western Australian Turf Club has advised that decisions regarding the

allocation of race dates to country racing clubs are made on factors such
as the condition of the tracks, and associated costs to upgrade, the
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profitability of race meetings, the level of local support, the number of
trainers in the areas and the support from local councils. Decisions are
also made in the context of ensuring that profitable country clubs axe not
deprived of resources in order to prop up less profitable ventures. When
considered in the context of the overall needs. of the State, it may be
argued that this approach is not inconsistent with the Government's
objectives regarding decentralisation and improved oppontunities for
country people.

GOVERNMENT PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE - GERALDTON PROPOSAL
1562. Hon IM~ CHANCE to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:

(1) What will be the specific role of the proposed Government public
relations office in Geraldion?

(2) Will similar offices to promote the Government be established in other
regional centres?

(3) If so. which regional centres have been targeted?
(4) What is the estimated establishment cost and annual operating cost of the

proposed Government public relations office in Ceraldton?
(5) Has the Premier considered whether'this sum may have been more

effectively spent in controlling Ceraldton's crime wave?

(6) Will the Government promotion office in Geraldton be funded from the
existing Government Media Office budget or will additional funds be
allocated for this purpose?

IHon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Premier has provided the following reply -

(1) The media and public relations consultant will be responsible for
providing media services to the Government, including monitoring
and assisting with ministerial requirements in Geraldion and the
mid west region.

(2) Not planned at this stage.
(3) Not applicable.
(4).-(5) The contract price of $40 000, plus costs, is all inclusive. It is part

of the Government's policy of using the private sector where the
service can be provided more cheaply than by Government. The
member would be aware that the Government closed the Geraldton
office of the ministry of the mid west which had a staff of three
including a media officer. As a result of these considerable
savings the Government will be able to provide a better service for
far less cost.

(6) From the existing GMO budget.
CHILD WELFARE DEPARTMENT - CHILDREN AT CLONTARF,

CASTLEDARE, BINDOON AND FAIRBRIDGE
Slow Educational Progress, Director's Letter

1565. Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT to the Minister for Education:
(1) Did the Director, Child Welfare Division, write to the Director of

Education, Doctor T.L. Robinson, in a letter 5 19/52 dated 30 August
1954, expressing concern at the slow educational progress of certain
children at Clontarf, Castledare, Bindoon and Fairbridge?

(2) Did the Director of Education ask for the matter to be discussed at a
forthcoming superintendent's conference?
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(3) Was the matter duly discussed at such a conference?
(4) If so, what was the date of t conference?
(5) Were any resolutions determined at the conference?
(6) If so, what were they?
Hon NPF. MOORE replied:.
(1) A search of Education Department of Western Australia records did not

locate the letter referred to.
(2)-(6) Records relating to this matter cannot be located.

SAFErYINE - PRINTING DETAILS
1628. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for

Labour Relations:
(1) Who printed the magazine Saferyline, a practical guide to occupational

health, safety and rehabilitation, No 21, February 1994?
(2) What was the cost?
(3) If State Print was not used, why was it not used?
(4) If it was not used, was it asked to render?
(5) If it was asked to tender, what price did it tender?
(6) What price was tendered by the printer?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Scott Four Colour Print
(2) $8 405 - 24 page edition.
(3) State Print was unsuccessful in the tender process.
(4) Yes.
(5) $10 578 per 28 page edition.
(6) $10 3 10 per 28 page edition.
HERITAGE COUNCIL OF WESTERN A USTRALIA - PRINTNG DETAILS

1630. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for
Heritage:
(1) Who printed the magazine Heritage Council of Western Australia, annual

report 19932
(2) What was the cost?
(3) If State Print was not used, why was it not used?
(4) If it was not used, was it asked to render?
(5) If it was asked to tender, what price did it tender?
(6) What price was tendered by the printer?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:.

The Minister for Heritage has provided the following response -

(1) State Print.
(2) The cost quoted for a print run of 500 was $4 190. Thc final

invoice has not yet been received,
(3)-(4)

Not applicable.
(5)-(6) See answer to question (2).
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CREATING THE PUBLIC REALM PUBLIC ARCHITECTURE IN WESTERN
AUSTRALIA: 1890-2000 - PRINTING DETAILS

1636. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for
Works:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Hon

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Who printed the magazine Creasing she Public Realm Public Architecture
in Western Austrralia: 1890-2000?
What was the cost?
If State Print was not used, why was it nor used?
If it was not used, was it asked to tender?
If it was asked to tender, what price did it render?
What price was tendered by the printer?

PETER FOSS replied:
State Print.
$32 200.
Not applicable.
The publication is a joint project between the Library Information Service
of WA, State Print and the Building Management Authority. Therefore
tenders were not called. State Print has underwritten the printing of the
publication to the amount of $32 200, This amount will be recouped
through sales.

(5)-(6)
Not applicable.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELFARE COMMISSION - JOINT
ANNUAL REPORT, PRINTING DETAILS

1648. Hon N.D. GRIFFTI-S to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for
Labour Relations:
(1) What was the cost of the printing of the document occupational Health,

Safety and Welfare Commission and Department of Occupational Health,
Safety Welfare of Western Australia, 1992-93, joint annual report?

(2) Why was State Print not used?
(3) Was State Print asked to tender, and if so what was its tender?
(4) Was Scott Four Colour Print asked to tender, and if so what was its

tender?
(5) Was anyone else asked to tender and if so what was its tender?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Thie total cost of designing and printing the joint 1992-93 annual report of

the Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Commission and Department
of Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare was $9 230.

(2) General dissatisfacton with the quality of the product provided on
previous occasions.

(3) No.
(4) Yes, and the render was $9 230.
(5) Yes, there were thre additional tenders as follows: Company A, $10 859;

company B, $9 250; company C, $17 675.
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WORKERS' COMPENSATION AND REHABILITATION AMENDMENT ACT -
ADVISERS OUTSIDE PUBLIC SERVICE; PAYMENTS

1660. Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for
Labour Relations:
(1) Who outside of the Public Service of Western Australia advised the

Government with respect to the Workers' Compensation and
Rehabilitation Amendment Act 1993?

(2) In each case what were they paid, what was the hourly rate and what, if
any, fringe benefits were provided to thenm?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) (a) Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Commission

(b) Baker & McKenzie - solicitors
(c) Parker & Parker - solicitors
(d) Mr Rod Chapman
(e) Mr Max Trenorden, MLA

(2) (b,) (i) $67 359
(ii) $135/br
(iii) Air fare and accommodation costs are included in the total

figure.
(c) $2 790.
(d) $10000.

SCHOOLS - CLOSURES
Lists

1662. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister far Education:
(1) How many lists of possible school closures has the department developed

since 1993 and on what dates?
(2) Did the Minister know and/or request that the department prepare a list/s

of schools for possible closure?
(3) When does the Government expect to announce the list of possible school

closures for 1995?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1) No definitive school closure list exists.
(2) The Minister is aware of the work of the school rationalisation unit but has

not requested that a definitive school closure list be prepared and nor is he
aware that such a list exists.

(3) No Government school will close under the rationalisation process unless
the majority of parents of students at that school agree.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - SPECIALIST SUBJECT SUPERINTENDENTS,
REINSTATEMENT

1695. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
Have specialist subject superintendents been reinstated to supervise and
coordinate the delivery of education services in their curriculum areas or
is there any current proposal to do so?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
Not at this time, although it is my view that there may be considerable
merit in their future appointment.
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EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - 'EDUCATIONAL SERVICES REVIEW"
1696. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Is there currently an educational services review in progress?
(2) If so, when is it due to report?
Hon NEF. MOORE replied:
(1) No; however, the member is encouraged to read the Vickery report, which

addressed issues relating to the structure of the education and training
system in Western Australia.

(2) Not applicable.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDENTS TRAINING

AS TEACHERS
Course Selectzion through Career Guidance Commnencing Year 9

1697. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
(1) Does the Government provide scholarships to encourage our best young

students to train as teachers?
(2) If yes, how many?
(3) Does the department provide appropriate course selection through career

guidance programs commencing in year 9 to a students?
Hon N.E. MOORE replied:
(1) Not at this time, although it is hoped that as funds become available, these

scholarships will be provided&
(2) Not applicable.
(3) Yes, through career education programs for years 8 to 12 students.

TAFE - AUTONOMOUS COMMISSION, ESTABLISHMENT
1701. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:-

Has the autonomous TAPE Commission been established?
Hon NY. MOORE replied:

A peak level State training board has been established instead of a TAPE
commission, to provide the focus for industry input to the strategic
directions of the State training system, including TAPE. I refer the
member to the "Review of Education and Training" July 1993 and the
recommendations contained therein.

UNIVERSITIES - ENDOWMENT LAND FOR MURDOCH, CURTIN, EDITH
COWAN

1703. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Education:
Has the Government provided endowment land to Murdochi, Curtin and
Edith Cowan Universities?

Hon NY. MOORE replied:
No, although the issue is being assessed by the Education Policy and
Coordination Bureau.

ELECT'ORATE OFFICES - MOORE, HON NORMAN, KARRATHA CITY
SHOPPING CENTRE. AREA, RENTAL AND LEASE EXPIRY DATE

17 16. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Leader of the House representing the Premier
In relation to the electorate office leased on behalf of Hon Norman Moore
in the Karratha City Shopping Centre, can the Premier advise -

(a) she area in square metres;
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(b) the gross rental; and
(c) expiry date of die lease?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
The Premier has provided the following reply-
(a) 103.83 square mets.
(b) $42585.
(c) 28 February 1997.

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIUP
1726. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Finance:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Committee to Examine Duty Avoidance?
(2) What is the ten of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Committee to Examine Duty

Avoidance?
(4) What are the tnrns of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration was paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1) The Committee to Examine Duty Avoidance ceased operating in 1987.
(2)-(7) Not applicable.

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1727. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Finance:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Land Valuation Tribunal?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Land Valuation Tribunal?
(4) What arm the terms of die appointment of each member?
(5) By wbom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration was paid to each member and the chairman?

U7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1) Mr D. Mossenson.
(2) Thre years.
(3) Mr R.J Priest.
(4) Three years.
(5) Mr Mossenson - the Western Australian Bar Association (Inc); Mr Priest -

Australian Institute of Valuers and Land Economists (Inc).
(6) Chairman - $150 per hour, member - $50 per hour.
U7) Mr Mossenson - 1 July 1986; Mr Priest - 9 September 1986.

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1728. Hon MARK NEVIL.L to the Minister for Finance:

(1) Who is the Cbairman of the State Government Insurance Commission?
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(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the State Government Insurance

Commission?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration was paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first. appointed?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1) Mr Ronald E. Cohen.
(2) Three year term to 30 June 1994.
(3) Mr RE. Cohen, Chairman.

Mr DiJ. Young, Deputy Chairman
Mr WiJ. Brown, commissioner
Ms D.D. Newman, commissioner
Mr (IC. Bond, commissioner
Mr M.E. Wright. commissioner

(4) Mr RE. Cohen, Chairman - appointed for a three year term to 30 June
1994.
Mr D.J Young, Deputy Chairman - appointed for a three year term to
30 June 1994.
Mr W.I. Brown, commissioner - appointed for a thre year term to 30 June
1994.
Ms D.D. Newman, commissioner - appointed for a three year term to
30 June 1994.
Mr G.C. Bond, commissioner - appointed for a three year term to 30 June
1994.
Mr M.E. Wright, commissioner - appointed for a three year term to
30 June 1995.

(5) The Mlinister responsible for the State Government Insurance Commission
under the Labor Government recommended to the Governor the
appointment of each board member.

(6) Chairman - $92 500 per annum; deputy chairman - $45 000 per annum;
commissioners - $35 000 per annum.

(7) Mr R.E. Cohen - Chairman - firs appointed 1 July 1991
Mr DiJ. Young - Deputy Chairman - first appointed I July 1991
Mr WiJ. Brown - commissioner - first appointed I July 1991
Ms D.D. Newman - commissioner - first appointed 1 July 1991
Mr O.C. Bond - commissioner - first appointed 1 July 1991
Mr M.E. Wright - commissioner - first appointed 1 July 1993

BOARDS AND COMMflTfEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1826. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Mines:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Board of Examiners (Coal Mining)?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Board of Examiners (Coal

Mining)?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
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Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
()()Chairman - Mr R.H. Hopkins, no term specified; nominated by statutory

requirement as State Coal Mining Engineer remuneration paid - nil-, date
first appointed 25.8.86.
Members -

Mr V. Rose, no term specified, nominated by statutory appointment as
Senior Inspector remuneration paid - nil; date first appointed 15.3.94.
Mr Kapusniak. no term specified, nominated by Association of Colliery
Management; remuneration paid $108/day o& $73 per half day - not yet
appointed.
Union member - vacant; jointly nominated by Collie combined mining
unions council and Australian Collieries Staff Association, WA branch,
remuneration paid $108/day or $73 per half day.

BOARDS AND COMMIITES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1827. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Mines:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Board of Examiners (Mine Managers and
Underground Supervisors)?

(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Board of Examiners (Mine

Managers and Underground Supervisors)?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) The State Mining Engineer - specifically Mr J.M. Torlach.
(2) No term specified.
(3) Mr D. Collie; Professor D. Spottiswood; Mr B. Eaton; Mr R. Grogan.
(4) No term specified
(5) Mr D. Collie - statutory appointment as Senior Inspector for the State

Professor D. Spoutiswood - nominated by the Principal of die Western
Australian School of Mines
Mr B. Eaton - nominated by the Chamber of Mines and Energy of
Western Australia (Incorporated)
Mr R. Grogan - nominated by the Chamber of Mines and Energy of
Western Australia (Incorporated)

(6) Nil.
(7) Mr Torlach 9 April 1984

Mr Collie 13 December 1984
Prof Spoutiswood 22 January 1992
Mr Eaton 28 October 1991
Mr Grogan 17 January 1989

BOARDS AND COMM1T=ES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1828. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Mines:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Board of Examiners (Quarry Managers)?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
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(3) Who are the committee members of the Board of Examiners (Quarry
Managers)?

(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1)-(7)
Name Term Nominated by Remun- Date

eration First
paid Appointed

Chairman:
Mr J.M. Torlach No term Statutory re- Nil 9.4.84

specified quirement as
State Mining
Engineer

Members:
Mr D. Collie Statutory re- Nil 13.12.84

quirement as
Senior Inspector
of the State

Mr H. Gara Director TAPE 29.3.94
Mr J. McDermott. " Chamber of Mines 25.2.88

& Energy of WA
Mr C. Davis Chamber of Mines " 3 1.5.85

& Energy of WA
BOARDS AND COMM ITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP

1830. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Mines:
(1) Who is the Chairman of the Coal Industry Superannuation Board (replaces

Coal Mine Workers Pension Tribunal)?
(2) What is the term of die appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Coal Industry Superannuation

Board (replaces Coal Mine Workers Pension Tribunal)?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1)-(7) Mr G.R. Gillies, chairman; term three years; appointed by Governor, nil

remuneration; firs: appointed 1.7.90.
Mr G.N. Wood, member (employee rep); term two years; nominated by
Collie Combined Mining Unions Council; remuneration paid - mileage
and travelling (Public Service rates), board remuneration - ievel 2 boards
and committees; first appointed 1.7.90.
Mr M. Pokiywka, member (employee rep); term two years; nominated by
Comle Combined Mining Unions Council; remuneration paid - mileage
and travelling (Public Service rates), board remuneration - level 2 boards
and committees; first appointed 1.7.93.
Mr R.D. Banks, member (employer rep); term two years; nominated by
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Western Collieries Ltd/Griffin Coal Mining Co Pty Ltd. nil remuneration;
first appointed 1.7.90.
Mr S.P. Aspland, member (employer rep); term two years; nominated by
Western Collieries Lid/Griffin Coal Mining Co Pty Ltd; remuneration
paid - mileage and travelling (Public Service rates), board remuneration -
level 2 boards and committees; first appointed 1 .7.90.
Mr P.N. Baughan. member (alternate employer rep); ter one year;
nominated by Western Collieries Lcd/Griffin Coal Mining Co Pty Lid;
remuneration paid - mileage and travelling (Public Service rates), board
remuneration - level 2 boards and committees; first appointed 117.91.
Mr C.F. Pullan, member (alternate employee rep); term one year
nominated by Collie Combined Mining Unions Council; remuneration
paid - mileage and travelling (Public Service rates), board remuneration -
level 2 boards and committees; first appointed 1.7.90.

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1834. Hon MARK NEVfLL to the Leader of the House:

(1) Wbo is the Chairman of the Energy Research Advisory Committee
(MERI WA)?

(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Energy Research Advisory

Committee (MERIWA)?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:

and the chairman?

(1-(7
Name

Chairman:
Mr HiJ. Riley

Members:
Mr T.S. Crawford

Mr R.I. Shand
Mr K.E. Hodgkin

Mr R. Waldock

Dr M.R. Thomnber
Mr A.J. Beaumont
Mr G. Gauci

Assoc Prof
C. Nayar

Mr FJ. Daly

Term Nominated by

Chamber of
3 years Commerce &

Industry of WA

Minister for Mines

Minister for Mines
Minister for Mines
(Energy Policy &
Planning Bureau)
Minister for Mines
(Dept of Commerce
and Trade)
CSIRO
SEC WA
Chamber of Mines
& Energy of WA
Curuin University
of Technology
Chamber of
Commerce &
Industry of WA

Remun-
eration
paid

$97 per
meeting

$73 per
meeting

Nil

Date
First
Appointed
20.6.88

12.9.88

23.4.90
3.12.90

Nil 9.9.91

Nil 20.6.88
Nil 21.12.92
Nil 9.9.91

Nil
$73 per
meeting

4.12.89
20.6.88
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Mr J.A. Appicyard UWA Nil 20.6.88
Dr T. Edwards Murdoch University Nil 20.6.88

BOARDS AND COMMI'IEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1835. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Mines:

(1) Who is the Chairman of t Mine Workers Relief Ac! Appeal Board?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Mine Workers Relief Act Appeal

Board?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member arid the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1) Vacant.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) Vacant.
(4)-(7) Not applicable.

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1836. Hon MARX NEVILL to the Minister for Mines:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Minerals and Energy Research Instituce of
Western Australia Board of Directors?

(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Mnerals and Energy Research

Institute of Western Australia Board of Directors?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:

Name Term Nominated by Remun- Date
eration First
paid Appointed

Chairman:
Dr C.D.Branch 4 years Minister for Mines Nil 15.9.90
Members:
Prof A.B.Billings 4 years Minister for Mnes $2 250 19.7.88

per annum
Mr R.E. Butters Minister for Mines 10 2.8.84
Mr S.R. Baker 3 years Minister for Mines "f 7.12.93

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1837. Hon MARX NEVILL to the Minister for Mines:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Minerals Research Advisory Committee
(MERIWA)?

(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
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(3) Who are the committee members of the Minerals Research Advisory
Committee (MERIWA)?

(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each memnber?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
(1 )-(7)
Name Term Nominated by

Chairman:
Mr J.Roberrs 3 years Minister for Mines

Members:
Prof L.OJones 3 years Minister for Mines
Mr R.W.Bourne WA Cham ber of

Mines & Energy
Dr R. Hill " CSIRO
Assoc Prof D.Muir Murdoch University
Mr W.S.Sashegyi Chamber of

Commerce &
Industry of WA

Mr R.Marshall " Dept of Resources
Development

Dr D. Nairn Minister for Mines
Mr A.E.O'Meara '* Minister for Mines

Prof R.T.Pidgeon " Curtin University
of Technology

Prof C.McA.PowelI UWA
Mr P. Borten " Aust Petroleum

Exploration Assoc.

Rernun- Date
eration First
paid Appointed

$97 per 16.9.81
meeting

Nil 16.9.81
Nil 11.4.88

Nil
Nil
Nil

21.12.92
8.8.92
9.5.88

Nil 10.6.91

Nil 16.9.90
$73 per 5.4.87
meeting

Nil 21.1.87

Nil 4.2.90
Nil 10.6.91

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1842. Hon T.G. BUTLER to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Betting Control Board?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Betting Control Board?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1) Permanent head of the Office of Racing and Gaining - Barry A. Sargeant.
(2) Ex officio.
(3) (i) Keith G. Shiinmon

(ii) Ross Cooper
(iii) R.C. (Bob) Pearson
(iv) R.A. (Bob) Jones
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(v) Ken Norquay
(4) Terms expire -

(i)-(ii) 5.11.96
(iii)v

30.11.94
(5) (i) Minister for Racing and Gaming

(ii) WA Bookmakers Association
(iii) WA Turf Club
(iv) WA Trotting Association
(v) WA Greyhound Racing Association

(6) As the chairnan is an ex officio member, no fee is paid. Members - $108
per full day or $73 per half day.

(7) Chairman - 1992
(i) 1990
(ii) 1994
(iii) 1993
(iv) 1989
(v) 1993

BOARDS AND COMMrlES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1843. Hon T.G. BUTLER to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Burswood Park Technical Committee?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Burswood Park Technical

Committee?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) W/hat remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hlon MAX EVANS replied:

The Burswood Park Technical Committee was established to consult with
and advise the Burswood Park Board and Burswood Resort (Management)
Limited in relation to the development of the resort site. The members'
terms have expired and the committee has lapsed.

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1844. Hon TOG. BUTLER to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Gaming Commission of Western Australia?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Gaming Commission of Western

Australia?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1) Executive director of the Office'of Racing and Gaming - Barry A.

Sargeant.
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(2) Ex officio.
(3) (i) Mary M. McComish

(ii) Keith G. Shiznmon
(iii) Chairman, Lotteries Commission of WA - Lloyd Stewart

(4) Terms expire -
(i) 27.10.95
(ii) 13.12.96
(iii) ex officio

(5) (i)-(ii) Minister for Racing and Gaming
(iii) ex officio

(6) Chairman - as an ex, officio appointment, no fee is paid.
Members - $6 000 per annum.

(7) Barry Sargeant - November 1992
Mary McComish - October 1992
Keith Shimmon - November 1990
Lloyd Stewart - March 1994

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHWP
1845. Hon T.G. BUTLER to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Lotteries Commission?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairrman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Lotteries Commission?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1) Mr Uloyd Stewart.
(2) Three years.
(3) New members - Mr Frank Montgomery; Mrs Jennifer Rogers; Mrs Anne

Griffiths. Existing member - Mr Tom Bateman. Mr Bateman's term
expires in October 1994.

(4) Three years.
(5) The Minister for Racing and Gaming appoints the members of the

Lotteries Commission.
(6) Chairman - $12 000 per annum; $600 for expenses per annum.

Commission - $6 000 per annum.
(7) The new chairman and new members were appointed to the Lotteries

Commission on 25 March 1994. Mr Tom Bateman was appointed to the
Lotteries Commission in October 1986.

BOARDS AND COMMI=rES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1846. Hon T.G. BUTLER to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Racecourse Development Trust?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Racecourse Developmaent Trust?
(4) What are the terms of dhe appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
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(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1) Hon Tom McNeil.
(2) Term expires - 31.7.94.
(3) G.E.T. (Ted) Ellis

Ramon D. Warren
Chris Rt. Pyc
Peter Battle
R. Keith Williams
Executive Director, Office of Racing and Gaming, Barry Sargeant

(4) The terms of office ofall committee members expire on 3 1.7.94.
(5) Hon Tom McNeil

G.E.T. (Ted) Ellis
Ramion D. Warren
Chris R. Pye
Ikter Battle

Rt. Keith Williams
Barry A. Sargeant

(6) Chairman -$145 per full
Members - other than ex

(7) Hon Tom McNeil
a.E.T. (Ted) Ellis
Ramon D. Warren
Chris Rt. Pye
Peter Battle
R. Keith Williams
Barry A. Sargeant

nominated by Minister for Racing and Gaming
nominated by Minister for Racing and Gaming
nominated by the WA Turf Club
nominated by the WA Tinning Association
nominated by die WA Turf Club to represent
country racing
WA Country Trotting Association
ex officio
day; $97 per half day.
officio members - $108 full day; $73 half day.
January 1990
January 1990
July 1991 (as a deputy 1988)
July 1989
February 1991
February 1991
November 1992

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES - CHAIRMAN; MEMBERSHIP
1847. Hon T.G. BUTLER to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Totalisator Agency Board?
(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairman?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Totalisamor Agency Board?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1) Roger Hussey.
(2) Term expires 1. 1.96.
(3) Executive Director, Office of Racing and Gaming - Barry Sargeant

General Manager, Totalisator Agency Board.- Merv Hill
Ramon D. Warren
Allan J. Young
Eve M. Russell
Raymond B. Bennett
John F. Higgins
Alf Da Re
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(4) Terms of appointment of all members, apart from ex officio members,
expire on 1.1.96.

(5) Roger Hussey nominated by the Minister for Racing and Gaming
Barry Sargeant ex officio
Menv Hill ex officio
Ramion Warren WA Turf Club
Allan Young Conference of Country Racing Association
Eve Russell WA TAB Agents Association
Raymond Bennett WA Greyhound Racing Association
John Higgins Conference of Country Trotting Association
Alf Da Re WA Trotting Association

(6) Chairman - $20 000 per annum; members $3 750 per annum.- non-
government.

(7) Roger Hussey October 1993
Barry Sargeant November 1992
Merv Hill May 1991
Ramon Warren December 1993
Allan Young December 1993
Eve Russell May l988
Raymond Bennett December 1993
John Higgins May 1988
AiffDa Re October 1989

BOARDS AND COMMITEES - CHAIRMAN: MEMBERSHIP
1848. Hon T.G. BUTLER to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:

(1) Who is the Chairman of the Western Australian Greyhound Racing
Association?

(2) What is the term of the appointment of the chairnan?
(3) Who are the committee members of the Western Australian Greyhound

Racing Association?
(4) What are the terms of the appointment of each member?
(5) By whom was each person nominated?
(6) What remuneration is paid to each member and the chairman?
(7) When was each member first appointed?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:
(1) Raymond Barry Bennett.
(2) Term expires 1.6.96.
(3) Daryl John Gore

Peter Thomas
Douglas West
David Vincent Simonette

(4) Terms expire -
Raymond Bennett 1.6.96
Daryl Gore 1.6.95
Peter Thomas 1.6.96
Douglas West 1.6.94
David Sinionente 1.6.95

(5) All members appointed by the Minister for Racing and Gaming.
(6) Chairman - $7 500 per annum, plus $60 expense of office allowance.

Members -$3 750 per annum.
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(7) Raymond Bennett June 1993
Daryl Gore June 1992
Peter Thomas June 1993
Douglas West June 1992
David Simonette June 1992

DYING PERSONS - CARE OF, GUIDELINES INTRODUCTION
1872. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Health:

(1) Is the Minister proposing to soon introduce guidelines for the care of the
dying?

(2) If yes, how soon?
(3) Are the guidelines to be identical to chose operating in New South Wales?
(4) Will the Minister undertake to put any proposed guidelines out for

consultation with people involved in palliative care and those workdig in
hospices for the dying before they are implemented?

(5) Is it intended that these guidelines will apply to both public and private
facilities for the dying?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Yes. I have established a joint working party of the Health Department

and the Law Society of Western Australia to draft guidelines on the
management of terminally ill patients. The AMA, ANE and Crown Law
Department are also represented on the working party.

(2) The first meeting of the working party took place 8 February 1994, and
the members are currently considering the drafting of guidelines based on
the model produced by the NSW Health Department.

(3) The working party is yet to recommend the final form of the guidelines.
(4) Yes. The working party will circulate draft guidelines to all interested

paties for comment before making its final recommendations.
(5) The working party has not yet made a recommendation. I hope that any

guidelines would apply to both public and private facilities; however, they
are guidelines and therefore private facilities may not wish to adopt them.

HOMESWEST - KIMBERLEY REGION SALES, REAL ESTATE AGENTS,
DIFFICULTIES

1873. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Moinister for Finance representing the Minister for
Housing:
(1) Is the Minister aware that difficulties have been experienced by real estate

agents operating as agents for Homeswesc Sales in the Kimberley region?
(2) What steps will the Minister take to ensure that these difficulties are

immediately addressed and the problems encountered by the agents are
rectified?

Hon MAX EVANS replied:
The Minister for Housing has provided the following reply -

(1) No.
(2) I have asked Homeswest's executive director to provide me with a

full report on the situation for all rental saes in the K~imberley.
DENTAL SERVICES (HEALTH DEPARTMENT) - DENTISTS EMPLOYMENT

School Dental Program; Perth Dental Hospital; Albany Clinic
1874. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Health:

(I) Of the 828 FTEs employed in the dental health area of the H-ealth
Department of Western Australia, how many are assigned to -
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(a) die school dental program; and
(b) the Perth Dental Hospital?

(2) How many dentists are employed by the Penth Dental Hospital in Albany?
(3) For the months of July. August, September, October, November and

December 1993 and January and February 1994, how many dentists were
on duty at the Albany clinic of the Perth Dental Hospital?

(4) Why were those officers on annual leave and long service leave not
replaced by relieving officers?

(5) Is the Minister aware that patients of the clinic in Albany have had
dentists appointments rescheduled to dazes often three months later?

(6) Has the Minister received complaints about the situation at the Albany
clinic?

(7) How does the Minister intend to resolve the problem of increasing waiting
periods before patients receive treatment at the clinic?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) (a) 344 (approx) school dental program; 66 (approx) provision of

services to remote communities;
(b) 418 (approx) Perth Dental Hospital.

(2) 2.0 FTE from Perth Dental Hospital and 0.4 FTE from the school dental
service.

(3) From July to November 2.4 FTE; from December to February 1.3 FIE.
(4) There are no specific relief staff and decisions on the provision of relief

are related to the waiting lists across all clinics. In December the waiting
time at Albany dental clinic was shorter than at all other major clinics.

(5) No.
(6) Only one complaint has been received and this was in the past week.
(7) Ongoing staffing will be provided to ensure the waiting times for

treatment will be kept at or below those of other major clinics.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - CLINICAL

PRIVILEGES COMMIrrE SOUTH WEST REGION, MEMBERSHIP
1875. Hon BOB ThiOMAS to the Minister for Health:

(1) What are the names and official designations of each of the members of
the Clinical Privileges Committee responsible for the south west region?

(2) How are members appointed to the committee?
(3) Is the appointment for a specified period?
(4) What role does the Minister play in appointing the Clinical Privileges

Committee?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:
(1) Elected members - Dr Mary Collins - subregion 1 (Bunbury), general

practitioner Dr James Turnbull - subregion 2 (Collie, Pinjarra. Mandumah,
Harvey, Yarioop), general practitioner, Dr Robert Jarvis (chairperson) -
subregion 3 (Busselton, Margaret River, Augusta, Donnbyrook, Boyup
Brook, Bridgetown, Nannup, Manjimup. Pemberton), general practitioner,
chairperson of medical advisory committee from the hospital where
privileges are being sought (varies depending on the hospital concerned).
Nominated members - Mr Denis H. Thompson, representative of the
Commissioner of Health - medical superintendent Bunbury Regional

1 5752 -12 A
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Hospital; Dr Jon Hitchcock, representative of the Australian Medical
Association (WA branch) - general practitioner.

(2) The three elected members are elected from the appointed medical
practitioners that represent the separate subregional communities and
hospitals. These members are appointed by means of a proposer, seconder
and nominee all of whom are medical practitioners. Voting in the clinical
appointments committee election is by non-preferential secret ballot. The
medical practitioners are eligible to vote for a clinical appointments
committee member from within their own subregion.

(3) The appointment is for a specified period of two years.
(4) The Minister for Health has no input into the appointments.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

BLACKOUT - SEWAGE POLLUTION, SWAN RIVER
1109. Hon SAM PIANTADOSI to the Minister for Finance representing the Minister

for Water Resources:
(1) When did the Minister become aware that last week's power blackout

could result in sewage pollution of the Swan River?
(2) What action did the Minister take on receiving this advice?
(3) At what time or times during the blackout did the Water Authority seek

advice from the State Energy Commission about the expected duration of
the blackout?

(4) What advice did the authority receive from SECWA?
(5) What action did the authority take to protect the river in response to this

advice?
(6) Was the Armagh Street pumping station the only station to discharge

sewage into the Swan or Canning Rivens or their tributaries during the
power blackout?

(7) If not, which other pumping stations polluted these rivers or their
tributaries?

(8) What amount of sewage was released by each station?
(9) Does the Water Authority have truck-mounted generators which can

- provide emergency power to sewage pumping stations?
(10) If so, why were these generators not used to. power the Armagh Street

station during the blackout?
(11) Were emergency generators available at the Armagh Street station the day

after the blackout in case there was another power failure?
(12) If yes, how long did it take to install these generators after the decision

was made?
(13) Why were these generators not installed during the blackout?
(14) Does the Water Authority have documented emergency plans for sewage

pumping stations deprived of electric power or subject to other technical
problems?

(15) If yes, will the Minister table these documented plans?
Hon MAX EVANS replied:

1 thank the member for sonic notice of this question. The Minister for
Water Resources has provided the following reply -
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(1) Approximately 12.30 pm.
(2) immediately called for full derails of what was being done to

contain die sewage overflow.
(3) Ongoing - half hourly.
(4) That power would be restored in two hours - 9.00 am. SEC WA

could not be specific regarding later requests.
(5) Implemented agreed incident management plan with the

Environmental Protection Authority, Swan River Trust and Health
Department Undertook ongoing high level alarm monitoring,
engagement of tankers and mobile generators. Targeted critical
smaller stations for pumping out to tankers or use of mobile
generators. Maximised sewage storage in Armagh Street pumping
station by using stop-gate at outlet

(6) No.
(7) Braunton Swreet in Blackwall Reach Parade, Bicton and High

Road, Lynwood.
(8) Two kilolitres at BlackwaUl Reach and less than one kilolitre at

High Road.
(9) Yes.
(l0)-(13)

They are too small in generating power as Armagh Swreet requires
high amperage and high voltage. This type of mobile unit is not
available.

(14)-(15)
The Water Authority has general procedures and ongoing training
of staff. No specific emergency plans for each station.

MANDURAH - TOWN PLANNING SCHME No IA AMENDMENT 203
REJECTION

1 110. Hon J.A. SCOTIT to the Minister for Health representing the Minister for
Planning:

(1) Is the Minister aware that by approving amendment No 203 to the City of
Mandurab town planning scheme No IA he would be condoning
conditions which many experts believe will threaten the survival of the
Lake Clifton stromatolice community and promoting conditions similar to
those which are causing the death of the Swan Rivet?

(2) If yes, will the Minister reject this amendment immediately?
Hon PETER FOSS replied:

I thank the member for some notice of this question. The Minister for
Planning has provided the following reply -

(1 )-(2)
Amendment No 203 to the City of Mandurah town planning
scheme IA will be determined by the Minister for Planning
following an examination of the recommendation and findings of
both the local council and the State Planning Commission as
required by the provisions of the town planning regulations.

NEWTON, MARK - SOUTH EAST ASIA VISIT, COMMENTS
11I11. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Is the Minister aware of a report to Stateships from its general agents in
South East Asia concering the recent visit by Mr Mark Newton in which
it is alleged Mr Newton stated, inter alia, that -
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(a) none of the 12 proposals submitted will work;
(b) he will recommend the Minister reissue a tender invitation;
(c) now he is talking to the unions to soften the impact when foreign

crew is engaged in place of Australian crew; and
(d) he considers that a contributing factor to Stateships' predicament is

too much interference by politicians?
(2) If yes -

(a) is the Minister a party to the views attributed to Mr Newton;
(b) will the Minister detail reasons as to why a reissuing of tenders is

necessary when firm proposals currently under evaluation have not
been decided upon; and

(c) is the Minister encouraging a rejection of the present private sector
proposals to create an opportunity for Mr Newton's company or
any of his interests?

(3) If no' will the Minister secure and table a copy of the report and any reply
thereto to enable a full scrutiny of the actions and interests of the
Minister's consultant?

Hon E.J CHARLTON replied:
(1 )-(3)

The member has raised a number of points. I am not aware of the specific
detail relating to the comments made by Mr Newton on his return from
South East Asia. I am advised by the Department of Transport that the
proposals received to date are only expressions of interest. They did not
contain sufficient details to draw up a contract.

Hon John Halden: That is not what Price Waterhouse said.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Has the member seen the expressions of interest?
Hon John Halden: Yes.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: From where did the member get them?
Hon John Halden: From the same source - Price Waterhouse.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: A panel was appointed by the Government to assess the

expressions of interest. The organisations concerned have been asked for
more detailed information with a view to possibly being in a position to
enter into a contract of one form or another. The Government will
determine whether that will be by negotiation or tender. With regard to
the member's comment about this being part of a charade in which Mark
Newton was involved, the member should not denigrate people, which is
something he has done in the past.

BOATSHED - LOT 55 SAUNDERS STREET, MOSMAN PARK,
CONSTRUCTION PROPOSAL

1112. Hon J.A. SCOTT to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for
the Environment:

(1) Is the Minister currently considering a proposal to construct a boatshed at
lot 55 Saunders Street, Masman Park which will -

(a) set a very undesirable precedent as it would restrict public access
to this foreshore reserve. a privilege which has been refused to
other residents in the past; and

(b) dredge an area of the river and disturb fish nurseries?
(2) Who is the proponent of this development and is he an acquaintance of the

Minister?
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(3) Has either the Swan River Trust or the Environmental Protection
Authority advised against the construction of this boatshed?

(4) On what basis would die Minister be considering allowing this
development?

Hon NYF. MOORE replied:
I thank the member for seine notice of this question. The Minister for the
Environment has provided the following reply -

(1) The Minister for the Environment is currently considering a
proposal to construct a boatshed at lot 55 Saunders Stet, Mosnian
Park. Since the matter is before the Minister for the Environment I
make no comment on subparagrapbs (a) or (b).

(2) The proponent of the development is A. Bennett and he is the
current owner of the land. The Minister for the Environment and
the proponent are acquainted.

(3) The Swan River Trust has reported to the Minister and the
Environmental Protection Authority has decided to carry out a
formal environmental assessment of the proposal. The level of
assessment has been set at consultative environmental review.

(4) The Minister is still waiting for the report from the EPA and the
Swan River Trust before maiking his recommendation to the
Minister for Planning.

HEALTH (FOOD HYGIENE) REGULATIONS - IN4TRODUCTION REASONS
1113. Hon REG DAVIES to the Minister for Health:

(1) Will the Minister outline the measons for introucing the new Health (Food
Hygiene) Regulations 1993, which come into effect on 1 April 1994?

(2) Will the Minister explain the benefits to the flourishing cottage industry of
these changes, in particular the effects of section 57, which refers to the
handling and preparation of food for sale in residences?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:

The new Health (Food Hygiene) Regulations 1993 have been in
preparation for some 10 years and have come about because of the need to
have a wholesale review of the current regulations, which are substantially
out of date and not easy to understand. The new regulations have been
arrived at over a lengthy period of consultation and present a fairly good
code which will be quite an improvement on the current regulations.
Section 57 is interesting. Under the current regulations, any farm of
domestic food production must comply with the regulations in the same
way that any eating house or other establishment must comply.
Obviously, it has not, and the response in the community has been to
ignore those regulations because that is the only way that the domestic
production of food can be carried out. Generally speaking, local
government has also ignored the regulations, and domestic food
preparation has been tolerated. However, it was believed to be
unsatisfactory not to let people produce food in domestic premises and to
prevent community and charity drives. Therefore, section 57 has been
inserted to make it clear that those activities will be no: just tolerated but
made legal.
Foilowing the first promulgation of those regulations, representations were
made that they were still somewhat restricted, so another amendment was
made. Therefore, the regulations that will come into effect on 1 April will
be more liberal than when they were firs: published. I amn still considering
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whether there should be any further amendments, because we need to have
the appropriate balance between permitting this important cottage industry
in Western Australia and protecting the health of Western Australians. I
have tried to allow a fairly liberal regime so that the Health Department
will have the capacity to rein people in if they are causing a problem but
will not require cottage industries to comply with all of the rules that other
industries should comply with. We will see how the new regulations go.
They will be a big advance on the previous situation, where cottage
industries were totally forbidden to carry out food preparation unless they
complied with the regulations.

Hon Reg Davies: Although they continued to do that for years.
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes, and I suppose ther, is no reason why the same attitude

towards cottage industries should not continue now. These regulations
will not make the situation stricter. They will make the situation easier. It
will be a matter not of toleration, which was the situation in the past, but
of legitimation. I will be willing to listen to any further suggestions about
further legitimation if it is considered that the regime which will now be
set up is still not liberal enough.

NEWTON, MARK - ACCESS TO CONFIDENTIAL PROPOSALS PROM
PRIVATE COMPANIES

1114. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Transport:
(1) Does the Minister stand by his answer in which he claimed that he was not

aware whether Mr Newton had been given access to confidential
proposals from private companies?

(2) If yes, who gave Mr Newton access to the document and on whose
authority?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(1 )-(2)

The response that I gave to the House yesterday is correct. However, I
have established today that the Government review panel that examined
the proposals had provided Mr Newton with details of the proposals. I
had indicated previously that I did not have any objection to Mr Newton
being given access to the proposals lodged by private companies. Any
information contained in the proposals is, of course, subject to the
confidentiality condition in the letter of agreement with Mr Newton. The
panel provided the information to Mr Newton to allow for any input that
might be required from a commercial shipping viewpoint. The
Government review panel has completed its task and the follow-up work
is being undertaken by a Department of Transport review team.

LAND ADMINISTRATIONIDEPARTMBNT OF - LAND SALES, COASTAL
TOWNS NORTH OF PERTH; ADVERTISING COSTS

1115. Hon B.K. DONALDSON to the Minister for Lands:
I have noted with interest recent radio announcements advertising
Department of Land Administration land sales in coastal towns north of
Perth. What was the outcome of these sales and what were the advertising
costs?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
In an effort to take a more aggressive and professional approach to the
marketing of its land, the Department of Land Administration has recently
adopted an accelerated land release program. The radio announcements to
which Hon Bruce Donaldson referred have been part of that program.
Since 18 March, and as at Monday of this week, land sales in the towns of
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Port Denison, Kalbarri, Cervantes, .Jurien, Green React Leeman, Seabird,
Ledge Point and Lancelin have resulted in 100 lots being sold for $3.2m,
and a further 64 lots have been sold at Broome and Kununwmr for $3.4m.
I understand that there is still a high demand for lots the subject of "over-
ike-counter" sales.
The total advertising costs for the accelerated land release program have
been about $54 000. comprising $29 000 for radio advertising, $22 000 for
newspaper advertising and $4 000 for on-site signage. The program to
date has been very successful. In less than a two week period, D01LA has
sold 164 lots at a value of $6.6m as a result of that more aggressive
marketing approach, at a cost of about $54 000. 1 strongly support that
aggressive approach to the marketing of land and will continue to give
DOLA every encouragement to pursue thai initiative so that DOLA will
experience further successes.

NEWTON, MARK - REMUNERATION FROM GOVERNMENT
1116. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Has Mr Newton received any remuneration from the Government?
(2) If yes, what was the amount and for what period?
(3) How much money is outstanding to Mr Newton under his contract?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(1) Yes.
(2)-(3) The consultancy with Mr Newton, which commenced on 1 February 1994,

provides for remuneration of $115 an hour up to a maximum of 40 hours a
week. The consultancy is for a period of two months, with an option to
extend up to 30 June 1994 by mutual agreement. All expenses are paid by
the consultant, with t exception of office accommodation and secretarial
services. However, the bulk of these costs has been met by Mr Newton.
Mr Newton has been paid $15 640 for the period 3 February 1994 to
25 February 1994.

ACTS AMENDMENT (STUDENT GUILDS AND ASSOCIATIONS) BILL -
AMENDMENTS, MINISTER'S UNDERTAKING

1117. Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN to the Minister for Education:
(I) Has the Minister given an undertaking to the presidents of university

student guilds not to deal further with the Acts Amendment (Student
Guilds and Associations) Bill 1993 before the spring session of
Parliament?

(2) If yes, does the Minister intend to honour this undertaking?
(3) If no' what undertakings did the Minister make to the guild presidents on

the timing of the legislation?
(4) Has the Minister made a contrary undertaking to Senator ]an Campbell, as

claimed by Senator Campbell in the Senate last week?
Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(1 )-(4)

I had a meeting last week with the guild presidents firom. all the
universities to discuss the legislation. They had some concerns about
some unintended consequences of the Bill, and I gave an undertaking to
have some work done on amendments to the legislation to overcome the
suggested problems. I said to them that the way the parliamentary session
was working out, it might not be possible to deal with the Bill during this
session.
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Hon Mark Nevili: You could have done it last night.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I gave no indication that it would not happen this session; I

simply said that the way the legislative program was progressing, the
opportunity to deal with the legislation this session might not arise. If that
is the case, the legislation will be progressed during the spring session, If
time is available this session - I hope it is - the Bill will be dealt with then.

Hon John Halden: Presumably without the unintended consequences.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I will bring in the amendments, presuming that the problems

are as claimed.
Hon A.J.G. MacTieman: Did you make a contrary undertaking to Senator

Campbell?
Hon N.E. MOORE: I advised Senator Campbell that the legislation would be

progressed as soon as possible. As with any other piece of legislation, it
must join the queue and wait for its turn to arise. I hope that will happen
this session; if not, it will be dealt with next session.

COLLIE POWER STATION PROJECT - 300 MW
Additional Coal Requirement

1118. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Mines representing the Minister for
Resources Development:

Some notice of this question has been given. Given the Minister's
admission yesterday that the cost of the new 300 MW power station will
be supplied from existing contracts, will the Minister advise the House
how much extra coal, if any, will be mined from Collie as a consequence
of the new station?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I thank the member for some notice of the question. The Minister for
Resources Development has provided the following reply -

If Collie is supplied from existing contracts, the State Energy Commission
of Western Australia will require additional coal for use at Kwinana after
1998 and at Muja A and B after 2003. The amount of additional coal
required will depend upon factors, such as the amount of co-generation,
gas pipeline enhancement, Compact Steel Pty Ltd, and the impact of the
eastern goldfields gas pipeline.
It is not possible to accurately forecast the amount of coal required at this
time; however, it could be in the range of zero to 1.2 million tonnes per
annumt for a period of up to 10 years.

STATESHIPS - TENDERING. REISSUE INTENTION
Foreign Crews

1119. Hon JOHN HALDEN to the Minister for Transport:
(1) Does the Minister intend to reissue a tendering invitation to the 12 groups

which submitted proposals for operating or running Stateships?
(2) Does he support the crewing of Stateships by foreign crews?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON replied:
(1) Any future decisions on tendering will be determined when the current

assessment by the Department of Transport has been completed and
reported to me.

(2) Foreign crews will be a matter to be determined by the contractors who
may operate Stateships in the future.
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STATE ENERGY COMMISSION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - ALBANY
WORK FORCE REDUCniON

1120. Hon BOB THOMAS to die Minister for Mines representing the Minister for
Resources Development:

Some notice of this question has been given.
(1) Is consideration being given to reducing the size of die State

Energy Commission of Western Australia work force in the
Albany region?

(2) If yes, will this affect the operation of the SECWA workshop in
Albany?

(3) If yes to (1), will employees be offered other employment within
SEC WA in other towns?

(4) Does this proposal include apprentices?
(5) Will any senior management positions from SECWA in Albany be

transferred to Bunbury?
Hon GEORGE CASH replied:

I thank the member for some notice of this question. The Minister for
Resources Development has provided the following reply -

The State Energy Commission is undergoing an organisational
review which will lead to a significant restructure of its operations
as part of the separation into the two new gas and electricity
corporations. This work has not yet been finalised.

(3)-(4)
Any employee displaced as an outcome of this review will be
offered redeployment, retraining or redundancy options.

MABO LEGISLATION, FEDERAL - HIGH COURT CHALLENCE
OUTCOME, LEGAL ADVICE

1121. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Minister for Mines representing the Premier
Some notice of this question has been given.
(1) Has die Premier received advice from Crown Law or private legal

advisers on the likely outcome of the High Court challenge to the
Federal Mabo legislation?

(2) From whom did the Premier receive advice?
(3) What was the advice?
(4) Did the Premier follow the advice?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I thank the member for some notice of this question. The Premier has
provided the following reply -

(1) Yes.
(2) Advice was received from the legal team fomied to advise on the

prospects of attacking successfully the validity of the
Commonwealth's Native Title Act. This team is headed by the
Solicitor General and Mr David Jackson, QC.

(3) The advice was that the State should mount its own challenge in
die High Court to the validity of the Native Tide Act.

(4) Yes.
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BLACKOUT - STATE ENERGY COMIMISSION OF WESTERN
AUSTRALIA, REPORT TABLING

1122. Hon MARK NEVILL to the Minister for Mines representing the Minister for
Resources Development:

Some notice of this question has been given.
(1) Has the Minister received a report from the Stare Energy

Commission of Western Australia on the power blackout of
24 March 1994?

(2) If not, why not?
(3) When will die Minister table the report in the House?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I thank die member for sonic notice of this question. The Minister for
Resources Development has provided the following reply -

(1) Yes.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) 1 propose to table the report shortly when I have had the

opportunity to read and fully consider its contents.
PESTICIDES - 1080. TOXICITY AND HANDLING PROCEDURES

1123. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Health:
Some notice of this question has been given.
(1) Is the Health Department aware of a poison known as 1080?
(2) Is the substance fatal to human beings and, if so, in what quantity?
(3) Are there particular handling procedures for this substance?

Hon PETER FOSS replied:
I thank the member for some notice of the question.
(1) Yes, the Health Department is aware of the pesticide 1080, which

is also known as sodium fluoroacecare.
(2) The estimated lethal dose in humans is in the range of two to 10

milligrams per ilogramn of body weight. The information
pirovided does not say whether this is a dermal or swallowed dose.
I sin sorry that the answer is not more precise.

(3) As a -result of the known toxicity of compound 1080, particular
handling procedures have been put in place. The Health
(Pesticides) Regulations 1956 - panr II, division 2 - limit the
preparation and supply of 1080 formulations to the Agriculture
Protection Board. Further, die regulations limit the use of 1080 to
officers of the APB. It may be used by officers of other
Government departments, some primary producers and other
approved personnel who have been trained by the APB in the safe
handling andi use of 1080. The logo may be used only against
specified pests and, with the permission of the executive director
of public health, for experimental control of other pests by officers
of the APB.

POLICE - OPERATION SWEEP
Legal Advice

1124. Hon N.D. GRIF+iTS to the Minister for Mines representing the Minister for
Police:

Some notice of the question has been given.
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(1) Has the Minister been informed of Operation Sweep?
(2) Has the Minister received advice regarding its legality?
(3) If no to (2), has the Minister asked for such advice?
(4) If the Minister has not asked far such advice, why not?
(5) If yes to (2). what was the legal advice he received?

Hon GEORGE CASH replied:
I thank the member for same notice of the question. The Minister for
Police has provided the following answer -
(I) Yes.
(2) No.
(3) Yes.
(4) Not applicable.
(5) As with (2). advice not yet received from the Crown Solicitor's

Office.
CONSERVATION AND LAND MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT - EAGLE

XTS AIRCRAfl PURCHASE
1125. Hon N.D. GRIEPITHS to the Minister for Education representing the Minister

for the Environment:
Some notice of the question has been given.
(1) Has the Department of Conservation and Land Management

recently purchased six Eagle XIS aircraft?
(2) When was the purchase made?
(3) Who was the vendor?
(4) What was the total purchase price?
(5) Where were the aircraft built?
(6) For what purpose were the aircraft purchased?
(7) What performance specifications were set down?
(8) Do the Eagle XTS aircraft meet these specifications?
(9) When was it decided to purchase aircraft for the purpose?
(10) Who made the decision?
(11) What tendering process was undertaken?
(12) Are there any other aircraft, particularly Australian designed and

manufactured, that can carry out this task in line with performance
specification?

Hon N.F. MOORE replied:
(I) Yet.
(2) The tender was awarded in November 1993.
(3) Eagle Aircraft Pty Ltd.
(4) $312 000 for six aircraft.
(5) Henderson, Western Austi-alia.
(6) Aerial fire surveillance.
(7) There were six critical performance specifications. The aircraft had to -

(i) Provide good forward and lateral visibility for ground surveillance.
(ii) Be able to operate from airstrips of 480 metres in length.
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(iii) Take off over 50 foot obstacles fully laden within 450 mets of
commencing a takeoff run in international standard atmnosphere
conditions.

(iv) Land to full stop within 300 metes of touchdown.
(v) Have a minimum safe flying speed of 55 knots with flap extended.
NOi Have a cruise speed within the range of 110-130 knots at 75 per

cent power.
(8) Yes.
(9) October 1993.
(10) The State Supply Commission on the recommendation of the Executive

Director of the Department of Conservation and Land Management
(11) Public tenders under the States conuact and purchasing process.
(12) Yes, the momt expensive Sea Bird Seeker.

COMMERCE AND TRADE, DEPARTMENT OF - REDIS GRANTS
1126. Hon KIM CHANCE to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for

Commerce and Trade:
(1) How frequently does the Deparment of Commerce and Trade invite

applications for regional enterprise development initiative scheme grants?
(2) What is the average assessment time for REDIS puants?
(3) Have all grants so far allocated met an established set of guidelines?
(4) Were these guidelines approved by Cabinet?
Hon NYF. MOORE replied:

I thank the member for some notice of this question. The Minister for
Commerce and Trade has provided the following reply -

(1) In 1993 applications were invited on three occasions.
(2) Approximately six weeks.
(3) Yes.
(4) Yes, on 5 January 1993, by the previous Labor Government.
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